
Title/Subtitle

1, 2, 3 to the zoo : a counting book

1, 2, 3, un cuento para contar

1 x Multiport USB C Hub.

1,000 years ago on planet Earth

1,001 facts about dinosaurs

The 3 little dassies

3 nasty gnarlies

3D modeling

3D modeling

3D printing

3D printing

The 9/11 terror attacks

13 Danish tales

The 13-story treehouse

The 13th floor : a ghost story

14 cows for America

17 kings and 42 elephants

18th century clothing

The 19th Amendment

19th century clothing

20 Fun Facts about Asteroids and Comets

20 Fun Facts about Galaxies

20 Fun Facts about Gas Giants

20 Fun Facts about Rocky Planets

20 Fun Facts about Stars

20 Fun Facts about the Moon

The 20th century children's poetry treasury

26 Fairmount Avenue

The 26-story treehouse

The 39 Clues: Cahills vs. Vespers: Shatterproof

THE 39 CLUES : In Too Deep

The 39 Clues Into the Gauntlet

THE 39 CLUES : One False Note

The 39 Clues: Storm warning

The 39 clues: The black circle

The 39 CLUES: The Emperor's Code

The 39 CLUES : The Viper's Nest

The 39-story treehouse

50 burning questions : a sizzling history of fire

The 52-story treehouse

The 65-story treehouse

The 78-story treehouse

The 91-story treehouse

100 school days

101 dalmatians

101 facts about iguanas

101 facts about kittens

101 facts about tropical fish

101 ways to bug your parents

The 104-story treehouse

The 117-story treehouse

The 130-story treehouse

The 143-story treehouse

The 329th friend



365 days of wonder : Mr. Browne's book of precepts

365 Days of Wonder : Mr. Browne's book of precepts

The 500 hats of Bartholomew Cubbins

9.11.01 : terrorists attack the U.S.

1001 cosas que buscar en la granja

1001 things everyone should know about African-American history

1001 things to spot long ago

The 1929 Stock Market Crash

1984 : a novel

The 2000 Presidential election

2095

A Call for Change

A Magical Christmas

A Secret Home

A TICKET TO: Japan

A TICKET TO: Vietnam

A TREE IS MY HOME

A Weighty Decision

Aang's destiny

Aaron Rodgers

Aaron's awful allergies

Abadeha : the Philippine Cinderella

ABC animales

ABC of monsters

ABC under the sea : an ocean life alphabet book

Abe Lincoln goes to Washington, 1837-1865

El Abecedario de Don Hilario

Abel's island

Abigail Adams and the women who shaped America

Abigail Adams, pirate of the Caribbean

Abigail takes the wheel

Abiyoyo : based on a South African lullaby and folk story

The abolitionist movement

El abominable hombre de las nieves

About time a first look at time and clocks

The abracadabra kid : a writer's life

Abraham Lincoln.

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln : a man for all the people : a ballad

Abraham Lincoln and the end of slavery

Abraham Lincoln : our sixteenth president

Abraham Lincoln, pro wrestler

The Abraham Lincoln you never knew

Absolutely normal chaos

The absolutely true story of my visit to Yellowstone with the terrible Rupes

Absolutely Truly

Abuela

Accept and value each person



An account of the voyage of Juan Rodríguez Cabrillo

Ace, the very important pig

Ace your research paper

Aces wild

Achilles

Acrostic poems

Ada, la desordenada

Ada Lovelace

Ada Lovelace, poet of science : the first computer programmer

Adaptation

Adapting and surviving

Addition Annie

Adelita : a Mexican Cinderella story

Adios, Anna

Adios! Hola!

Adios ratoncito!

Adivinanzas para ni~nos de hoy

Adjectives

Adjectives

Adjectives and prepositions

Adoptive Families

Adventures in ancient Egypt

Adventures in sound with Max Axiom super scientist : an augmented reading science experience

Adventures in the Middle Ages

The adventures of Beekle : the unimaginary friend

The Adventures of Captain Underpants : an epic novel

The adventures of Captain Underpants now in full color

The Adventures of Connie and Diego.

The adventures of Connie and Diego = Las aventuras de Connie y Diego

The adventures of Super Diaper Baby : the first epic novel by George Beard and Harold Hutchins

The adventures of Super Diaper Baby : the first graphic novel by George Beard and Harold Hutchins

The adventures of Taxi Dog

The adventures of the dish and the spoon

The adventures of Tom Sawyer

The adventures of Tom Sawyer

Adverbs

Adverbs

Advertising

Advertising overload

Advice for a frog

Aeropuertos

Aesop's fables

Aesop's fables : a selection

AFC East

AFC South

Afghanistan

Afghanistan

Afghanistan

Africa

Africa

Africa

African-American astronauts : Guion S. Bluford Jr., Charles F. Bolden Jr., Frederick D. Gregory, Bernard A. Harris Jr., Mae C. Jemison

African-American aviators : Bessie Coleman, William J. Powell, James Herman Banning, Benjamin O. Davis Jr., General Daniel James Jr.

African-American inventors II : Bill Becoat, George Carruthers, Meredith Gourdine, Jesse Hoagland, Wanda Sigur

African-American inventors III : Patricia Bath, Philip Emeagwali, Henry Sampson, Valerie Thomas, Peter Tolliver



African-American inventors : Lonnie Johnson, Frederick McKinley Jones, Marjorie Stewart Joyner, Elijah McCoy, Garrett Augustus Morgan

African-American scientists : Robert Jones, Reatha Clark King, Walter Massey, Franklyn G. Prendergast, Larry Shannon

African Americans and the Revolutionary War

African Americans in California

African-Americans in the colonies

African Americans in the thirteen colonies

African animal giants

African animals through African eyes

African elephants

After-School Sports Club : let's go skating!

After-School Sports Club. Soccer day

After-School Sports Club : time for T-ball

After-school sports club : touchdown!

After the fall : how Humpty Dumpty got back up again

After the kill

Against all odds : a novel

Agapanthus Hum and the eyeglasses

Age of Atlantis

The age of dinosaurs

The Age of exploration.

Agouhanna

Agrupemos alimentos

El agua

Agua

Agua

Agua, agua, agua : an Aesop's fable

El agua : arriba, abajo y en todos lados

El agua y tu

El Aguila

Aguilas

Ah, music!

Ahoy, ghost ship ahead!

AIDS: Facts for Kids

Air Force One

Air forces of World War II

Air pollution

Air superiority fighters : the F/A-22 Raptors

Air transportation : from balloons to superjets

Aircraft

Aircraft carriers : the Nimitz class

Aire

El aire

Aire y agua

Airmail to the moon

The airplane

The airplane

Airplanes

Akavak : an Eskimo journey

Akiak : a tale from the Iditarod

Al amanecer

Al bebé le encantan los quarks! = Baby loves quarks!

Al final, un hogar (Cuentos de aldeas)

Al oso le duelen las muelas

Al Zoologico saltando llegamos

Alabama



Alabama

Alabama

Alabama in words and pictures

Aladdin and the magic lamp

Aladdin and the magic lamp

Aladdin and the magic lamp

Aladdin & the magic lamp

Aladdin's lamp

Aladino

Aladino y la lampara magica

Aladino y la lampara maravillosa

The Alamo

The Alamo

The Alamo

The Alamo

Alan Shepard, the first American in space

Alaska

Alaska

Alaska ABC book

Alaska and Hawaiʿi

Alaska and Hawaiʿi
Alaska, from its glorious past to the present

Alaska in words and pictures

Albatross to zebra finch : birds from A to Z

Albert Einstein

Albert Einstein

Albert Einstein and his theory of relativity

Albert Einstein : genius of the twentieth century

Albertina anda arriba : el abecedario = Albertina goes up : an alphabet book

Alberto Giacometti

Albert's ballgame

An album of Black Americans in the Armed Forces

Album of North American birds

The Alcatraz escape

Alcatraz to Zanzibar : famous places from A to Z

Alcohol--what it is, what it does

Alejandro's gift

Aletin and the falling sky

Alex quiere un dinosaurio

Alex y las manchas misteriosas

Alexander and the terrible, horrible, no good, very bad day

Alexander Fleming : discoverer of penicillin

Alexander Graham Bell

Alexander Graham Bell

Alexander Graham Bell

Alexander Graham Bell and the telephone

The Alexander Hamilton you never knew

Alexander Ovechkin

Alexander que de ninguna manera--le oyen?--lo dice en serio!--se va a mudar

Alexander, que era rico el domingo pasado

Alexander the Great

Alexander the Great : ancient king & conqueror

Alexander y el dia terrible, horrible, espantoso, horrorosO

Alexander y el dia terrible, horrible, espantoso, horroroso



El Alfabeto

Alfred Hitchcock y Los Tres Investigadores en Misterio de la ara~na de plata

Alfred Hitchcock y Los Tres Investigadores en Misterio de la cucva de los lamentos

Alfred Hitchcock y Los Tres investigadores en Misterio del leon nervioso

Alfred Hitchcock y los tres investigadores en Misterio del reloj chillbon

Alfred Hitchcock y Los Tres Investigadores en Misterio en el castillo del terror

Alfred Nobel

Alfred Nobel : inventive thinker

Algeria

Algo de nada : adaptacion de un cuento folklorico judio

Algo especial para mi

Algo esta creciendo

El Algodon

Ali Baba y los 40 ladrones.

Alice and the birthday giant

Alice the fairy

Alice's adventures in Wonderland

Alice's adventures in Wonderland

Alice's adventures in Wonderland & Through the looking glass

Alien abduction

Alien abductions

Alien attack

Aliens don't wear braces

Aliens in Woodford

Alimentos

Alimentos amarillos

Alimentos anaranjados

Alimentos blancos

Alimentos de color café

Alimentos rojos

Alimentos verdes

Alistair in outer space

All about heat

All about inclined planes

All about inclined planes

All About Koalas

All about levers

All about levers

All about light

All about matter

All about money

All about our 50 States

All about pulleys

All about pulleys

All about Sam

All about screws

All about screws

All about sound

All about sounds

All about wedges

All about wedges

All about wheels and axles

All about wheels and axles

All alone in the universe

All along the river



All American boys

All Are Welcome

All around California : regions and resources

All change!

All color book of horses.

All color world of horses

All for fall

All in good time

All in the morning early

All keyed up

All kinds of families

All kinds of farms

All kinds of habitats

The all-new Amelia

All that trash : the story of the 1987 garbage barge and our problem with stuff

All the colors of magic

All the colors of the rainbow

All the lovely bad ones : a ghost story

All the places to love

All the way to Lhasa : a tale from Tibet

All those secrets of the world

All you need for a beach

All you need for a snowman

Allan Pinkerton : the original private eye

Alley of shadows

The alligator

Alligators

Alligators

Alligators

Alligators & crocodiles

Alma and how she got her name

Almejas, ostras y cayos

Almendrita

Almost famous

Un almuerzo con ponche

Along came the Model T! : How Henry Ford put the world on wheels

Along the Santa Fe Trail : Marion Russell's own story

The Alonquian

Alphabeasts : a hide & seek alphabet book

Alphabet city

The Alphabet from Z to A : (with much confusion on the way)

Alphabet mystery

The alphabet tale

The alphabet tree.

Alphabetical soup

Alvin Ho : allergic to birthday parties, science projects, and other man-made catastrophes

Always be safe

Always Fly Away A Children's Safety Book

The always prayer shawl

The always prayer shawl

Always to remember : the story of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial

Amal unbound

Amari and the night brothers

Amazing Animal Adaptations

Amazing animals



Amazing animals of Australia.

Amazing battles!

Amazing bees

The amazing bone

Amazing buildings

Amazing dogs

The amazing fact book of fish

The amazing fact book of insects

The amazing fact book of monsters

The amazing fact book of spiders

Amazing facts about ancient Egypt

Amazing Grace

Amazing grace : the story behind the song

Amazing magic tricks : master level

The amazing odorous adventures of Stinky Dog

The amazing potato : a story in which the Incas, Conquistadors, Marie Antoinette, Thomas Jefferson, wars, famines, immigrants, and french fries all pl

The Amazon River

Amazon river

Amber Brown goes fourth

Amber Brown is feeling blue

Amber Brown is green with envy

Amber Brown Is Not A Crayon

Amber Brown sees red

Amber Brown wants extra credit

Amelia and Eleanor go for a ride

Amelia and the gym class system. #2

Amelia and the other side of yuletide. #4

Amelia Bedelia 4 mayor

Amelia Bedelia goes camping

Amelia Earhart

Amelia Earhart

Amelia Earhart

Amelia Earhart

Amelia Earhart

Amelia Earhart : a photo-illustrated biography

Amelia Earhart : first lady of flight

Amelia in Loosely in disguise and frightened. #3

Amelia in speak softee to me. #5

Amelia in What makes you happy. #6

Amelia vs. the sneeze barf. #1

Amelia writes again!

America, I hear you : a story about George Gershwin

America in the time of Abraham Lincoln : the story of our nation from coast to coast, from 1819 to 1869

America in the time of Columbus, from earliest times to 1590

America in the time of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 1929 to 1948

America in the time of Lewis and Clark, 1801 to 1850

America in the time of Martin Luther King Jr., 1948-1976

America in the time of Pocahontas, 1590 to 1754

America in the time of Sitting Bull, 1840 to 1890

America in the time of Susan B. Anthony, 1845-1928

America is-

America : my country 'tis of thee : an American song about freedom

America the beautiful.

America under attack

American classics. Volume 2



American flag

American flag

The American flag

The American identity

American independence

American Indian voices presents Johnny Moses storyteller from Northwest Pacific Coast.

American Indians of the East : woodland people

American Indians of the plains : surviving the great expanse

American Indians of the West : battling the elements

The American Revolution

The American revolution : fighting for freedom

The American saddlebred horse

The American scene. Lives.

The American spirit : meeting the challenge of September 11

American tall tales

American tall tales

America's first settlements

America's First World War : General Pershing and the Yanks.

America's greatest natural disasters : moments in history

America's struggle with terrorism

America's tea parties : not one but four! : Boston, Charleston, New York, Philadelphia

Amigo

Amigo

Amigos

Amigos con suerte

Amina's voice

The Amish

Amistad rising : a story of freedom

Amorak

Amphibians

Amphibians

Amphibians

Amphibians

Amulet. Book eight, Supernova

Amulet. Book five, Prince of the elves

Amulet. Book five, Prince of the elves

Amulet. Book four, The last council

Amulet. Book four, The last council

Amulet. Book one, The stonekeeper

Amulet. Book one, The stonekeeper

Amulet. Book seven, Firelight

Amulet. Book seven, Firelight

Amulet. Book six, Escape from Lucien

Amulet. Book six, Escape from Lucien

Amulet. Book three, The cloud searchers

Amulet. Book three, The cloud searchers

Amulet. Book two, The stonekeeper's curse

Amulet. Book two, The stonekeeper's curse

Amulet: The Stonekeeper

Amy Namey in Ace Reporter

An American Plague The True and Terrifying Story of the Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1793

Ana Banana y yo

Ana y su mundo de silencio

Anacondas

Anansi and the magic stick



Anansi and the talking melon

Anansi, the spider man : Jamaican folk tales

The Anasazi

Anastasia, absolutely

Anastasia Krupnik

Anastasia on her own

Anastasia's chosen career

Anastasia's chosen career

Anatole and the cat.

Ancient Africa

Ancient African town

Ancient America

The ancient Aztecs

Ancient China

Ancient China

Ancient China

Ancient Chinese

The ancient Chinese

The ancient Chinese

The ancient Chinese

The ancient Chinese

Ancient civilizations.

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Egypt

The ancient Egyptians

The ancient Egyptians

Ancient empires & mighty people

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece! : 40 hands-on activities to experience this wondrous age

Ancient Greece : by Robert Nicholson.

Ancient Greece, crime and punishment

The ancient Greeks

Ancient Greeks at a glance

The ancient Greeks : in the land of the Gods

The ancient Inca

Ancient life fossils set, Part III

Ancient Mesopotamia

Ancient Mesopotamia : the Sumerians, Babylonians, and Assyrians

The ancient Romans

The ancient Romans

Ancient Romans at a glance

Ancient Rome

Ancient Rome

Ancient Rome



Ancient Rome

Ancient Rome

Ancient Rome! : exploring the culture, people, & ideas of this powerful empire

Ancient West African kingdoms

Ancient West African kingdoms : Ghana, Mali, & Songhai

And everything nice : the story of sugar, spice, and flavoring

And still the turtle watched

And Tango makes three

And the dish ran away with the spoon

And the green grass grew all around : folk poetry from everyone

And the soldiers sang

And the winner is

And then what happened, Paul Revere?

And to think that I saw it on Mulberry street

Andiamo, weasel!

Andrew Jackson, frontier patriot

Andrew Jackson : our seventh president

Andrew Johnson : our seventeenth president

Andrew Luck

Andromeda

Andromeda

Andy Warhol

Angel child, dragon child

Angel Island

Angel Island : gateway to Gold Mountain

Angelina ballerina. Angelina and Henry

Angelina, star of the show

Angel's kite

Angels ride bikes and other fall poems = Los Angeles andan en bicleta y otros poemas de otoño : poems

Angkat : the Cambodian Cinderella

Anglerfish

Angling to zorbing : sports from A to Z

Anguilas

Angus and the cat

Angus and the ducks.

Angus y el gato

Animal acrostics

Animal armor

Animal babies

Animal baby sitters

Animal Birds & Fishes on Coins.

Animal builders

Animal cells : the smallest units of life

Animal farm : a fairy story

Animal hide and seek

Animal holiday

Animal homes

Animal Instincts

Animal masterminds : a chapter book

Animal rescue : the best job there is

Animal rescuers : a chapter book

Animal strike at the zoo, it's true!

Animal survivors of the Arctic

Animal survivors of the wetlands

Animal tales from Mother Goose



Animal tales from Mother Goose

Animal teeth

Los animales bebes

Los animales con caparazon

Animales de la granja

Animales del jardin

Los animales en otono = : Animals in fall

Los animales pequenos

Animalia

Animals and climate change

Animals and deforestation

Animals and oil spills

Animals communicating

Animals do the strangest things

Animals in danger : trying to save our wildlife

Animals in the fall

Animals in the zoo

Animals of the deserts

Animals of the grasslands

Animals of the rainforest

Animals on the verge of extinction

Animals that build their homes

Animals that live in the sea

Animals that migrate

Animals that sing

Animals under the ground

Animals under the ground

Animals without backbones

Ankylosaurus

Ankylosaurus

Ankylosaurus

Anna Eleanor Roosevelt, 1884-1962

Annapolis

Anna's New Glasses

Anne Frank

Anne Frank

Anne Frank

Anne Frank : an unauthorized biography

Anne Frank, beyond the diary : a photographic remembrance

Anne Frank : life in hiding

Anne of Avonlea

Anne of Green Gables

Annie and Bo and the big surprise

Annie and Snowball and the Book Bugs Club : the ninth book of their adventures

Annie and Snowball and the cozy nest : the fifth book of their adventure

Annie and Snowball and the dress-up birthday : the first book of their adventures

Annie and Snowball and the grandmother night : the twelfth book of their adventures

Annie and Snowball and the magical house : the seventh book of their adventures

Annie and Snowball and the pink surprise

Annie and Snowball and the shining star : the sixth book of their adventures

Annie and Snowball and the surprise day : the eleventh book of their adventures

Annie and Snowball and the Teacup Club : the third book of their adventures

Annie and Snowball and the thankful friends : the tenth book of their adventures

Annie and Snowball and the wedding day : the thirteenth book of their adventures

Annie and Snowball and the wintry freeze



Annie and the Old One

Anno's Counting book

Anno's magical ABC : an anamorphic alphabet

Anno's mysterious multiplying jar

Anoles

Answer the phone

The ant and the grasshopper

The Ant and the Grasshopper / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Andrew Geeson.

The ant : energetic worker

Ant plays bear

The Antarctic Ocean

Antarctica

Antarctica

Antarctica

Antarctica

Anteaters

Anteaters, sloths, and armadillos

Antelope

Anton Pirulero

Ants

Ants

Ants

Ants

Ants

Ants and other insects

Ants and other social insects : [book author, Cecilia Venn].

The ants and the grasshopper

The ants and the grasshopper

Ants in my pants

Any small goodness : a novel of the barrio

Los apache

The Apache Indians

The Apaches

Apagala!

Apatosaurus

Apatosaurus

Apatosaurus

Ape cape

Apollo 11 : first moon landing

Apostrophe

Apple fractions

The apple orchard

The Apple state treasure hunt a story about Washington

The apple state treasure hunt : a story about Washington

Apple trees

Apple trees and the seasons

Apples

Apples

Apples to zippers : an alphabet book

The apprentice's quest

April

April

April Fool

April foolishness

Aquamarine



Aqui viene el que se poncha!

Arabian horses

Araminta's paint box

La arana saltadora

Ara~nas comedoras de pajaros

Ara~nas de tapadera

Ara~nas pescadoras

Ara~nas "tejedoras de tunel"

Aranas viuda negra

El arbol generoso

Los arboles

Arboles

Arboles

Los arboles frutales

Arboles y flores

Arbor Day

Arbor Day

El arce

Arctic & Antarctic

Arctic foxes and red foxes

Arctic frozen reaches

The Arctic Ocean

Arctic peoples

Arctic tundra and polar deserts

Arctic tundra : land with no trees

La ardilla almendrita

Are we there yet?

Are we there yet, Daddy?

Are you a bee?

Are you a dragonfly?

Are you a snail?

Are you my mother?

Are you my rabbit?

Are you ready to play outside?

Are you scared, Darth Vader?

Argentina

Argentina

Arizona

Arizona

Arizona facts and symbols

Arizona in words and pictures

The ark

Arkansas

Arkansas

Arkansas

Arkansas

Arkansas in words and pictures

Arlene sardine

The armadillo from Amarillo

Armadillo rodeo

Armadilly chili

Armando and the blue tarp school

Armenia

Around America to win the vote : two suffragists, a kitten, and 10,000 miles

Around the house



El arqueopterix

Arreglalo

Arriba y abajo

Arrow to the sun : a Pueblo Indian tale

Arroz con frijoles--y unos amables ratones

Art

The art of Africa

The art of ancient Greece

The art of ancient Rome

The art of colonial America

The Art of reading : forty illustrators celebrate RIF's 40th anniversary

The art of the Eskimo

The art of the Etruscans

The art of the old West

The art of the Spanish in the United States and Puerto Rico

The art of the Vikings

Artemis Fowl

Artemis Fowl : the Arctic incident

Artemis Fowl : The Atlantis complex

Artemis Fowl. The Atlantis complex

Artemis Fowl. The eternity code

Artemis Fowl. The last guardian

Artemis Fowl : the lost colony

Artemis Fowl, the Time paradox

Artful antics : a book of art, music, and theater jokes

Arthropods

Arthur accused!

Arthur and the 1,001 dads

Arthur and the big snow

Arthur and the comet crisis

Arthur and the lost diary

Arthur and the poetry contest

Arthur and the race to read

Arthur and the recess rookie

Arthur and the Scare-Your-Pants-Off Club

Arthur, for the very first time

Arthur gets what he spills

Arthur goes to camp

Arthur, it's only rock 'n' roll

Arthur jumps into fall

Arthur makes the team

Arthur meets the President

Arthur plays the blues

Arthur rocks with Binky

Arthur turns green

Arthur writes a story

Arthur writes a story

Arthur's back to school day

Arthur's birthday

Arthur's chicken pox

Arthur's Christmas

Arthur's eyes

Arthur's eyes Francines bad hair day.

Arthur's family vacation

Arthur's great big valentine



Arthur's Halloween

Arthur's heart mix-up

Arthur's jelly beans

Arthur's jelly beans

Arthur's new puppy

Arthur's perfect Christmas

Arthur's pet business

Arthur's pet business

Arthur's teacher trouble

Arthur's Thanksgiving

Arthur's tooth

Arthur's tooth

Arthur's underwear

Arthur's underwear

The Articles of Confederation

Artificial intelligence

Artificial intelligence discover the role of artificial intelligence in practice and the benefits of AI for business, understand machine learning and

Arturo y el desastre de la computadora

Arturo y el día de acción de gracias

Arturo y el negocio de las mascotas

Arturo y los terribles gemelos

Arturo y sus problemas con el profesor

Aru Shah and the end of time

As brave as you

Ashanti to Zulu : African traditions

Ashes

Ashes to Asheville

Ashpet : an Appalachian tale

Asi es Josefina, una ni~na americana

Asi son los gatitos!

Asi son los perritos

Asi vamos a la escuela : un libro acerca de ni~nos en diferentes paises del mundo

Asia

Asia

Asia

Asian children's favorite stories : folktales from China, Japan, Korea, India, the Philippines and other Asian lands

Asian crafts

Ask about the earth and the sky.

Ask about volcanoes.

Ask the bones : scary stories from around the world

La Asombrosa Graciela

Asombrosas Aranas

Asombrosas aves

Asombrosas aves de presa

Asombrosas aves tropicales

Asombrosas mariposas

Asombrosas serpientes

Asombrosos animales mimeticos

Asombrosos escarabajos

Asombrosos felinos

Asombrosos lagartos

Asombrosos lobos, perros y zorros

Asombrosos mamiferos

Asombrosos monos

Asombrosos murcielagos



Asombrosos osos

Asombrosos peces

Asombrosos reptiles

Asombrosos sapos y ranas

The Assassination of Brangwain Spurge

The assassination of John F. Kennedy

Astronaut

Astronaut

Astronaut : living in space

El astronauta

El astronauta

Astronautas

Astronauts.

Astronauts at work

Astronomy 101

Asus Charger

At the beach

At the crack of the bat : baseball poems

At the crossroads

At the mouth of the luckiest river

At the Park

At the scene of the crime

Atalanta's race : a Greek myth

Atariba & Niguayona.

Atariba & Niguayona : a story from the Taino people of Puerto Rico

Athena

Athena the brain

The Atlantic Ocean

Atlantis

Atlas escolar : Editorial VEB Hermann Haack.

La atmosfera y el tiempo

Atoms

Attack of the plants

Attack of the shadow smashers

Attack of the zombie rabbids

The attack on Pearl Harbor

The attacks of September 11, 2001

The attractive story of magnetism with Max Axiom, super scientist

ATVs

Auggie & me : three wonder stories

August

August

Auguste Rodin

Aunt America

Aunt Chip and the great Triple Creek dam affair

Aunt Clara Brown : official pioneer

Aunt Eater's mystery Halloween

Aunt Eater's mystery vacation

Aunt Flossie's hats (and crab cakes later)

Aunt Isabel makes trouble

Aunt Isabel tells a good one

Aunt Pitty Patty's piggy

Auntie Claus and the key to Christmas

The austere academy

Australia



Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia : the land and its people

Australian cattle dogs

Austria

Austria

Author talk : conversations with Judy Blume... [et al.]

Auto mechanic

El Autobus magico dentro de un pastel : un libro sobre cocina

El autobus magico en el cuerpo de Ralphie : un libro sobre germenes.

El autobus magico en el cuerpo humano

El autobus magico en el fondo del mar

El autobus magico en el interior de la tierra

El autobus magico en el sistema solar

El autobus magico en el sistema solar

El autobus magico, en tiempos de los dinosaurios

El autobus magico explota : un libro sobre volcanes

El autobus magico juega a la pelota : un libro sobre fuerzas

El autobus magico mariposa y el monstruo del pantano : un libro sobre el camuflaje de las mariposas

El autobus magico muestra y cuenta : un libro sobre arqueologia

El autobus magico planta una semilla : un libro sobre como crecen los seres vivos

El autobus magico se descompone : un libro sobre microbios

El autobus magico se queda helado : un libro sobre animales de sangre fria y caliente

El autobus magico se queda plantado : un libro sobre la fotosintesis

El autobus magico se reseca : un libro sobre los desiertos

El autobus magico se salpica todo : un libro sobre el ciclo del agua.

El autobus magico siente un inquietante hormigueo : un libro sobre las hormigas

El autobus magico sube y baja : un libro sobre como flotar y hundirse

El autobus magico teje una tela : un libro sobre las ara~nas

El autobus magico va contra la corriente : un libro sobre la migracion de los salmones

El autobus magico ve las estrellas : un libro sobre rocas espaciales

El autobus magico viaja por el agua

El autobus magico vuelo nocturno : un libro sobre los murcielagos

The automobile

Automobiles

Autumn

The autumn equinox : celebrating the harvest

Autumn : signs of the season around North America

Avalanche!

Avalanche : a novel

Avalanches

Avalanches

Avalanches

Avatar, the last airbender

Avengers K : Avengers vs. Ultron. Volume 2

Avengers K : Avengers vs. Ultron. Volume 3

Avengers K : Avengers vs. Ultron. Volume 4

Avengers K : Avengers vs. Ultron. Volume 5

Avengers K : Avengers vs. Ultron. Volume 6

Avengers vs. Ultron. Volume 1

Aventuras de Don Quijote

Avestruces



Los aviones

Away go the boats

Away is a strange place to be

Awesome heroes

Awesome yo-yo tricks

Awful Ogre's awful day : poems

Ayah Bdeir

Aye-Ayes

The Aztec

The Aztecs

The Aztecs

The Aztecs

The Aztecs

Azul : mira el azul que te rodea = Blue : seeing blue all around us

Azul y verde

Azulin visita Mexico

The B-2 Spirit stealth bomber

B is for bookworm : a library alphabet

Babar comes to America

Babar en pequenos amigos

Babar y el fantasma

The Babe & I

Babe : the gallant pig

Baboons

Baboushka and the three kings

Babushka Baba Yaga

The baby beebee bird

Baby cats

Baby cows

Baby ducks

Baby flamingos at the zoo

Baby goats

A baby lobster grows up

Baby Monkey, private eye

Baby orangutans at the zoo

Baby rattlesnake

Baby sheep

The Baby-sitters club. 1, Kristy's great idea

The Baby-sitters club. 2, The truth about Stacey

The Baby-sitters club. 3, Mary Anne saves the day

The Baby-sitters club. 4, Claudia and mean Janine

The Baby-sitters club. 4, Claudia and mean Janine

The Baby-sitters club. 5, Dawn and the impossible three

The Baby-sitters Club. 6, Kristy's big day

The Baby-sitters Club. 7, Boy-crazy Stacey

The Baby-sitters club. 7, Boy-crazy Stacey

The Baby-sitters club. 8, Logan likes Mary Anne!

The Baby-sitters club. 9, Claudia and the new girl

The Baby-sitters club. 10, Kristy and the snobs

The Baby-sitters club. 11, Good-bye Stacey, good-bye

Baby tigers at the zoo

The baby uggs are hatching

Baby whale's journey

Babymouse. [1], Queen of the world!

Babymouse. [1], Queen of the world!



Babymouse. [2], Our hero

Babymouse. [2], Our hero

Babymouse. [3], Beach babe

Babymouse. [4], Rock star

Babymouse. [5], Heartbreaker

Babymouse. [6], Camp Babymouse

Babymouse. [6], Camp Babymouse

Babymouse. [7], Skater girl

Babymouse. [7], skater girl

Babymouse. [8], Puppy love

Babymouse. [9], Monster mash

Babymouse. #9, Monster Mash

Babymouse. [#10], The musical

Babymouse. [10], The musical

Babymouse. [12], Burns rubber

Babymouse. [13], Cupcake tycoon

Babymouse. [14], Mad scientist

Babymouse. [15], A very Babymouse Christmas

Babymouse. [15], A very Babymouse Christmas

Babymouse. [16], Babymouse for president

Babymouse. [16], Babymouse for president

[Babymouse]. [17], Extreme Babymouse

[Babymouse]. [17], Extreme Babymouse

[Babymouse]. 18, Happy birthday, Babymouse

Babymouse. 20, Babymouse goes for the gold

Babymouse: Bad Babysitter 19, Bad babysitter

Babymouse : beach babe!

Babymouse : burns rubber!

Babymouse : cupcake tycoon 13

Babymouse : dragonslayer

Babymouse: Goes for the Gold 20, Babymouse goes for the gold

Babymouse: Happy Birthday, Babymouse 18, Happy birthday, Babymouse

Babymouse : mad scientist

Babymouse : rock star

Back in the beforetime : tales of the California Indians

Backbone of the king : the story of Paka'a and his son Ku.

Backpacking is for me

Backstage at a movie set

Backstage at a music video

Backstage at a newscast

Backstage at a play

Backup goalie

Bacteria

The bad beginning

Bad boys

Bad boys get cookie!

A bad case of stripes

A bad case of stripes

The Bad Guys

The Bad Guys in alien vs Bad Guys

The Bad Guys in alien vs Bad Guys. #6

The Bad Guys in attack of the zittens

The Bad Guys in attack of the zittens

The Bad Guys in attack of the zittens. #4

The Bad Guys in cut to the chase



The Bad Guys in dawn of the underlord

The Bad Guys in do-you-think-he-saurus?!

Bad Guys in do-you-think-he-saurus? [#7]

The Bad Guys in intergalactic gas

The Bad Guys in intergalactic gas. #5

The Bad Guys in mission unpluckable

The Bad Guys in mission unpluckable. #2

The Bad Guys in superbad

The bad guys in superbad / #8. #8

The Bad Guys in the baddest day ever

The Bad Guys in the big bad wolf

The Bad Guys in the furball strikes back

The Bad Guys in the one?!

The Bad Guys in They're bee-hind you!

Bad kitty

Bad Kitty camp daze

Bad Kitty drawn to trouble

Bad Kitty for president

Bad kitty goes to the vet

Bad kitty goes to the vet

Bad Kitty : Puppy's big day

Bad Kitty, scaredy-cat

Bad Kitty school daze

Bad Kitty takes the test

Bad moooove!

Badgers

Badger's fancy meal

Badminton for fun!

The Bahamas

Bailey goes camping

Bajo las olas

Bajo las olas 1, 2, 3 : vamos a contar la vida marina

The bald eagle

The bald eagle

Bald eagle

Bald eagle

Bald eagles

The ballad of Valentine

Ballenas = : Whales

Ballerina girl

Ballet dance

Balls

Balto

Balto and the great race

La bandera

La bandera que amamos

Las banderas

Bangladesh

Bank tellers

Banks

Banner in the sky

The Banyan Deer : a parable of courage & compassion

The Banza.

Bar graphs

Barack Obama



Barack Obama

Barack Obama, 44th U.S. President

Barack Obama 44th U.S. president

Barack Obama : our forty-fourth president

Barbara Pierce Bush, 1925-

Barbara Walters, the news her way

Barbie of Swan Lake A Storybook

Barbie : Rapunzel

Los barcos

Barcos, barcos, barcos

Barefoot : escape on the underground railroad

The barn

Barn dance!

Barnacles

Barney and the UFO

El barro

Bartholomew and the oobleck

Bartholomew and the Oobleck

Bart's amazing charts

Baseball

Baseball

Baseball

Baseball

Baseball card crazy

Baseball Flyhawk

Baseball for fun!

Baseball in action

Baseball's biggest bloopers : the games that got away

Basho and the river stones

Basic manners

Basic manners

The basics of cell life with Max Axiom, super scientist

Basketball

Basketball

Basketball

Basketball

Basketball

Basketball for fun!

Basketball in action

Basketball is for me

The Basque dragon

A bat hangs from the bat

Bat loves the night

Batbaby finds a home

Batman beyond : New hero in town

Batman beyond : No place like home

Bats

Bats and balls. By Berman Lord pictures by Arnold Spilka.

Bats and other animals with amazing ears

Bats : mammals that fly

Batter up Wombat

Batteries, bulbs, and wires

Battle at the castle

Battle kings : the history of tanks

The Battle of Cantigny



The Battle of Gettysburg

The Battle of Gettysburg

The battle of Gettysburg, 1863

The Battle of Midway

The battle of the Alamo

Battle of the boss-monster

The battle of the Labyrinth

The Battle of the Little Bighorn

The Battle of Yorktown

Battle to the end

The battles of Lexington and Concord

The battles of Lexington and Concord

The Battles of Lexington & Concord

Battles of the French and Indian War

Battles of the Spanish-American War

Battles of the War of 1812

Battles of World War I

Baxter is missing

Be a good sport!

Be careful and stay safe

Be kind to your dog at Christmas and other ways to have happy holidays and a lucky new year

Be nice, Nanette!

Be polite and kind

Be positive!

Be prepared

Be quiet!

Be safe on the Internet

Be the change : a grandfather Gandhi story

Beagles

Beans Baker, number five

The beanstalk and beyond : developing critical thinking through fairy tales

Bear about town

The bear and the piano

The bear ate your sandwich

A bear called Paddington

Bear country : bearly a misadventure

A bear cub grows up

Bear in sunshine

The Bear Scouts

Bear wants more

The bearded dragon

Bears

Bears

Bears

Bears, bears everywhere

The bears' counting book

Bear's hiccups

Bear's last journey

A bear's year

Bearymore

Beast

Beast feast : poems and paintings

The beatinest boy

Beatrix Potter

Beatrix Potter



Beautiful junk : a story of the Watts Towers

Beauty

Beauty and the beaks : a turkey's cautionary tale

Beauty and the beast

Beauty and the beast

Beaver pond, moose pond

Beavers and other animals with amazing teeth

El bebé le encanta la ingeniería aeroespacial! = Baby loves aerospace engineering!

Because

Because of the rabbit

Because of the sand witches there

Because of Winn-Dixie

Because of Winn-Dixie

Becoming a butterfly

Becoming a butterfly

Becoming Naomi Leon

Bed hogs

Bedtime!

Bedtime for Nick

Bedtime with Mother Goose

Bedtime with Mother Goose

Bee tree and other stuff

Bees to baleens : the rhyme & the rhythm of living things

Bees to trees : reading, writing, and reciting poems about nature

Beetle

Beetles : the most common insects

Beezus and Ramona

Before Columbus : the Americas of 1491

Before George Washington was president

Beginner's guide to playing chess

The Beginning of a Young Superhero.

Behavior

Behavior

Behold-- the dragons!

Being a good citizen

Being a good guest

Being a good guest

Being a governor

Being a model

Being alone, being together

Béisbol

El béisbol nos salvó

Belgium and Luxembourg : the lands and their people

The bell rang

La bella durmiente

La bella durmiente del bosque. Illustracion. Jose M. Lavarello.

Belle Prater's boy

Beloved Benjamin is waiting

Beluga whales

Bembelman's Bakery

Ben and me : a new and astonishing life of Benjamin Franklin as written by his good mouse, Amos

Ben Franklin and his first kite

Ben Franklin of old Philadelphia

Benito's bizcochitos

Benjamin Banneker



Benjamin Banneker : self-made man

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin

Benjamin Franklin : a man with many jobs

The Benjamin Franklin you never knew

Benjamin Harrison

Benjamin Harrison : our twenty-third president

Benjy's dog house.

Benny goes into business

Benny's boxcar sleepover

Benny's Saturday surprise

Ben's Revolution : Benjamin Russell and the battle of Bunker Hill

The Berenstain Bears and the escape of the Bogg brothers

The Berenstain Bears and the missing watermelon money

The Berenstain Bears and the tic-tac-toe mystery

The Berenstain bears and the trouble with friends

The Berenstain Bears by the sea

The Berenstain Bears-- phenom in the family

Berlioz the bear

The Bermuda Triangle

Bernardo de Galvez

Un beso de buenas noches!

Bessey la Desordenada pasa una noche de cumpleanos

Bessie Coleman

The best bad thing

The best Christmas pageant ever

Best foot forward

Best Friends

Best friends

Best friends forever

Best Friends Wear Pink Tutus

The best Halloween ever

The best MLB catchers of all time

The best MLB hitters of all time

The best MLB infielders of all time

The best MLB outfielders of all time

The best MLB pitchers of all time

The best MLB teams of all time

The best mouse cookie

The best nest

The best of times : math strategies that multiply

The best pet of all

The best place

The best school year ever

The best singing games for children of all ages

Best story ever

The best teacher in the world

The best thing to be

The best valentine

The best way to see a shark



Best wishes

Betsy Ross

Betsy Ross

Betsy Ross and the silver thimble

Better ice skating for boys and girls

Better than laughter.

Betty Doll

Between the lines : how Ernie Barnes went from the football field to the art gallery

Between us and Abuela : a family story from the border

Beverly Cleary

Beware, Dawn!

Beware of kissing lizard lips

Beware! : R.L. Stine picks his favorite scary stories

Beware the Brindlebeast

Beware the inquisitor!

Beware! we are poisonous : how animals defend themselves

Beyond the east wind : legends and folktales of Vietnam

Beyond the grave

The BFG

The BFG

Bichons frises

The Bicycle

A bicycle for Rosaura

Bicycle safety

Big Al (miniature book)

Big and little : a book of opposites.

The big bad blackout

The big balloon race

Big Bear Little Bear

Big Ben

Big book of farmyard tales

The big box

The big buck adventure

Big bucks : the fast cash of stock car racing

Big cats

Big cats

A big cheese for the White House : the true tale of a tremendous cheddar

A big city

Big Dog and Little Dog go sailing

Big Dog and Little Dog visit the moon

Big egg

Big enough = : Bastante grande

A big guy took my ball!

Big heart! : a Valentine's Day tale

The big lie

Big men, big country : a collection of American tall tales

Big moon tortilla

The big nap : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

Big numbers : and pictures that show just how big they are!

Big Pig and Little Pig

Big Red.

Big red: A real life children's adventure into the exciting world of everyday heroes, the brave people and mighty equipment that fight fires

Big red barn

Big red farm

Big red hen



The big stink

The big tee ball game

Big-top bonanza

Bigfoot Cinderrrrrella

Bigger

The biggest animal on land

The biggest boy

The biggest cookie in the world

The biggest pest on Eighth Avenue

The biggest pumpkin ever

The biggest valentine ever

Bigmama's

Bill Clinton

Bill Clinton 42nd U.S. president

Bill Clinton : 42nd U.S. president

Bill Gates : helping people use computers

Bill Nye the science guy's big blue ocean

The Bill of Rights

The Bill of Rights

The Bill of Rights

Bill Waite's will

Billy and Blaze.

Billy and the rebel : based on a true Civil War story

Billy Lazroe and the King of the Sea : a tale of the Northwest

Billy Twitters and his blue whale problem

Bingo Brown, gypsy lover

Bink & Gollie

Bink & Gollie, two for one

Bio-inspired transportation and communication

Biotech : frontiers of medicine

The Bippolo Seed and other lost stories

Bird

Bird of prey

Birds

Birds

Birds.

Birds

Birds

The birth of a whale

Biscuit

Bison

Bison

Bison

Bit by bit

Bite into an apple

Bitsy Bee goes to school

Bizarre birds

Bizzy Mizz Lizzie

Blabber mouse

Black and blue magic

Black and white.

The Black Book of Secrets

Black cat

The black cauldron

Black holes



Black mambas

Black mambas

Black out loud : an anthology of modern poems by Black Americans

The black pearl

Black rhino : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Black ships before Troy

Black Star, Bright Dawn

Black & white : the confrontation between Reverend Fred L. Shuttlesworth and Eugene "Bull" Connor

Blackbeard

Blackbeard

Blackbird fly

Blackbriar

The Blackfoot

Blake Griffin

Blanca Nieves.

Blast off! : poems about space

Blaze and Thunderbolt ..

Blazing bush and forest fires

The blazing hills

The Blazing Star

The Blazing Star

Blended Families

Bling Blaine : throw glitter not shade

Blizzard night

Blizzard of the blue moon

Blizzards

Blizzards

Blizzards and winter weather

"Blood and guts" : the true story of General George S. Patton, USA

The blood of Olympus

Bloodsucking creatures

Bloom

Bloom of the flower dragon

The Blossoms and the Green Phantom

Blue

Blue and green

Blue birds

The blue book : what to do when you're sad

Blue Bug's treasure

Blue mystery

The blue-nosed witch

The blue whale.

Blueberries for Sal.

Blueberries for Sal

Bluestar's prophecy

BMX

BMX

BMX bully

BMX racing and freestyle

Bo Jackson

Boa constrictors

Boa constrictors : and other boas

Boas constrictoras

Boats and ships

Bob



The bobbin girl

La boca

La boda de la ratoncita : una leyenda maya

Bodies from the ash : life and death in ancient Pompeii

Bodies from the ice : melting glaciers and the recovery of the past

Body battles

The boggart

The bold heroes of Hungry Hill : and other Irish folk tales retold by Seumas MacManus

Bolivar

Bomb : the race to build and steal the world's most dangerous weapon

Bomber planes

Bomberos y Bomberas.

The bombing of Pearl Harbor

The bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941

Bone. [1], Out from Boneville

Bone. [2], The great cow race

Bone. [3], Eyes of the storm

Bone. [4], The dragonslayer

Bone. [5], Rock Jaw, master of the Eastern border

Bone. [6], Old Man's Cave

Bone. [7], Ghost circles

Bone. [8], Treasure hunters

Bone. [9], Crown of horns

Bone Breath and the vandals

A bone from a dry sea

Bone soup

Bonk! goes the ball

Bonk! : goes the ball

Bonne nuit, Anne

Bony-legs

Boo!

Boo! : a Halloween peek-a-boo! book

Boo To You Too!

Book! book! book!

A book comes together : from idea to library

The book of Air Force airplanes and helicopters

A book of dragons.

The book of dragons

The book of pigericks : pig limericks

A book of seasons

Book of signs

A book of stars for you

The book of where, or, How to be naturally geographic.

A book of witches

The book that Jack wrote

The book with no pictures

Booked

Booker T. Washington

Booker T. Washington

Booker T. Washington

Booker T. Washington

Booker T. Washington : leader and educator

Books

The bookstore burglar

The bookstore ghost



A bookworm who hatched

The bookworm's feast : a potluck of poems

Boom Chicka Rock

Boom, Snot, Twitty

Boomer goes to school

Boomer's big day

Boomer's big surprise

Border voices : 13 : a magical confection of poems, dreams, myths & art

Border voices : an anthology by major poets and San Diego students.

Border voices : the eighth annual anthology of poetry by major poets and San Diego students

Border voices : the seventh annual anthology of poetry by major poets and San Diego students 2000

Boréal-Express

Boreal forests

Boreal forests

Borreguita and the coyote

Borreguita and the coyote : a tale from Ayutla, Mexico

The Borrowers

The Borrowers

Bosnia and Herzegovina

El bosque tropical

Bosques

Bosques de algas marinas

Boss of the plains : the hat that won the West

The bossy gallito = : El gallo de bodas ; a traditional Cuban folktale

Boston Jacky : being an account of the further adventures of Jacky Faber, taking care of business

Boston Jane : an adventure

The Boston Massacre

The Boston Massacre

The Boston Tea Party

The Boston Tea Party

The Boston Tea Party

Botes y barcos

Bottlenose dolphins up close

Bounce

Bounce back!

Boundaries : how the Mason-Dixon Line settled a family feud & divided a nation

Bow wow

Bow wow meow meow : it's rhyming cats and dogs

Bowleg Bill : seagoing cowboy

Bowling in action

Box top dreams

The boxcar children

The boxcar children

Boxes for Katje

A boy called Bat

A boy called Slow : the true story of Sitting Bull

The boy in the black suit

Boy of the islands

The boy on Fairfield Street : how Ted Geisel grew up to become Dr. Seuss

The boy & the bindi

Boy, were we wrong about dinosaurs!

The boy who cried wolf

The boy who cried wolf

The Boy Who Cried Wolf / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen; illustrated by Mike Lacey.

The boy who harnessed the wind



The boy who lived with the seals

The boy who saw Bigfoot

Boys and Girls Around the World

Boys and girls of the world : from one end to the other

Braces for Cori

Brachiosaurus

The brain and the nervous system

Bramblestar's storm

Braquiosaurio

Brass instruments

Brave Bear and the ghosts : a Sioux legend

Brave girl : Clara and the Shirtwaist Makers' Strike of 1909

Brave Harriet : the first woman to fly the English Channel

Brave Margaret : an Irish adventure

Brave Norman : a true story

BRAVELANDS: Broken Pride

BRAVELANDS: Code of honor

The bravest babysitter

Bravo, Grace!

Brazil

Brazil

La Brea story

Break a leg, Betsy Maybe!

Break a sea leg, shrimp-breath!

A break with charity : a story about the Salem witch trials

Breaking boxes

Breaking into print : before and after the invention of the printing press

Breathe : a ghost story

The Bremen town musicians

Brett Favre.

Brett Favre

Brian's hunt

Brian's Winter

The Bride of Frankenstein doesn't bake cookies

Bridge to Terabithia

Bridge to Terabithia

Bridges

Brigham Young : Mormon and pioneer

Bringing in the New Year

Bringing the rain to Kapiti Plain : a Nandi tale

Britannica junior encyclopaedia for boys and girls

Britannica junior encyclopedia for boys and girls.

The British colonies in North America

British shorthairs

Brocha y pincel

Brothers

Brown bear, brown bear, what do you see? = Oso pardo, oso pardo, qué ves ahí?

Brown bears

Brown honey in broomwheat tea : poems

The brown pelican

Brown v. Board of Education

Brownie & Pearl go for a spin

Brownie & Pearl grab a bite

Brownie & Pearl hit the hay

Brownie & Pearl see the sights



Brownie & Pearl step out

Brrr! : a book about polar animals

Bruce Jenner

Bruh Rabbit and the tar baby girl

Bruna

Brush and paint

A brush with magic : based on a traditional Chinese story

Brush your gums and chew some gum : tricky, sticky words

Brush your teeth!

Brush your teeth!

Bubble trouble

Bubbles

Buceadores y sus amigos submarinos

Bud Barkin, private eye

Bud, not Buddy

Bud, not Buddy

Buddha

Las Buenas acciones de Clifford

Buenos dias querida ballena.Achim Broger/Gisela Kalow/Traduccion de Herminia Dauer.

Buenos modales en casa de un amigo = Good manners at a friend's house

Buenos modales en el parqúe = Good manners at the playground

Buenos modales en la biblioteca = Good manners at the library

Buenos modales en la mesa = Good manners at the table

Buffalo Bill : of the Wild West, 1846-1917

Buffalo hunt

Bug faces

The bug in teacher's coffee, and other school poems

Bugs

Bugs!

Bugs!

Bugs : a close-up view of the insect world

Bugs and other insects

Bugs! bugs! bugs!

Bugs for lunch = Insectos para el almuerzo

Builders, craftsmen & traders

Building a bridge

Building a house

Building a house

Building a new world

Building a new world

Building beavers

The building of Manhattan

Building the New York subway

Buitres

Bulldozers

Bulldozers

Bullet trains

Bullfrog builds a house

Bullfrog grows up

Bullies

Bully

The bully : a novel

The bumblebee queen

Bumblebees

Bumblebees



Bumposaurus

A bundle of sticks

BUNNICULA: Screaming mummies of the Pharaoh's tomb II

Bunny will not smile

Buques y barcos

Burbujas, el pez de una tonelada.

The burger and the hot dog

Buried alive! : how 33 miners survived 69 days deep under the Chilean desert

The burning barn mystery

The burning maze

Bus driver = El conductor del autobus

Buses

Buses

Bush walkabout.

Buster

Buster and the giant pumpkin

Buster makes the grade

Buster's trip to Cape Cod a story about Massachusetts

Buster's trip to Cape Cod : a story about Massachusetts

Busy Bug builds a fort

A busy guy

But I read it on the internet!

The butter battle book

Butterflies

Butterflies

Butterflies

Butterflies

Butterflies and moths

Butterflies of the Sea

The butterfly

Butterfly.

Butterfly garden

Buzz, bee!

Buzz Boy and Fly Guy

A buzz is part of a bee

By George, Bloomers!

By the Blood… #6

By the dawn's early light : the story of the Star spangled banner

By the great horn spoon!

By the Great Horn Spoon! : A Gold Rush Adventure!

By the shores of Silver Lake

By the shores of Silver Lake

Caballete

Caballitos de mar

Caballitos de mar y agujas de mar

El caballo

Caballos

Los caballos

Caballos, caballos, caballos

Cabezas cobrizas

Cabrillo : first European explorer of the California coast

El cachorrito de Arturo

Cacti

Cacti

Cactos



Cactus in the desert

Cactus soup

Cada niño = : y Tish Hinojosa ; illustrated by Lucia Angela Perez :

Caimans

The cake that Mac ate

Cal Ripken, Jr

Calamity Jane

A Caldecott celebration : six artists and their paths to the Caldecott medal

Caleb's story

The calendar

El calendario

California

California

California

California

California

California, aqu~aai vamos!

California condors

California facts and symbols

California, from its glorious past to the present

California gold rush

The California Gold Rush

The California gold rush

The California gold rush

California Gold Rush : a guide to California in the 1850s

California, here we come!

California history

California in pictures

California in words and pictures

California Indians

California Indians

California mission days.

The California missions

California Missions fact cards.

California native peoples

California plants & animals

California rancho days.

California's Father Serra.

Call it courage

Call me Moose

Call of the sound dragon

The call of the wild. Illustrated by karel Kezer afterword by Clifton Fadiman.

Calling the doves = : Canto por las palomas

Calor

Calor : a story of warmth for all ages

Calvin Coolidge : our thirtieth president

Los calzoncillos de Arturo

Cam Jansen and the chocolate fudge mystery

Cam Jansen and the first day of school mystery

Cam Jansen and the mystery at the monkey house

Cam Jansen and the mystery of the dinosaur bones

Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the Stolen Diamonds

Cam Jansen and the scary snake mystery

Cam Jansen and the school play mystery

Cam Jansen and the tennis trophy mystery



La cama de Horacio

Cambios para Josefina : un cuento de invierno

Cambodia

Cambodia

Camels

The camera

Cameras

Camille and the sunflowers : a story about Vincent Van Gogh

El camino de Amelia

Caminos de José Marti, Frida Kahlo, César Chávez

Camiones

Los camiones

Los camiones

Camiones de volteo

Camionetas monster trucks

Camouflage

Camouflage

Camouflage in nature

Camp Can't : the complicated life of Claudia Cristina Cortez

Camping

Camping

Camping with unicorns : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

El campo

Can I be good?

Can I keep him?

Can I play too?

Can I touch your hair? : poems of race, mistakes, and friendship

Can you hear a shout in space? : questions and answers about space exploration

Can you see what I see? On a scary, scary night

Can you see what I see? : picture puzzles to search and solve

Canada

Canada Day

Canada : the land and its people

La cancion del lagarto

Candy counting : delicious ways to add and subtract

Cangrejos, camarones y langostas

Los canguros

Canta pajaro lejano

Cantemos chiquitos #2.

El canto de las ballenas

El canto del mosquito

Canyon Mystery

Canyon winter

El Capitolio

Caps for sale : a tale of a peddler, some monkeys & their monkey business

Captain Awesome and the Easter egg bandit

Captain Awesome and the missing elephants

Captain Awesome and the mummy's treasure

Captain Awesome and the new kid

Captain Awesome and the ultimate spelling bee

Captain Awesome for president

Captain Awesome goes to superhero camp

Captain Awesome has the best snow day ever?

Captain Awesome No. 4 : Takes a Dive

Captain Awesome No.5 : Soccer Star



Captain Awesome No.6 : saves the Winter Wonderland

Captain Awesome No.7 : and the Ultimate Spelling Bee

Captain Awesome No.8 : vs. the Spooky Scary House

Captain Awesome No.9 : Gets Crushed

Captain Awesome No.12 : Gets a Hole-In-One

Captain Awesome takes flight

Captain Awesome to the rescue!

Captain Awesome vs. Nacho Cheese Man

Captain Awesome vs the evil babysitter

Captain Awesome vs. the sinister substitute teacher

Captain Underpants and the attack of the talking toilets : another epic novel

Captain Underpants and the attack of the talking toilets : the second epic novel

Captain Underpants and the big, bad battle of the Bionic Booger Boy. Part 2, The revenge of the ridiculous robo-boogers : the seventh epic novel

Captain Underpants and the big, bad battle of the Bionic Booger Boy, part 2 : the revenge of the ridiculous Robo-Boogers : the seventh epic novel

Captain Underpants and the invasion of the incredibly naughty cafeteria ladies from outer space (and the Subsequent assault of the equally evil lunchr

Captain Underpants and the perilous plot of Professor Poopypants : the fourth epic novel

Captain Underpants and the preposterous plight of the purple potty people : the eighth epic novel

Captain Underpants and the revolting revenge of the Radioactive Robo-Boxers : the tenth epic novel

Captain Underpants and the sensational saga of Sir Stinks-A-Lot : the twelfth epic novel

Captain Underpants and the terrifying return of Tippy Tinkletrousers : the ninth epic novel

Captain Underpants and the tyrannical retaliation of the Turbo Toilet 2000

Captain Underpants and the tyrannical retaliation of the Turbo Toilet 2000 : the eleventh epic novel

Captain Underpants and the wrath of the wicked wedgie woman : the fifth epic novel

Captain Zap and the evil Baron von Fishhead

The captive.

Capybaras

Carbonel, the king of the cats

The cardboard kingdom

Cardboard tube mania

Cardiac arrest

Cardumenes

Care and feeding of Sprites

Care for your teeth

Caring

Caring

Caring animals : a chapter book

Caring for your gerbil

Caring for your teeth

Carlito en el parque una tarde

Carlitos friolento

Carlos and the carnival

Carlos and the cornfield = Carlos y la milpa de maiz

Carlos and the skunk = : Carlos y el zorrillo

Carlos and the squash plant = Carlos y la planta de calabaza

Carlos digs to China

Carlos Finlay

Carlos gets the sneezes

Carlota y los Dinosaurios

Carlota y los Dinosaurios

Carnival at candlelight

Carnivores

Carnivores

The carnivorous carnival

Carnivorous plants

Carnivorous plants



Carolina hurricane

Carousel

The carousel ride

Carpenters

Carré

The carrot seed

Cars

Cars

Cars

La carta de derechos

Cartier : Jacques Cartier in search of the Northwest Passage

Cartoon nation presents democracy

The cartoon world of Jeff Kinney

The cartoon world of Jeff Kinney

Carver, a life in poems

La casa adormecida

La Casa Blanca

La casa de Barbapapa

La casa de la pradera

The case of the climbing cat

The case of the cool-itch kid

The case of the digital deception

The case of the Halloween ghost

The case of the hooking bull

The case of the hungry stranger

The case of the kidnapped collie

The case of the missing cat

The case of the missing monkey

The case of the missing teeth

The case of the new professor

The case of the one-eyed killer stud horse

The case of the sleepy sloth

The case of the vampire cat

The case of the vanishing fishhook

The case of the weeping witch : a McGurk fantasy

The case of the weird blue chicken : the next misadventure

The case of the weird blue chicken : the next misadventure

Casey at the bat

Casey Jones

Casey Jones's fireman : the story of Sim Webb

La casita

Un caso grave de rayas

Castaways in Lilliput

Castaways of the Flying Dutchman

El castillo misterioso = Mystery Castle

Castillos

Castle

Castle life

Castle under siege

Castles

Castles and dungeons

Castles, pyramids and palaces

Castores

Cat

Cat



Cat and dog

Cat burglar caper

The cat in the hat

The cat in the hat

The cat in the hat.

The cat in the hat beginner book dictionary in Spanish.

The cat in the hat comes back!

The cat in the hat comes back!

The cat in the hat comes back!

Cat Skidoo

The cat that joined the club

Cat the cat, who is that?

The cat who went to heaven

La catarina

Catch a ride

Catching fire

Caterpillar to butterfly

Caterpillarology

Caterpillars

The caterpillow fight

Catfish

The cathedral builders

Cathedral: the story of its construction.

Cathy's little sister

Cats

Cats and bats and things with wings : poems

Cats are like that

Cats have kittens

The cats in Krasinski Square

Cats of the Clans

The cat's quizzer.

Caught

Caught

Caught in the blizzard : a novel

The Causes of the American Revolution

The causes of World War I

The causes of World War II

Cautivo del ovni 54-40

Caves

Caves

Caves

Caving : exploring limestone caves

Los cazadores invisibles : una leyenda de los indios miskitos de Nicaragua = The invisible hunters : a legend from the Miskito Indians of Nicaragua /

Las cebras

Celebra el Dia de San Patricio con Samantha y Lola

Celebraciones

Celebrate America : in poetry and art

Celebrating Valentine's Day

Celebrations Around the World

Cellos

Cells and systems

The Celsius thermometer

Una cena deliciosa = Dinner is delicious

Cenicienta

La Cenicienta



Cenicienta

Cenicienta

Centerburg tales.

Centipedes

Centipedes

Centipedes, millipedes, scorpions & spiders

The Central Pacific Railroad

Cerdos

Cerdos

Cesar Chavez

Cesar Chavez : a photo-illustrated biography

Cesar E. Chavez : the fight for farm workers' rights

A chair for my mother.

Chameleon

The chameleon wore chartreuse : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

Chameleons

Chameleons and other animals with amazing skin

Chameleons (Read-to-Me)

Changing circuits

The changing face of America : Hispanic roots, Hispanic pride

Changing from solids to liquids to gases

Changing materials

The changing role of women

Changing sounds

Chang's paper pony

Chanticleer and the fox

Chanukah

The Chanukkah tree

Chaparrals

Chaparrals

El chapulin : leyenda chontal

Character under attack & what you can do about it

The charge of the Light Brigade

Charge of the lightning bugs

Charles and Emma : the Darwins' leap of faith

Charles Darwin

Charles Darwin

Charles Drew

Charles Lindbergh : a photo-illustrated biography

Charles Schulz

Charles Schulz, great cartoonist. Illustrated by Luciano Lazzarino.

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie and the chocolate factory

Charlie and the great glass elevator

Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator.

Charlie Bone and the castle of mirrors

Charlie Chaplin

Charlie & Mouse

Charlie & Mouse even better

Charlie & Mouse & Grumpy

"Charlie needs a cloak."

Charlie Parker played be bop

Charlie y la fabrica de chocolate

Charlotte Forten : a Black teacher in the Civil War



Charlotte's web

Charlotte's web

THE CHARMSTONE . Illustrations by Campbell Grant.

Chasing the goblins away

Chato y su cena

Chave's memories = Los recuerdos de Chave

Cheer spirit : revving up the crowd

Cheerleading in action

Cheetah

Chefs

Chemical accident

The Cherokee

The Cherokee

The Cherokee

The Cherokee Indians

Chester

Chester A. Arthur : our twenty-first president

Chester's way

The Cheyenne

The Cheyenne

The Cheyenne

The Cheyenne

Cheyenne again

A chick grows up

A chick hatches

Chicka chicka boom boom

Chickasaw

The chicken or the egg?

Chicken pox

Chicken socks : and other contagious poems

Chicken soup for the preteen soul : 101 stories of changes, choices, and growing up for kids ages 9-13

Chicken soup for the soul Christmas treasury for kids : a story a day from December 1st through Christmas for kids and their families

The Chicken Squad

The Chicken Squad : the first misadventure

Chicken Sunday

Chickens

Chickens and peafowl : what they have in common

The chickens and the eggs

Chickens aren't the only ones

The chicken's child

Chickens have chicks

Chickens to the rescue

Chickerella

Chief Joseph, 1840-1904

Chief Joseph : Nez Perce Indian leader (1840-1904)

Chief Red Cloud, 1822-1909

Chiggers

Chihuahuas

Chihuahuas

Childcraft : the how and why library.

Children of promise : African-American literature and art for young people.

Children of the longhouse

Children of the northlights

Children of the trail west

Children of the Wild West



Children of the World: Spain

The children's animal atlas : how animals have evolved, where they live today, why so many are in danger

Children's Britannica.

Childrens homer: The adventures of Odysseus and the Tale of Troy. by Padriac Colum Illustrated by Willy Pogany : The adventures of Odysseus and the Ta

The Children's hour

The children's own Longfellow : illustrated

The children's space atlas : a voyage of discovery for young astronauts

A child's book of art : great pictures : first words

A child's book of seasons

A child's calendar : poems

Chile: Enchantment of the World

Chili-Chili-Chin-Chin

The Chilulas

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

The chimpanzee

Chimpanzee : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Chimpanzees

China

China

China

China

China, a history to 1949

China's bravest girl : the legend of Hua Mu Lan

Chinese Mother Goose rhymes = : [Ju tzu ko t'u]

Chinese New Year

Chinese New Year

Chinese New Year

Chinese river dolphins

El Chino

The Chinook people

The Chippewa

Chloe Kim

Chocolate fever

Chocolate Island

A chocolate moose for dinner

The Chocolate Touch

The Chocolate touch

The Choctaw nation

Chomp of the meat-eating vegetables

Choo choo : the story of a little engine who ran away.

The chow chow

Chowder

Christa McAuliffe : a space biography

Christa McCauliffe : hacia los astros

Christina's ghost

Christmas

Christmas

Christmas

Christmas around the world

The Christmas cat

Christmas City

Christmas cookbook

Christmas cricket

The Christmas drum

Christmas feasts and festivals.



Christmas in Camelot

The Christmas sky

Christmas stories

Christmas tapestry

Christmas trolls

Christmas With You

Christopher Columbus

Christopher Columbus

Christopher Columbus

Christopher Columbus

Christopher Mouse : the tale of a small traveler

The Christopher Robin story book

Chrysanthemum

Chuchurumbé

The Chumash Indians

The Chumash Indians

The Chumash of California

The Chumash : seafarers of the Pacific coast

The CIA

The CIA

The CIA

Cicadas and aphids : what they have in common

Los cien vestidos

Cincinnati Bengals

Cinco de Mayo

Cinco de Mayo

Cinco de Mayo

Cinco de Mayo

Cinco de Mayo

Cinco de Mayo

Cinco de Mayo

Cinco de Mayo : a Mexican holiday about unity and pride

Cinder Edna

Cinderella

Cinderella

Cinderella

Cinderella at the ball.

Cinderella = Cenicienta

Cinderella = Cenicienta

Cinderella : The Graphic Novel

Cindy Ellen : a wild western Cinderella

Cinquain poems

La cinturita de Anansi : Cuento tradicional africano

Circle city

The circulatory system

The circulatory system

Circus

Cissie Palmer : putting wealth to work

Cities & citizens

Cities in the sky : a beginner's guide to living in space

Citizenship

City birds

The City by the Bay : a magical journey around San Francisco

City chicken

City Food Chains.



City Hawks

City Homes

The city of Ember. Book 1, The city of Ember

The City of Ember. Book 2, The people of Sparks

The city of Ember. Book 3, The diamond of Darkhold

The city of Ember. Prequel, The prophet of Yonwood

City of the gods : Mexico's ancient city of Teotihuacan

La ciudad

Ciudades de hormigas

The Civil Rights Movement

The civil rights movement

The Civil War

The Civil War.

The civil war

Civil War leaders

Civilization of the Americas.

Civilizations of Asia.

Civilizations of the Middle East.

Clams, oysters, & scallops

Clamshell Boy

Clamshell Boy : a Makah legend

Clara Barton

Clara Barton

Clara Barton

Clara Barton : founder of the American Red Cross

The Clara Barton you never knew

Clara rounds Cape Horn

Clara y el cangrejo

Clarence and the burglar

Clarinets

La clase de baile

CLASS (cultivating library access and student success) : research skills. Student response masters.

Class mom

Class picture day

Class picture day

Classic myths to read aloud

Classics to read aloud to your children

Classification

Claude Monet

Claude Monet

Claude the dog : a Christmas story

Claudia and the recipe for danger

Claw Foot

Clay modeling

Clean energy

Clean getaway

Clementine

Cleopatra

Cleopatra

Cleveland Cavaliers

Click, clack, boo! : a tricky treat

Click, clack, Ho! Ho! Ho!

Click, clack, moo : cows that type

Click, clack, moo I love you!

Click, clack, peep!



Click clack, quackity-quack : an alphabet adventure

Click, clack, splish, splash : a counting adventure

Click, clack, surprise!

Clifford and the big storm

Clifford and the grouchy neighbors.

Clifford at the circus

Clifford, el gran perro colorado

Clifford el gran perro colorado

Clifford el gran perro colorado. El dia de la tormenta

Clifford, el perro bombero

Clifford gets a job

Clifford keeps cool

Clifford takes a trip.

Clifford, the big red dog

Clifford the big red dog : show-and-tell surprise

Clifford the big red dog. The runaway rabbit

Clifford the big red dog. The stormy day rescue

Clifford the big red dog. Tummy trouble

Clifford the firehouse dog : Norman Bridwell.

Clifford, the small red puppy.

Clifford to the rescue

Clifford va de viaje

Clifford y el día de acción de gracias

Clifford y el gran desfile

Clifford y la limpieza de primavera

Clifford y la tormenta

Clifford's birthday party

Clifford's class trip

Clifford's first autumn

Clifford's first Valentine's Day

Clifford's good deeds

Clifford's kitten

Clifford's manners

Clifford's Thanksgiving visit

El clima y sus cambios

Climb, koala!

Climbing tree frogs

A cloak for the dreamer

The clock

Clorinda

El closet de Bessey, la desordenada

Clothes in Colonial America

Clothing Around the World

The cloud searchers

Clouds

Clouds

Clouds of terror

Cloudy with a chance of meatballs

Clown child

Clown fish

Clownfish

Clownfish

Clownfish and sea anemones

The clue in the haunted library

Clyde Monster



The Clydesdale horse

Coal

Coal

The Coast Miwok

Cobayos

Cobras

Cobras : on the hunt

Cobweb Christmas

The cobweb Christmas

Los coches

Cock-a-doodle moooo! : a mixed-up menagerie

Coco Chanel

El coco coco cocotero

Coding in transportation

Cog

El cohete espacial

El cohete espacial

The coin counting book

Cold, crunchy, colorful : using our senses

The cold, hard facts about science and medicine in colonial America

The Cold War

Cold War spies

Colin and the curly claw

Colin Kaepernick

Colin Powell

Colin Powell

The collie

Colmenas

Colonial and revolutionary times : a Watts guide

Colonial crafts

Colonial life

Colonial living

The colonial spirit of '76 : the people of the Revolution ...

A colonial town, Williamsburg

Color Me a Rhyme

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado in words and pictures

Colores

De colores and other Latin-American folk songs for children

Colors : a book

The Colosseum

Columbus

Columbus Day

Columbus Day

Columbus Day

Columbus : discoverer of the New World

The Comanche

The Comanche Indians

Comanche warriors

Combat rescue helicopters : the MH-53 Pave Lows

El combatiente

Come along!

Come back, Amelia Bedelia



Come look with me : exploring landscape art with children

Come out and play

Come play with me

Come! Sit! Speak!

Come to school, dear dragon

Come with me : poems for a journey

El comercio

Comet's nine lives

Coming home : from the life of Langston Hughes

The coming of dragons

Coming on home soon

Comma

Common grammatical mistakes

Common sawsharks

Communication then and now

Community helpers then and now

Como cambia el agua

Cómo cuidar mis dientes

Como nacio el arco iris

Como nos orientamos?

Como sabes que es verano?

Como se esconde una alondra y otros pajaros

Como se esconde una rana arborea y otros anfibios

Como siempre

Como una alondra

Como yo

Compassion featuring Androcles and the lion and other great stories

The complete book of Indian crafts and lore

The complete story of the Three blind mice

Composting : nature's recyclers

Compton's encyclopedia and fact-index.

Compton's encyclopedia and fact-index.

The computer

Computers

Con el medico

Con el payaso de colores las cosas lucen mejores

Con mi hermano

Conchas de mar

Concorde

Concrete poems

Concurso de pastelillos

Condors in danger

Conductors and Insulators

El conejillo de Indias

El conejito andarín

El conejito pedrin

El conejo de chocolate

El conejo de terciopelo, o, Como los juguetes se convierten en reales

El conejo fugitivo

El conejo y el coyote

Confederate general : Stonewall Jackson

Confetti : poems for children

Conflict resolution

Conflicts and independence

Confucius and ancient China



Conjunctions

Connecticut

Connecticut

Connecticut

Connecticut

The Connecticut Colony

Connecticut in words and pictures

Connor McDavid

Conquering carbs

The conquistadors

Conservation and natural resources

Consideration

Constance Stumbles

The Constitution

Construction worker

Cook-a-doodle-doo!

The cookie fiasco

Cookies : bite-size life lessons

Cooking with Potter the Otter

Cool clay projects

Cool down and work through anger

Cool down and work through anger = Cálmate y supera la ira

A cool drink of water

Cool painted stuff

Cooperation

Coping with anger

Coral

Coral reef explorer

Coral reefs

Coral reefs : life below the sea

Corales

Coraline

Corazon Aquino

Corduroy

Corduroy

Corduroy's Christmas

Coretta Scott King

Coretta Scott King

Corn

Corn Belt harvest

Corn is maize : the gift of the Indians

Corn-- on and off the cob

A corner of the universe

Coronado : explorer of the Southwest (1510-1554)

Coronado : Francisco Vasquez de Coronado explores the Southwest

Corre, perro, corre!

Corythosaurus

Las cosas que conejito ve

Cosmetics

Cosmo zooms

Costa Rica

Costas arenosas

Costas rocosas

Costumes to make

The cotton gin



Couch potato : a story about making healthy choices

Cougar : lion of the mountains

Cougars

Cougars

Could Be Worse

Count along with Mother Goose

Count along with Mother Goose

Count on your fingers African style

Count the cats

Count The Monkeys

Count your way through Japan

Count your way through the Arab world

Countdown to the year 1000

Counting in the garden

Counting on Frank

Counting on Katherine : how Katherine Johnson saved Apollo 13

The counting race

The country artist : a story about Beatrix Potter

Country Bear's surprise

Country music

The county fair.

Courage

Courage

The courage of Sarah Noble

Cover story : have you got what it takes to be a magazine editor?

Cow : a book about animal matching

The cow-tail switch : and other West African stories

Cowboy ABC

The cowboy ABC

Cowboys

Cowboys

Cowries, coins, credit : [the history of money]

Cows

Cows have calves

Coyote and the grasshoppers : a Pomo legend

Coyote and the laughing butterflies

Coyote steals the blanket : an Ute tale

The cozy book

Crabs

Crabs

Crabs

Crabs

Crabs, lobsters, and shrimps

Crabs, shrimp & lobsters

Craft stick mania

Crafts for kids who are wild about the wild

Crafts from your favorite children's songs

Crafts from your favorite children's stories

Crafts from your favorite nursery rhymes

Craftsmen and craftswomen

Crafty Chameleon

Cranberry Christmas

Crankee Doodle

Crash

A crash course in forces and motion with Max Axiom, super scientist : an augmented reading science experience



The crayons' book of numbers

Crazy eights and other card games

Crazy hair day

Crazy Horse, 1842-1877

Crazy lady!

Creative lettering

Creative plays and programs for holidays : royalty-free plays, playlets, group readings, and poems for holiday and seasonal programs for boys and girl

The creature of the pines

Creatures of long ago : dinosaurs

Crecer en una granja

Cree history and culture

Creep show

Creepy beetles

Creepy Carrots!

Creepy crawly creatures

Creepy, crawly things : reptiles and amphibians.

Creepy riddles

Creepy urban legends

The cremation of Sam McGee

Crenshaw

Creole

The cricket in Times Square

Crickwing

Crictor

Crinkleroot's book of animal tracks and wildlife signs

Crisantemo

Crisis on Conshelf Ten

Crispin : at the edge of the world

Crispin : the cross of lead

Crocodile beat

Crocodilians : survivors from the dinosaur age

Crossing Jordan

Crossing Jordan

The crossover

Crow and Hawk : a traditional Pueblo Indian story

The Crow and the Pitcher / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Terry Riley.

Crow boy : reading beyond the basal

A crow's journey

Cruise ships

The Crusades

Crushing avalanches

The cry of the crow : a novel.

Crystal & gem

Crystal is the new girl

The crystal mountain

Crystals

Crystals

Crystals

Cuando hay un incendio-- sal para afuera

Cuando Jessie cruzo el oceano

Cuando las serpientes van a cazar

Cuándo llegará la primavera?

Cuando me enojo

Cuando viajo en auto

Cuando voy a chapalear en la laguna



Cuando voy a escalar una montana

Cuando voy a explorar una caverna

Cuando voy a pasear al bosque

Cuando voy a pasear al desierto

Cuando voy a pasear al mar

Cuantos monstruos?

Cuantos osos hay?

Cuantos peces?

Cuba

Cuba

Cuckoo.

Cuckoo : a Mexican folktale = Cucú : un cuento folclórico mexicano

El cucuy! : a bogeyman cuento in English and Spanish

Cuenta estrellas

Cuenta los insectos

Cuenta ratones

Cuéntame otra vez la noche que nací

El cuento de Ferdinando

El cuento de Juanito, raton de ciudad

El cuento de Nessa

Cuentos de hadas

Cuentos populares Espanoles.

Cuentos : tales from the Hispanic Southwest : based on stories originally collected by Juan B. Rael

El cuerpo humano

El cuervo y la jarra

La cueva del tiempo

Cuido a mi gato

Cuido a mi perro

La culebra verde

Culebras de cascabel

Cultures Around the World

Cultures in conflict : problems of the Mexican Americans

El cumpleanos de Moira

Cupcake queen

Cupid doesn't flip hamburgers

Curious George

Curious George at the fire station

Curious George discovers the senses

Curious George feeds the animals

Curious George visits a zoo.

The curious world of Calpurnia Tate

The curious world of Calpurnia Tate

Currency

Curse of the ancients

Curse of the ancients

Curse of the Bone Pirates : Nui Island eco-logical adventures

The curse of the incredible priceless corncob

Curtain call

Curtains! : a high school musical mystery

The custodian from the black lagoon

Cut

Cut from the same cloth : American women of myth, legend, and tall tale

CUTAWAY: Trains

Cuttlefish

Cyberbullying



Cyberbullying

Cycling in action

Cyclone

Cyclops

Cygnus the swan

Cygnus the swan

Cyndy Szekeres' Mother Goose rhymes

D-Day : the invasion of Normandy, 1944

Da Gama : Vasco da Gama sails around the Cape of Good Hope

Da wild, da crazy, da Vinci

Daba's travels from Ouadda to Bangui

Dad goes to school

Dad, Jackie, and me

Daddy is a doodlebug

Dairy products

Daisy and the egg

Daisy comes home

The Dakota Sioux

Dalai Lama

Dale Earnhardt

Dale Earnhardt Jr

The dalmatian

Dan and Dan

Dan O'Brien

Dance, dance, Amy-Chan.

Dance, mice, dance!

Dancing drum

Dancing Drum, A Cherokee Legend

Dancing hands : how Teresa Carreño played the piano for President Lincoln

The dancing kettle, and other Japanese folk tales

Dancing Miranda

Dancing with the Indians

Dandelions

Danger at the fair

Danger! earthquakes

Danger in Ancient Rome

Danger on the mountain : scaling the world's highest peaks

Dangerous crossings

A dangerous path [Warriors, book 5]

Dangerous teeth! : moray eel attack

Daniel Boone and the Cumberland Gap

Daniel Boone : in the wilderness, 1734-1820

Daniel Bryan

Daniel feels left out

Daniel gets scared

Daniel goes out for dinner

Daniel Hale Williams : surgeon who opened hearts and minds

Daniel learns to share

Daniel plays at school

Daniel visits the library

Danielito y el dinosaurio

Daniel's dinosaurs : a true story of discovery

Danny Dunn and the homework machine

Danny Dunn and the smallifying machine

Danny Dunn, invisible boy



Danny Dunn, scientific detective

Danny, the champion of the world

Danny, the champion of the world

Dare to be scared : thirteen stories to chill and thrill

The dark

The dark is rising

The dark pond

The dark prophecy

Dark river

Dark Ryder : a novel

The dark secret

Dark shadows : yes, another misadventure

The dark side of nowhere : a novel

The dark-thirty : Southern tales of the supernatural

The dark-thirty : Southern tales of the supernatural

The darkest hour

Darkest night

Darkness of dragons

David gets in trouble

David goes to school

David se mete en lios

David va al colegio

David Wiesner

David's father

Davy Crockett

Davy Crockett

Dawn

Day and night

The day Eddie met the author

The day I had to play with my sister.

A day in the life of a dancer

A day in the life of a firefighter

A day in the life of a nurse

A day in the life of a police officer

A day in the life of a sea otter

A day in the life of a teacher

The day Jimmy's boa ate the wash

Day of the Dead

The day of the Ness

Day of the night crawlers

A day that changed America : Gettysburg : the legendary battle and the Address that inspired a nation

The day the babies crawled away

The Day The Crayons Quit

The Day the Fifth Grade Disappeared

A day with a brick layer

A day with a carpenter

A day with a mechanic

A day with a plumber

A day with air traffic controllers

A day with an electrician

The day you begin

Days with Frog and Toad

The Daytona 500

Dead letter

El Deafo



Dealing with cyberbullies

Dear Benjamin Banneker

Dear deer : a book of homophones

Dear dragon goes camping

Dear dragon goes to the carnival

Dear Dragon Goes to the Carnival.

Dear dragon goes to the firehouse

Dear girl

Dear Justyce

Dear Justyce : a novel

Dear Martin

Dear Miss Breed : true stories of the Japanese American incarceration during World War II and a librarian who made a difference

Dear Mr. Blueberry

Dear Mr. Henshaw

Dear Mrs. Larue : letters from obedience school

Dear Willie Rudd

Dearly, nearly, insincerely : what is an adverb?

The death cure

Death of the Iron Horse

Deb Haaland

December

December

December secrets

Deciduous Forest Food Chains.

Deciduous forests

Deciduous forests

The Declaration of Independence

The Declaration of Independence

The Declaration of Independence : foundation for America

Decomposers

Decomposers

Decorative painting

Deena es una buena amiga = Deena is a good friend

Deep and dark and dangerous : a ghost story

The deep freeze

Deep in the Forest

Deep ocean food chains

Deep oceans

Deep sea adventures : a chapter book

Deer

Deer

Deinonychus

Deinonychus

Del tiempo de la abuela

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

The Delaware Colony

Delaware in words and pictures

Delfines

Delfines al amanecer : Dolphins at Daybreak

Delicious hullabaloo = Pachanga deliciosa

Demeter and Persephone : Homeric hymn number two

The demigod diaries



Demigods & Magicians

Demigods & magicians : Percy and Annabeth meet the Kanes

The democratic process

Democratic Republic of the Congo

Denied, detained, deported : stories from the dark side of American immigration

Denmark

Dentist = El dentista

Dentro de California salvaje.

Dentro de la selva tropical

Dentro del arrecife de coral

Denver Broncos

Derek Jeter

Los desconocidos

Descubre aves

Descubre la vida en el oceano

Descubre rocas y minerales

Desdemona, twelve going on desperate

Desert

Desert danger

Desert explorer

Desert Food Chains.

The Desert is my Mother.

The desert is my mother = El desierto es mi madre

The desert mermaid = : La sirena del desierto

The desert pirates

Deserts

Deserts

Deserts

Deserts

Deserts

Deserts and semideserts

Los desiertos

Desiertos

Despegue

Desserts and sweets from around the world

Desserts around the world

Destello el dinosaurio

Destination Australia

Destination--deep sea

The destruction of Pompeii, AD 79

Detective secrets

Detenlo a ese gato!

Determination

Detroit Lions

Developing digital detectives : essential lessons for discerning fact from fiction in the 'fake news' era

The devil's arithmetic

Dew drop dead : a Sebastian Barth mystery

DeWitt and Lila Wallace : charity for all

Dex : the heart of a hero

Dexter's journey

Un dia con Lulu

El Día de Acción de Gracias

El Día de la Independencia

El Día de los Caídos

El Dia de los Muertos : the Day of the Dead



El Dia de los Presidentes

El Dia de Martin Luther King, Jr

El dia de Miranda para bailar

Dia de muertos : disfrazate y juega.

Un dia de nieve

Dia de San Valentin

El dia del partido

El día deportivo de Clifford

El dia mas feliz de Alicia

El dia que no salio el Sol

The Dial book of animal tales from around the world

Diamonds

Dian Fossey : among the gorillas

Diary of a fly

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 1

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 2

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 3

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 4

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 5

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 6, Zombie goes to camp

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 7, Zombie family reunion

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 8

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 9

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 10

Diary of a Minecraft zombie. Book 11, Insides out

Diary of a spider

Diary of a wimpy kid : cabin fever

Diary of a wimpy kid : dog days

Diary of a wimpy kid : Greg Heffley's journal

Diary of a wimpy kid : hard luck

Diary of a wimpy kid : old school

Diary of a wimpy kid : Rodrick rules

Diary of a wimpy kid : the getaway

Diary of a wimpy kid : the last straw

Diary of a wimpy kid : the long haul

Diary of a wimpy kid : the third wheel

Diary of a Wimpy Kid : The Ugly Truth

Diary of a wimpy kid : the ugly truth

Diary of a worm : teacher's pet

The diary of a young girl

Dibujar animales

Diccionario bilingue ilustrado 2 : = [Bilingual picture dictionary 2].

Diccionario de Sinonimos : ideas afines y contrarios.

Diccionario Espanol-Ingles : Ingles-Espanol

The dictionary of characters in children's literature

The dictionary of folklore

Did I ever tell you how lucky you are?

Did You Cary The Flag Today, Charley

Did you see what I saw? : poems about school

Diego

Diego saves the sloth!

El diente flojo de Clifford

Dientes

Diez deditos = : Ten little fingers : & other play rhymes and action songs from Latin America

The difference of Ari Stein



Different dragons

Different just like me

A different pond

Dig, drill, dump, fill

Digby

Digby and Kate and the beautiful day

The digestive system

The digestive system

The digestive system

The digestive system

Diggers and cranes

Digging for bird-dinosaurs : an expedition to Madagascar

Digging for Troy : from Homer to Hisarlik

Digging to the past : excavations in ancient lands

Digging up dinosaurs

Digital badges

Digital badges

The digital revolution

A diller a dollar : rhymes and sayings for the ten o'clock scholar.

Dime como floatan los barcos

Dime, cuanto pesa?

Dime por qué cambia de forma la luna

Dime por que es mojada la lluvia

Dime por que tienen alas los aviones

Dime que hora es

Dime que tan lejos esta de aqui

Dime que tan rapidamente va

Din dan don, it's Christmas

Dino-trekking : the ultimate family guide to fun with dinosaurs

Dinosailors

Dinosaur armor

Dinosaur babies

Dinosaur detectives

Dinosaur dinners

Dinosaur hunt : Texas, 115 million years ago

Dinosaur jokes

Dinosaur jokes

Dinosaur train

El dinosaurio

Los dinosaurios

Los dinosaurios son diferentes

Dinosaurs

Dinosaurs

Dinosaurs

Dinosaurs and other first animals

The dinosaurs' last days

Dinosaurs of all sizes

Dinosaurs of North America

The dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins : an illuminating history of Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins, artist and lecturer...

Dinosaurs : the good, the bad, and the ugly

Dinosaurumpus!

Dirk's wooden shoes

Dirt

Dirt : the scoop on soil

Dirty Larry



Disappearing acts

El disco volador magico

Discover and explore : based on Timothy goes to school and other stories

Discoveries & inventions

Discoveries, inventions & ideas

Discovering dinosaurs

Discovering Mars : the amazing story of the Red Planet

Discovering patterns

The discovery of longitude

Disgusting bugs

Disney El rey leon

Disney's Lilo & Stitch .

Disney's the lion king

Disney's The Prince and the Pauper.

Disney's Treasure Planet.

Disney's Winnie the Pooh's honey adventures : a read-aloud storybook collection.

Dissolving

Distance

District of Columbia in words and pictures

Dive, dolphin!

Divide and conquer

Diving dolphin

Diwali

Dixie's big heart : a story about Alabama

Dixie's big heart a story about Alabama

Dizzy Izzy

Do something in your world

Do turtles sleep in treetops? : a book about animal homes

Do unto otters : a book about manners

Do you know what I know?

Do you know what I'll do?

Doctor DeSoto and other stories

Doctor = El medico

Doctors

Dodos and dinosaurs are extinct

Dog

Dog and cat

Dog and cat

Dog breath : the horrible terrible trouble with Hally Tosis

Dog days : rhymes around the year

The dog : loyal companion

Dog Man

Dog Man

Dog Man. A tale of two kitties

Dog Man : A Tale of Two Kitties. A tale of two kitties

Dog Man and Cat Kid

Dog Man Brawl of the wild

Dog Man : Dog Man and Cat Kid

Dog Man. Lord of the fleas

Dog Man : Unleashed

Dog Stories

The dog who cried wolf

The dog who saved Santa

Dogerella

Dogs



Dogs at work

Dogs at Work

Dogs on duty

Dogs working for people

Dogzilla

The doll in the garden : a ghost story

The dollar bill in translation : what it really means

Dollars and sense : managing your money

Dollars and sense : the banking industry

Dolley Madison : beloved first lady (1768-1849).

Dolley Payne Todd Madison, 1768-1849

Dolphins

Dolphins

Dolphins

Dolphins

Dolphins, seals, and other sea mammals

Un don del mar

̜Dónde está el libro de Clara?

Dónde está Max?

Donde esta mi mama?

Donde esta Pedro?

Donde viven los monstruos

The Donner Party

Don't call me special : a first look at disability

Don't count your chicks

Don't feed the boy

Don't go!

Don't go up a windmill : poems

Don't know much about the 50 states

Don't know much about the Pilgrims

Don't know much about the presidents

Don't laugh, Joe

Don't let the pigeon drive the bus!

Don't let the pigeon stay up late!

Don't need friends

Don't push the button!

Don't read this book, whatever you do! : more poems about school

Don't shoot

Don't want to go!

Don't whistle in school : the history of America's public schools

Don't you dare shoot that bear! : a story of Theodore Roosevelt

Dooby dooby moo

Dooby dooby moo

Doodle Dog

Doodle Dog : Granny Doodle day

Door knockers : a book of knock-knock jokes

The doorbell rang

Dora's book of manners

Dork Diaries Tales from a not-so-dorky drama queen

dork diaries tales from a not-so-fabulous life

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-fabulous life

DORK DIARIES: Tales from a not-so-friendly frenemy

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-glam TV star

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-graceful ice princess

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-happily ever after



Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-happy birthday

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-happy heartbreaker

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-perfect pet sitter

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-popular party girl

Dork Diaries : Tales from a not-so-talented pop star

Dorothy & Mikey

Dorothy Vaughan

Dory Fantasmagory

Las dos cabritas : Fabula de la Fontaine

Double-dare to be scared : another thirteen chilling tales

Double fudge

The double life of Pocahontas

The Doubleday first guide to trees

Dougal Dixon's dinosaurs

Down by the cool of the pool

Down by the station

Down, Down the Mountain

Down on the forest floor

Down to earth

Dr. Seuss

Dr. Seuss

Dr. Seuss

El Dr. Seuss, lo queremos

Dr. Seuss, we love you

Dr. Seuss's ABC.

Dr. Seuss's Oh, baby! go, baby!

Dr. Seuss's sleep book.

Dr. White

Dracula doesn't rock n' roll

Drag racer

Drag racing.

Dragon breath

Dragon defiant

Dragon gets by :

Dragon legends

Dragon life

Dragon of the lost sea

Dragon Pearl

Dragon rider

A dragon with his mouth on fire

Dragonatomy

The dragonet prophecy

Dragonflies

Dragonflies

Dragonflies

Dragons

Dragons

Dragons don't cook pizza

Dragons eat noodles on Tuesdays

Dragon's fat cat : Dragon's fourth tale

Dragon's gate

Dragons, gods & spirits from Chinese mythology

Dragon's Halloween : dragon's fifth tale

Dragons love tacos

The dragon's tale and other animal fables of the Chinese zodiac



The dragonslayers

Dragonwings

Drama

Draw 50 animals

Draw 50 cars, trucks, and motorcycles

Draw 50 dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals

Draw 50 dogs

Draw 50 holiday decorations

Draw 50 horses

Draw 50 monsters, creeps, superheroes, demons, dragons, nerds, dirts, ghouls, giants, vampires, zombies, and other curiosa

Draw 50 sharks, whales, and other sea creatures

Draw, write, now : a drawing and handwriting course for kids!

Drawing and learning about cats : using shapes and lines

Drawing animals : Internet-linked

Drawing cats and kittens

Drawing from memory

Drawn together

Dreadful droughts

The dream collector

A dream come true

The dream of the little elephant : story and pictures

Dream on! : a book about possibilities

Dream soul

Dreamers

Dreaming fish

Dreamplace

Dress-up

Drift cars

The drinking gourd

Drip drop

Driven to death

Las drogas y nuestro mundo

Droids in distress

Drones

Drones

A drop of blood

DROPPING IN ON: Egypt

Droughts

Droughts

Drummer Hoff

Drums

Dry or wet?

Dubi dubi muu

Duck

Duck, duck, goose! : (a coyote's on the loose!)

Duck for a day

Duck for president

Duck for president

Duck & Goose

Duck on a bike

Duck on a tractor

The duckling gets a cookie!?

Ducklings and pollywogs

Ducks

Ducks



Ducks away!

Ducktails

DuckTales. Treasure trove.

El duende misterioso

Los duendes y el zapatero

Duffy and the devil

Duke Ellington : the piano prince and his orchestra

The Dumb Bunnies go to the zoo

Dump trucks

Dumpy at school

Duncan's way

Dune buggies

The Dust Bowl

D.W. la quisquillosa

The dwarf pine tree

Dwarf planets

Dwarf planets

Dwarf sperm whales

Dwight D. Eisenhower : our thirty-fourth president

Dwight D. Eisenhower : thirty-fourth president of the United States

Dwight Gooden : strikeout king

The dynamic world of chemical reactions with Max Axiom, super scientist

E-mail

Each little bird that sings

Eagle dreams

Eagles

Eagles

Eagles : lions of the sky

Eaglets

The Ear, the Eye, and the Arm

The Ear, the Eye, and the Arm : a novel

An early American Christmas

Early American villages

Early artisans

Early battles of the American Revolution

Early Christmas

Early city life

Early civilizations Fact Cards

Early explorers

The early family home.

Early farm life

Early health & medicine

Early loggers and the sawmill

The early Middle Ages.

Early pleasures & pastimes

Early schools

Early settler children

Early settler storybook

Early settlers

Early stores and markets

Early travel

Early village life

Earth

Earth

Earth



Earth and beyond

Earth and sky

Earth Day

Earth Day

Earth Day

Earth Day

Earth is like a giant magnet and other freaky facts about planets, oceans, and volcanoes

The earth is mostly ocean

The Earth is painted green : a garden of poems about our planet

Earth : our planet in space

Earth science.

The earth-shaking facts about earthquakes with Max Axiom, super scientist : 4D, an augmented reading science experience

Earthdance

Earthmovers

Earthquake

Earthquake

Earthquake!

Earthquake! : a story of old San Francisco

Earthquakes

Earthquakes

Earthquakes

Earthquakes

Earthquakes

Earthsong

Earthworms

Earthworms

An earthworm's life

Earthworms : underground burrowers

East of the sun and west of the moon and other tales

Easter

The Easter bunny that overslept

The Easter egg

The Easter egg farm

Easter surprise

Eastern Europe.

Eastern woodlands Indians

Easy as pie : a guessing game of sayings

Easy gourmet cooking : for young people and beginners

Eat your peas, Louise!

Eating for good health

Eating the alphabet : fruits and vegetables from A to Z

Eating the plates : a Pilgrim book of food and manners

Eating well

Ebola outbreak

The Ebola virus

Les echaremos de menos? : especies en peligro de extincion

Echo

Echoes for the eye : poems to celebrate patterns in nature

Ed Emberley's Crazy mixed-up face game.

Ed Emberley's Drawing book of faces.

Ed Emberley's Drawing book of Halloween.

Ed Emberley's Great thumbprint drawing book.

Ed Emberley's Picture pie : a circle drawing book.

Eddie's menagerie

Edgar Allan.



Edgar Rice Burroughs' Tarzan of the apes : the man-child

Edificios de la granja

Edith Bolling Galt Wilson, 1872-1961

Edna St. Vincent Millay's selected for young people

Eduardo cumpleanos en la piscina

Edward Hopper

Edward Snowden NSA whistle blower

Edward unready for school

Edwin Hubble : American astronomer

Edwin's Haircut

Eek & Ack Beyond the Black Hole

The eels' strange journey

El efecto invernadero

Egg carton mania

Egg : nature's perfect package

Egg to bird

The egg tree

The eggs : a Greek folk tale

Egypt

Egypt

Egypt

Egypt

The Egypt game

Egypt : the land and its people

The Egyptian Cinderella.

The Egyptian Cinderella

The Egyptian science gazette : where the news is ancient history

Egyptian town

Eight dolphins of Katrina : a true tale of survival

Eight enormous elephants

El Ejército de EE. UU. The U.S. Army

El ejote

Eleanor, Ellatony, Ellencake, and me

Eleanor Roosevelt

Eleanor Roosevelt : activist for social change

The Eleanor Roosevelt you never knew

Eleanor's enormous ears

Election day

Election day

Election day

The Electoral college

Electrical circuits : harnessing electricity

Electrician

Electricidad

Electricity : a question and answer book

Electricity all around

Electricity for the Future

Electricity in the real world

Electrigirl and the deadly swarm

Elefantes

Los elefantes

Los elementos.

Elements

Elephant & Piggie book: I really like slop!

Elephant & Piggie book: I will take a nap!



Elephant & Piggie Book: Pigs make me sneeze!

Elephant & Piggie Book: The thank you book

Elephant & Piggie Book: Waiting is not easy!

Elephant & Piggie like reading!: It's shoe time!

Elephants

Elephants

Elephants cannot dance!

Eli Manning and the New York Giants : super bowl XLVI

Eli Whitney

Elizabeth Blackwell : pioneer doctor (1821-1910)

Elizabeth I, red rose of the House of Tudor

Ella persistió alrededor del mundo : 13 mujeres que cambiaron la historia

Ella Sarah gets dressed

Ellen and the Gang

Ellen Ochoa

Ellen Ochoa

Ellen Ochoa : pioneering astronaut

Elliot Fry's good-bye

Ellis Island

Ellis Island

Ellis Island

Elmer and Grandpa Eldo

Elmer and the rainbow

Elmer and Wilbur

Elmer : the story of a patchwork elephant

Elmer's Christmas

Elogio del jaguar

Elogio del tlacuache

Eloise and the big parade

Eloise and the dinosaurs

Eloise and the snowman

Eloise and the very secret room

Eloise at the ball game

Eloise at the wedding

Eloise breaks some eggs

Eloise decorates for Christmas

Eloise has a lesson

Eloise skates!

Eloise throws a party!

Eloise visits the zoo

Eloise's Mother's Day surprise

Eloise's new bonnet

Eloise's pirate adventure

Eloise's summer vacation

Elves and fairies

The elves and the shoemaker

The elves and the shoemaker

Elves don't wear hard hats

Elves Don't Wear Hard Hats.

The Emancipation Proclamation

The Emancipation Proclamation

Emerald boas : rain forest undercover

The Emerald City of Oz. Volume 1,

The Emerald City of Oz. Volume 1

The Emerald City of Oz. Volume 2



The Emerald City of Oz. Volume 2,

The Emerald City of Oz. Volume 3,

The Emerald City of Oz. Volume 3

The Emerald City of Oz. Volume 4

The Emerald City of Oz. Volume 4,

The Emerald City of Oz. Volume 5,

The Emerald City of Oz. Volume 5

Emily Arrow promises to do better this year

Emily climbs

Emily's shoes

Emma's magic winter

Emmett and the bright blue cape

Emmitt Smith

El emperador y el ruisenor.

Emperor penguins

The Empire State Building

The Empire strikes back

The empty pot

En el campo

En el palacio del rey del oceano

En la ciudad

En la granja

En la playa

El enano saltarin

Enchantment of South America: Chile

ENCHANTMENT OF THE WORLD: England

ENCHANTMENT OF THE WORLD: Mexico

ENCHANTMENT OF THE WORLD: Poland

Enciclopedia Brown aprovecha cada dia

Enciclopedia Brown arresta al culpable

Enciclopedia Brown ayuda a la justicia

Enciclopedia Brown encuentra la pista

Enciclopedia Brown resuelve todas los casos

Enciclopedia Brown sigue todas las pistas

Enciclopedia Brown, un joven detective

Enciclopedia Brown y la jugada secreta

Enciclopedia de oro.

The encounter

Encounter

Encuentro

Encyclopedia Brown and the case of the midnight visitor

Encyclopedia Brown gets his man

Encyclopedia Brown solves them all

Encyclopedia Brown takes the cake! : a cook and case book

Encyclopedia Brown takes the case

Encyclopedia horrifica : the terrifying truth! about vampires, ghosts, monsters, and more

The encyclopedia of explorers and adventurers

The encyclopedia of the Winter Olympics

The end

The End of chivalry.

End of exile

Endangered animals

Endangered island animals

Endangered plants

Endangered wetland animals



The endless pavement

La energia y sus maravillas

Energy

Energy

Energy for everyone? : the business of energy

Energy from the sun

Energy in motion

Energy in the real world

Energy is everywhere

Energy island : how one community harnessed the wind and changed their world

Energy technology

Engineering

EngiNerds

England

English-Lao, Lao-English dictionary.

English-Tagalog dictionary

Entomologists

Environment

Environment

Environmental protection

Environmentalism : how you can make a difference

The epic fail of Arturo Zamora

Epossumondas

Epossumondas saves the day

Equal justice : a biography of Sandra Day O'Connor

Eres el colmo, Charlie Brown : a Spanish translation of You're out of sight, Charlie Brown

?Eres tu mi mama?

Eric Carle picture writer.

Eric Carle's animals animals

Ernest L. Thayer's Casey at the bat : a ballad of the Republic sung in the year 1888

Ernie Learns

Erosion : how land forms, how it changes

The eruption of Mount St. Helens, 1980

Eruption! : the story of volcanoes

Es divertido andar en bicicleta

Es mejor dejar en paz a las serpientes

A es para decir Americas

The escape

Escape from Lucien

Escape from the ice : Shackleton and the Endurance

Escape the river.

Escaping peril

El escarabajo de la rosa

Escucheme

Esio Trot

Esperando a Quetzalcoatl : Los aztecas

Esperanza rising

Esponjas

The Esselen of California

Esta es mi casa

Esta es mi casa

La estacin de bomberos

La estación de los bomberos

Estaciones de bomberos

Estaciones de policia



La Estatua de libertad

Esteban Pio, Pio

Las estrellas

Las estrellas

Las estrellas

Estrellas de mar y erizos

Estrellita se despide de su isla

Estuaries

Estuaries

Ethan Allen and the Green Mountain Boys

Ethan's stepmom : a story about stepparents

Eugenia Lincoln and the unexpected package

Europe

Europe

Europe

Europe at the time of Greece and Rome.

Eva and Baby Mo

Eva and the lost pony

Eva and the new owl

Eva at the beach

Eva in the spotlight

Eva sees a ghost

Evaluating arguments about animals

Eva's big sleepover

Eva's campfire adventure

Eva's new pet

Eva's treetop festival

Even a hawkeye can cry

Even more short & shivery : thirty spine-tingling tales

Everest : reaching for the sky

Everett Anderson's goodbye

Every cowgirl needs a horse

Every day's a holiday : amusing rhymes for happy times

Every dog has his day

Everybody bakes bread

Everybody cooks rice

Everybody says

Everybody wins!

Everyday life in ancient Egypt

Everyday life in ancient Greece

Everyday science

Everything for Martin Luther King Jr. Day : Teaching the Spirit of Nonviolence

Everything on a waffle

Evolution.

The evolution of Calpurnia Tate

The Evolution of Calpurnia Tate.

The evolution of transportation technology

Exclamation point

Excuse me! Certainly!

Exercising for good health

Exotic Tropical Fish

Experiment with air

Experiment with water

Experimentos atmosfericos.

Experiments with air



Experiments with friction

Experiments with gravity

Experiments with heat

Experiments with light

Experiments with magnets

Experiments with soap

Experiments with sound

Exploding gravy : poems to make you laugh

Exploits of Don Quixote

Exploradores

Exploration.

Exploration and conquest : the Americas after Columbus, 1500-1620

Explore a spooky swamp

Explore a tropical forest

Explore Australia : 12 key facts

Explore Brazil : 12 key facts

Explore Canada : 12 key facts

Explore China : 12 key facts

Explore Cuba : 12 key facts

Explore Greece : 12 key facts

Explore Iran : 12 key facts

Explore Mexico : 12 key facts

Explore Nigeria : 12 key facts

Explore North Korea : 12 key facts

Explore the ocean

Explore the United Kingdom : 12 key facts

Exploremos el acuario = Exploring the aquarium

Exploremos el bosque= Exploring the forest

Exploremos el cielo de noche= Exploring the night sky

Exploremos el clima = Exploring the weather

Exploremos el zoológico = Exploring the zoo

Exploremos la charca= Exploring the pond

Explorer : the hidden doors

Explorer : the lost islands

Explorer : the mystery boxes

Explorer : the mystery boxes : seven graphic stories

Explorers and conquerors

Explorers and mapmakers : time detectives.

Explorers : expeditions and pioneers

Explorers of the ancient world

Explorers of the frontier

Exploring Caves

Exploring ecosystems with Max Axiom super scientist : an augmented reading science experience

Exploring food chains and food webs

Exploring Mars

Exploring numbers

Exploring science : blue book.

Exploring science : blue book.

Exploring science : brown book.

Exploring science : gold book.

Exploring science : gold book.

Exploring science : green book.

Exploring science : green book.

Exploring science : orange book.

Exploring science : orange book.



Exploring science : red book.

Exploring science: red book

Exploring shapes

Exploring space

Exploring the Connecticut Colony

Exploring the Delaware Colony

Exploring the Georgia Colony

Exploring the library

Exploring the Maryland Colony

Exploring the Massachusetts Colony

Exploring the New Hampshire Colony

Exploring the New Jersey Colony

Exploring the New York Colony

Exploring the North Carolina Colony

Exploring the Pennsylvania Colony

Exploring the Rhode Island Colony

Exploring the South Carolina Colony

Exploring the Titanic

Exploring the Virginia Colony

The explosive world of volcanoes with Max Axiom super scientist : an augmented reading science experience

El Expreso Polar

El expreso polar.

Extra innings : baseball poems

Una extrana visita

Extra~nos animales marinos.

Extraordinary African-Americans

Extraordinary American writers

Extraordinary Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders

Extraordinary Hispanic Americans

Extraordinary insects

Extraordinary patriots of the United States of America : Colonial times to pre-Civil War

Extraordinary people of the civil rights movement

The extraordinary Suzy Wright : a colonial woman on the frontier

Extreme halfpipe snowboarding moves

Extreme Machines

Extreme machines in space

Extreme machines on water

Extreme sports stars

The eye book

The eye of minds

Eye winker, Tom Tinker, chin chopper : fifty musical fingerplays

The eyes of Gray Wolf

Eyewitness : Mammal

Eyewitness : Pond & river

Eyewitness : Prehistoric life

Eyewitness : Rock & minerals

Eyewitness : Volcano

Ezra's duel with danger

Fables

Fabulas Bilingues: La lechera y su cubeta.

Fabulas : escritas e ilustradas por Arnold Lobel.

Fabulous frogs

Fabulous paper airplanes

Face painting

Face talk, hand talk, body talk



Face to face with grizzlies

Face-to-face with the ladybug

Faded love

Fading echoes

Fairest

The fairy doll

Fairy tale jokes

Fairy tales from Hans Christian Andersen

The fake news phenomenon

Fall

Fall

Fall harvest

Fall leaf project

Fall leaves

Falling up

The false prince

La familia animal

La familia de Clifford

La familia del caballo salvaje

La familia del chimpance

La familia del pinguino

Families

Families in many cultures

Families : poems celebrating the African American experience

The family conspiracy

Family, Familia

A family from South Africa

Family groups

Family groups

Family pictures : Cuadros de familia

Family pictures = : Cuadros de familia

Family pictures = : Cuadros de familia / paintings by Carmen Lomas Garza ; as told to Harriet Rohmer ; version in Spanish, Rosalma Zubizarreta.

Famous artists of the past.

Fancy Nancy

Un fantasma en la casa

Fantastic beasts and where to find them

Fantastic Mr. Fox

Far-out facts

Farm boy's year.

Farm tractors

The Farmer and His Two Lazy Sons /.

Farmer boy

Farmer Dale's red pickup truck

The farmer in the dell

Farmer Joe and the music show

Farmer Palmer's wagon ride

Farmers

Farmers & fighters

Farmers market

Fashion

Fashion

Fast and slow

Fast-attack submarine : the Seawolf class

Fast pitch

The fat cat sat on the mat



Father and son

Father Junipero Serra and the California missions

Father Junipero Serra : illustrated by Robert Burns.

Father water, Mother woods : essays on fishing and hunting in the North Woods

Fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers : a collection of family poems

Favorite children's authors and illustrators

Favorite fairy tales told in Italy

Favorite fairy tales told in Norway

Favorite fairy tales told in Poland

Favorite fairy tales told in Russia

Favorite fairy tales told in Scotland

Favorite Greek myths

The FBI

The FBI

The FBI

The FBI

FBI heroes

The Fear Place

The fear zone

Fearsome fangs

Feast for 10

Feast of Thanksgiving, the first American holiday : a play

Feathered dinosaurs

February

February

Feeding the gulls

Feeding time

Feeding yourself

Feel confident!

Feeling thankful

Feelings

Feelings between brothers and sisters

Felicia the critic

Felipa and the Day of the Dead

Feliz cumpleanos, Josefina! : un cuneto de primavera

Feliz cumplea~nos, Martin Luther King

Fennec foxes

Ferdinand Magellan

Fernando's gift = : El regalo de Fernando

Ferret

Ferret in the bedroom, lizards in the fridge

Festivals and celebrations

Fever, 1793

The fever code

The fever code

The field guide

The field mouse and the dinosaur named Sue

Fieldbook.

The fierce yellow pumpkin

Fiesta!

Fiesta! : Bolivia.

Fiesta! : Brazil.

Fiesta! : Cambodia.

Fiesta! : Chile.

Fiesta! : China.



Fiesta! : Cinco de mayo, dias de fiesta

La fiesta de Arturo

Fiesta! : Egypt.

Fiesta! : England.

Fiesta! : Ethiopia.

Fiesta fiasco

Fiesta! : France.

Fiesta! : Germany.

Fiesta! : Guatemala.

Fiesta! : India.

Fiesta! : Ireland.

Fiesta! : Israel.

Fiesta! : Italy.

Fiesta! : Jamaica.

Fiesta! : Japan.

Fiesta! : Korea.

Fiesta! : Lebanon.

Fiesta! : Nigeria.

Fiesta! : Peru.

Fiesta! : Poland.

Fiesta! : Russia.

Fiesta! : Turkey.

Fiesta! : Vietnam.

Fiestas : a year of Latin American songs of celebration

Fifty fabulous fables : beginning readers theatre

Fighting game esports : the competitive gaming world of Super Smash Bros., Street fighter, and more!

Figure skating in action

Filipino Americans

Filipino Americans

Filipino children's favorite stories : fables, myths and fairy tales

Filipino friends

Film and television

Fin whales

The Final Four

Find out by touching

Finding Langston

Finding Providence : the story of Roger Williams

Fine feathered friends

A fine, fine school

Fine lines

A fine St. Patrick's Day

Fingers, forks, and chopsticks

Finland

Finland : a question and answer book

Finn McCoul

Fiona's luck

Fire and ice [Warriors, book 2]

Fire away : asking great interview questions

Fire fighter!

Fire fighters

Fire! Fire!

Fire-hunter

Fire race : a Karuk coyote tale about how fire came to the people

Fire safety

The fire station



The fire station

The fire station

Fire trucks

Fire trucks

Firefighter = El bombero

Firefighters A to Z

Firehouse Sal

Firelight

Firetalking

The firework-maker's daughter

First 100 words in Spanish

The first battle

The first book edition of The Gettysburg Address [and] The Second Inaugural

The first book of color

The first book of copper

The first book of short verse

The first book of the Artic. /Douglas Liversidge illustrated with photographs.

The first book of World War I

First day, hooray!

First day in grapes

First day jitters

The first day of school

First day of spring

First facts about the ancient Egyptians

The first flyers

First-grade bunny

First graders from Mars episode I : Horus' horrible day

The first rule of punk

The first strawberries : a Cherokee story

The first Thanksgiving

The first Thanksgiving

First tomato

First Woman and the strawberry : a Cherokee legend

First words. French

Fish

Fish

Fish

Fish

Fish

Fish face

Fish faces

Fish in a tree

A fish in his pocket

The Fish Peri : a Turkish folk tale

Fish that Hide

Fish & their babies

Fishes

Fishing day

Fishing Smarts

Fit and fats

Five haunted houses

Five little monkeys jumping on the bed

Flag Day

Flag Day

The flag we love



Flash, crash, rumble, and roll

Flash fire

The flea's sneeze

Flecha al sol : un cuento de los indios pueblo

Flecha al sol : un cuento de los indios Pueblo

Flick a switch

Flicker flash

Flies are fascinating

Flies : from flower flies to mosquitoes

Flight

Flight

Flight of the moon dragon

Flight to fear

Floating and sinking

Floating and sinking

Flood!

Floods

Flora & Ulysses : the illuminated adventures

Florence Griffith Joyner

Florence Griffith Joyner : dazzling Olympian

Florence Nightingale

Florence Nightingale : a photo-illustrated biography

Flores

Las flores

Florida

Florida

Florida, from its glorious past to the present

Florida in words and pictures

Floss your teeth!

Flower gardens

Flower, moon, snow : a book of haiku

Flower to honey

Flowers : a guide to familiar American wildflowers

Flowers and showers : a spring counting book

Flurry of the snombies

The flute player = : La flautista

Flutes

Flutter, butterfly!

Flutterby

Fly! : a brief history of flight illustrated

Fly by night

Fly, eagle, fly! : an African tale

Fly-fishing

Fly Guy and the alienzz

Fly Guy and the Frankenfly

Fly Guy meets Fly Girl!

Fly Guy presents : bats

Fly guy presents : castles

Fly Guy presents : dinosaurs

Fly Guy presents : dinosaurs

Fly Guy presents : firefighters

Fly Guy presents : firefighters

Fly Guy presents : insects

Fly guy presents : police officers

Fly Guy presents : sharks



Fly guy presents : snakes

Fly Guy presents : space

Fly guy presents : the White House

Fly guy presents : weather

Fly Guy vs. the flyswatter!

Fly Guy's amazing tricks

Fly high, fly guy!

Flying deep : climb inside deep-sea submersible Alvin

Flying dragon

The flying girl : how Aída de Acosta learned to soar

Flying lessons & other stories

Flying reptiles in the age of dinosaurs

Flying with the eagle, racing the great bear : stories from Native North America

Focas y leones marinos

Fog, mist, or haze?

The Folk Keeper

Folk music

Folk plays for puppets you can make

The folks in the valley : a Pennsylvania Dutch ABC

Folktales of Mexico : horse hooves and chicken feet: traditional Mexican stories

Follett quick reference guide Follett digital reader, Follett Shelf.

Follow me!

Follow my leader

Follow the dream

Follow the drinking gourd

Follow the drinking gourd

Follow the drinking gourd

Follow the swallow

Follow the water from brook to ocean

Follow your nose

Following Fake Man

Food and farming then and now

Food and Festivals : China

Food and Festivals : India

Food and Festivals : The Caribbean

Food and Festivals : West Africa

Food & feasts in ancient Rome

Food & Festivals: Mexico

Food for the settler

Food in Colonial America

The food pyramid

The food pyramid

The food pyramid

Food, teeth, and eating

Food webs : interconnecting food chains

Food Webs: Who Eats What?

Foods and Festivals France: A flavor of France

The fool of the world and the flying ship : a Russian tale

Foolish rabbit's big mistake

The foot book

The foot book

Football

Football

Football

Football in action



Football is for me

For every one

Forbidden frontier

The force awakens

Forces and motion : a question and answer book

Forces and motion in the real world

Forces in action

W2018 Fore Magazine

S2018 Fore magazine

Forest Animals Animals in their Habitats

A forest divided

A forest divided

Forest explorer

Forest fires

Forest folk

Forest patrol

Forests

Forests

Forests

Forever Amber Brown

Forever Rhen : a story about divorce

Forever Young

Forged by fire

Forgive and let go! : a book about forgiveness

Forgiveness

Formas

Forming a new government

Forms of government

Formula One

Formula One cars

Fort Sumter

Fortress of the Stone Dragon

Forty fortunes : a tale of Iran

Los fosiles nos hablan del pasado

Fossil fuels

The fossil girl : Mary Anning's dinosaur discovery

Fossils

Fossils

Fossils

Fossils

Fossils

Fossils

Fossils tell of long ago

Foul shot : a novel

Four & twenty blackbirds : nursery rhymes of yesterday recalled for children of to-day

The fourth apprentice

The fourth grade wizards

The Fox and the Crow / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Terry Riley.

The Fox and the Goat / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Elizabeth Sawyer.

The fox and the grapes

The fox and the grapes

The fox and the grapes : a retelling of Aesop's fable

Fox in socks

Fox in socks

Fox in socks



The fox steals home

Foxes

Foxes

FPL Calculator/Stopwatch

O frabjous day : poetry for holidays and special occasions

Framed

France

France : the land and its people

Francine Poulet meets the ghost raccoon

Francis Marion : swamp fox, 1732-1795

Francisco Coronado

Francisco Coronado

Francisco Coronado

Francisco Pizarro

Francisco Pizarro : descubre la vida de un explorador

Francisco Vaasquez de Coronado .

Francisco Vasquez de Coronado : the search for cities of gold

Frank Pearl in the awful waffle kerfuffle

Frankenstein doesn't plant petunias

Frankenstein doesn't slam hockey pucks

Frankenstein doesn't start food fights

Franklin and his friend

Franklin and the magic show

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franklin D. Roosevelt : our thirty-second president

Franklin dice "te quiero"

Franklin en el museo

Franklin en la oscuridad

Franklin es un mandón

Franklin juega al fútbol

Franklin miente

Franklin Pierce : our fourteenth president

Franklin plays hockey

Franklin quiere una mascota

Franklin se pierde

Franklin snoops

Franklin tiene un mal día

Franklin va a la escuela

Franklin va al hospital

Franklin y el regalo de Navidad

Franklin's Thanksgiving

Freak the mighty

Freaky flowers

Freaky Friday.

Freckle juice

Freckle juice

Fred Korematsu

Fred Korematsu : All American hero

Frederic Chopin

Frederick

Frederick.

Frederick Douglass

Frederick Douglass

Frederick Douglass : voice for freedom

The Frederick Douglass you never knew



Free as a bird : the story of Malala

Free climb

Free the galaxy

Freedom and the future

Freedom of speech

Freedom of speech and expression

Freedom rides : campaign for equality

Freedom river

Freedom Summer

Freight trains

The French and Indian War

The French Revolution

Frenchy's float a story about Louisiana

Frenchy's float : a story about Louisiana

Fresh water

Fresh waters

Freshwater fishing

Freshwater habitats : life in freshwater ecosystems

Friction

Frida Kahlo

Frida Kahlo

Friday the scaredy cat

Frieda Makes a Difference The Sustainable Development Goals...

A friend for Henry

Friend or fiend? with the Pain and the Great One

Friendliness

Friendly dolphins

Friends

Friends = Amici : English-Italian

Friends = Amigos : English-Portuguese

Friends = Amigos : English-Spanish

Friends = Amis : English-French

Friends and foes : poems about us all

Friends = Arkadaşlık : English-Turkish

Friends = [Asdqa'] : English-Arabic

Friends = Bạn bè : English-Vietnamese

Friends = [Chingu] : English-Korean

Friends = [Doston] : English-Urdu

Friends = [Druz'i︠ a︡] : English-Russian

Friends = [Dwstan] : English-Farsi

Friends forever, Snoopy

Friends = Freunde : English-German

Friends from the other side = : Amigos del otro lado

Friends help each other

The friends of Abu Ali : three more tales of the Middle East

Friends = [Pengyou] : English-Chinese

Friends = Saaxiibada : English-Somali

Friendship

Friendship 7 : first American in orbit

Friendship bracelets

El frijol

Frindle

Frisky ferrets

Fritz and the beautiful horses



Frog

Frog

The frog

Frog.

Frog and Toad are friends

The Frog Prince

The frog prince

The frog prince, continued

The Frog Prince : retold with a twist

A frog thing

Froggy plays soccer

Froggy's sleepover

Frogs

Frogs.

Frogs!

Frogs and toads, and tadpoles, too

Frogs, toads, lizards, and salamanders

From Abenaki to Zuni : a dictionary of native American tribes

From cloth to American flag

From head to toe

From hero to zero

From idea to book

From letter to letter

From Manila with love : a balikbayan story

From milk to cheese

From milk to ice cream

From Nest to Bird

From paper airplanes to outer space

From slave to soldier : based on a true Civil War story

From tadpole to frog

From tadpole to frog : following the life cycle

From the bellybutton of the moon and other summer poems = Del Ombligo a la Luna y otros poemas de verano

From the eagle's wing : a biography of John Muir

From wheat to bread

Frontier settlements

Frosty the Snow Man : Adapted from the song of the same name

Fruit bowl

The fruit group

A fruit is born

Fruits

Fruits

Fruits

Fruits are fun

Fudge-a-mania

Fue Carmelita

El fuego

Fuel and energy

La Fuerza Aérea de EE.UU. The U.S. Air Force

Fuerza y movimiento

The full belly bowl

Full court dreams

Full moon barnyard dance

Full steam ahead : the race to build a transcontinental railroad

Fun and games in Colonial America

Fun astrology



Fun weather days

Fun with magic : how to make magic equipment; how to perform many tricks, including some of the best tricks of professional magicians and how to give

Fun with physics.

Fun with wood

The funeral

Funny bananas : the mystery in the museum

Funny-bone dramatics

Funny number tricks : easy magic with arithmetic

Fur, fangs, and footprints : a collection of poems about animals

Furlie cat

Furry friends! : a touch-and-feel book

The furry news : how to make a newspaper

The further adventures of Hank the Cowdog

The future of Hooper Toote

Future of the time dragon

The future of transportation : from electric cars to jet packs

The futuristic world of Suzanne Collins

The futuristic world of Suzanne Collins

A fuzzy-fast blur : poems about pets

Gabby Douglas

Gabriel, the happy ghost in Spain = Gabriel el fantasmita simpatico en Espa~na

Gail Devers

Galaxy's most wanted

Galileo

La gallina

Las gallinas no son las unicas

La Gallinita Roja

La gallinita roja

La gallinita roja

La Gallinita Roja

La gallinita roja : un viejo cuento

El gallo de bodas : un cuento tradicional de Cuba

Game changer

Game changer : John McLendon and the secret game

Game changers : the story of Venus and Serena Williams

Game day

Game design

Game design

Gamebirds : a guide to North American species and their habits

Games (and how to play them)

Gaming

Gandhi

Gandhi, fighter without a sword

Garbage, waste, dumps, and you : the disgusting story behind what we leave behind

The garden project

The gardener

The gargoyle on the roof

Gargoyles don't drive school buses

Gary Paulsen : author and wilderness adventurer

Gases

Gases

Gases

Gases and their properties

Gases around us

The Gateway



Gathering the Sun.

Gathering the sun : an alphabet in Spanish and English

La gatita en la maleta

Gatitos! / escrito por Larry Dane Brimner ; ilustrado por Tom Payne.

El gato con botas

El gato con botas

El gato con botas

El gato con botas. Illustracion Agusti Asensio.

El gato ensombrerado = : [The cat in the hat

Gator or croc?

Gatos

Los gatos me gustan mas

Gawain and the Green Knight

Geckos

Geckos

Gems

Gemstones

Gemstones

Gemstones

Generosity

Genoveva

Gente, lugares y cosas.

Gentle giant octopus

Gentle gorillas and other apes

Geo kids. Bear cubs, baby ducks, and kooky kookaburras.

Geo kids Camouflage, cuttlefish, and chameleons changing color

Geo kids. Chomping on bugs, swimming sea slugs, and stuff that makes animals special

Geo kids. Cool cats, raindrops, and things that live in holes.

Geo kids. Flying, trying, and honking around.

Geo kids. Tadpoles, dragonflies, and the caterpillar's big change

Geography from A to Z : a picture glossary

Geology

(George)

George

George and Martha

George and the big bang

George and the ship of time

George Bush

George Bush : our forty-first president

George H.W. Bush

George Lucas filmmaker & creator of Star Wars

George Lucas : filmmaker & creator of Star Wars

George speaks

George W. Bush : America's 43rd president

George W. Bush : our forty-third president

George W. Goethals, Panama Canal engineer

George Washington

George Washington

George Washington

George Washington

George Washington

George Washington

George Washington

George Washington : a picture book biography

George Washington and the men who shaped America



George Washington Carver

George Washington Carver

George Washington Carver

George Washington Carver

George Washington Carver

George Washington: Hero of the American Revolution

George Washington : our first president

The George Washington you never knew

George Washington's cows

George's marvelous medicine

George's Marvelous Medicine

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

The Georgia colony

The Georgia colony

Georgia in words and pictures

Georgia O'Keeffe

Geothermal energy and bio-energy

Gerald McBoing Boing

Gerald R. Ford : our thirty-eighth president

The germ busters

German immigrants in America : an interactive history adventure

German shepherds

German shepherds

Germany

Germany

Germs make me sick!

Geronimo : Apache warrior (1829-1909)

"Get a Horse!"

Get dressed, Robbie = Vistete, Robertito

Get ready for second grade, Amber Brown

Get the ball, Slim

Get well, Eva

Getting something on Maggie Marmelstein

Getting the facts

Getting to know Argentina

Getting to know the River Amazon

Getting to know the Vietnamese and their culture

Getting to know William Steig

The Gettysburg Address

The Gettysburg Address in translation : what it really means

Geysers

Ghost

The ghost and Mrs. Hobbs

The ghost dance

Ghost house : a novel

A ghost in the house

The ghost in the Tokaido Inn

The ghost of Captain Briggs

The ghost of Cutler Creek

The ghost of Sir Herbert Dungeonstone

Ghost of the Great River Inn

Ghost town : seven ghostly stories

Ghost walls : the story of a 17th century colonial homestead



Ghost Wings

Ghosthunters and the Gruesome Invincible Lightning Ghost!

Ghosthunters and the Incredibly Revolting Ghost

Ghosts

Ghosts : a nonfiction companion to a good night for ghosts

Ghosts and poltergeists

Ghosts don't eat potato chips

Ghosts! : ghostly tales from folklore

The ghost's grave

Ghosts : the unsolved mystery

The giant and the spring

Giant armadillo

The giant hug

Giant machines

Giant octopuses

Giant pandas

Giant pandas

Giants of the Sea

Giants! : stories from around the world

A gift for Abuelita : celebrating the Day of the Dead

A gift from Saint Nicholas

The Gift of a Traveler

The gift of Sarah Barker : a novel

The gift of the pirate queen

The gift of the poinsettia = : El regalo de la flor de nochebuena

Gifts to make and eat

El gigante egoista.

The gigantic turnip

Giggle, giggle, quack

Giggle, giggle, quack

The Giggler treatment

Gila monsters

Gilberto y el viento

Gilda the giraffe and Papaya the panda

The Gilded Age

Gimme shelter : misadventures and misinformation

Ginger Pye.

Gingerbread baby

The gingerbread boy

Gingerbread Christmas

The Gingerbread Cookie Mystery First-Grade Friends Forever

Gingerbread friends

The Gingerbread Man

Gingerbread man

The gingerbread man

The gingerbread man = El Hombre de Pan de Jengibre

The Giraffe and the Pelly and Me

The giraffe and the pelly and me

The Giraffe and the pelly and me

A giraffe grows up

Giraffe : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Giraffe problems

Giraffe problems

Giraffes

Giraffes



Giraffes

El girasol

Girl in a cage

The girl in the locked room : a ghost story

A girl named Disaster

A girl named Helen : the true story of Helen keller

Girl running : Bobbi Gibb and the Boston Marathon

The girl who drank the moon

The girl who fell beneath Fairyland and led the revels there

The girl who lived with the bears

The girl who loved the wind

The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses

The girl who swam with the fish : an Athabascan legend

Girls and their horses : true tales from American girl.

Girls can, too! : A book of poems

The girls get even

Girls think of everything : stories of ingenious inventions by women

Girls' volleyball : setting up success

The gismo

Give and take

The giver

Giving thanks: a Native American good morning message

The giving tree

Glacier National Park

Glaciers

Glaciers

Glaciers

Glaciers

Gladiators

Gladiators : battling in the arena

Glass

Glasses : who needs 'em?

The glorious flight : across the Channel with Louis Bleriot, July 25, 1909

The gnats of Knotty Pine

Go away, big green monster!

Go, cub!

Go, dog, go!

Go find Hanka!

Go free or die : a story about Harriet Tubman

Go, Go, Go! kids on the move

Go, Otto, go!

Go to sleep, dear dragon

Go to sleep, Groundhog!

Goats

Goblins and trolls

Goblins don't play video games

God bless the gargoyles

God bless the gargoyles

Goin' someplace special

Going home

Going solo : the thrilling sequel to Boy

Going to Grandma's

Going to school in 1776.

Going to the zoo

Going to war in Roman times



Going west

Gold

Gold

Gold

Gold fever

Gold Fever! Tales from the California Gold Rush.

Gold Rush : hands-on projects about mining the riches of California

The gold-threaded dress

The golden book encyclopedia.

The golden book of buccaneers

The Golden Book of sharks and whales

The golden compass

The golden flower : a Taino myth from Puerto Rico

The Golden Gate Bridge

The golden goblet

The golden goblet

The Golden Goose

The golden goose

The golden keys

The golden seed

Golden State Warriors.

Golden tales : myths, legends, and folktales from Latin America

The golden touch

The Golden Weapons

Goldendoodles

Goldilocks and the Breakfast Bunch

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Goldilocks and the three bears

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Goldilocks and the three bears

Goldilocks and the three bears = Ricitos de oro y los tres osos

The Golem : a Jewish legend

Golf for fun!

Golf in action

Goliath beetles

Goliath beetles

The gondolier of Venice

Gone camping : a novel in verse

Good boy, Fergus!

Good-bye, Charles Lindbergh : based on a true story

Good-bye, Chicken Little

Good-bye, hello!

Good-byes

A Good Difference

Good dog, Bonita

Good manners at school

Good manners at school

Good manners during special occasions

Good manners during special occasions

Good manners in public

Good manners in public

Good manners on the phone

Good manners on the phone

Good manners with family

Good manners with family



Good mental health

Good morning, chick

Good morning, gorillas

Good night, dinosaurs

Good night, Good Knight

Good night, little kitten

The good rainbow road = Rawa 'kashtyaa'tsi hiyaani : a Native American tale in Keres and English, followed by a translation into Spanish

Good table manners

Good table manners

The good, the bad, and the goofy

The good, the bad, and the goofy

Good work, Amelia Bedelia

Goodnight, baby monster

Goodnight, goodnight

The goofy ghost

The goofy, goony guy

Google Chromebook

Google Chromebook

Gooney Bird Greene

Gooseberry Lane.

A gopher in the garden, and other animal poems

Gordon's got a snookie

Los gorilas

Gorilas y Chimpances, Lagartos y Dragones

Gorilla : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Gorillas

Gorillas

Gorillas

Gorillas in danger

Una gota de lluvia

Gotcha! : nonfiction booktalks to get kids excited about reading

Government : how local, state, and federal government works

Governments around the world : from democracies to theocracies

Grace for president

Grace Lee Boggs

Gracias a las vacas

Gracias, Tejon

Graciela y Gregario

Grains

Grains

Grains are good

Gran cancion de los animales

El gran capoquero : un cuento de la selva amazonica

El gran gigante bonachón

El gran granero rojo

El gran rallye

The Grand Canyon

Grand Canyon : National Park

Grandaddy's place

Los grandes inventos

Grandes y pequeños : un libro de animals opuestos

Grandfather's journey

Grandma and me at the flea

Grandma and Me at the Flea.

Grandma Fina and her wonderful umbrellas = La abuelita Fina y sus sombrillas maravillosas



Grandmama's joy

Grandma's gloves

Grandma's house

Grandmother's Nursery Rhymes.

Grandmother's nursery rhymes = Las nanas de abuelita : lullabies, tongue twisters, and riddles from South America = canciones de cuna, trabalenguas y

Grandpa's visit

Granjas

Granjas de ayer y de hoy

Granny Torrelli makes soup

The grapes of math

The graphic alphabet

Grasshoppers

Grasshoppers

Grassland food chains

Grasslands

Grasslands

Grasslands

The Graves family

Gravity

Gravity

Gravity

Gravity

Gray Boy : a story

Gray wolves

Great African kingdoms

The great American gold rush

The great Ball Play : a folk tale from North America

Great Basin Indians

Great Britain : the land and its people

The great Civil War draft riots

The Great Dane

Great Danes

Great Danes

Great day for up

The Great Depression

The Great Depression

The Great Depression

The Great Depression

The great dragon rescue

Great explorers

The great fire

The great ghost rescue

The great Indian chiefs : Cochise, Geronomo, Crazy Horse, Sitting Bull.

Great Lakes

The Great Lei Race a story about Hawaii

The Great Lei Race : a story about Hawaii

The great migration

The great Mississippi flood of 1927

The great panda tale

The Great Pyramid

The great Quillow

The great rabbit rip-off

The great race of the birds and animals

The great Redwall feast

The Great Royal Race.



Great seal

Great seal

Great shakes : the science of earthquakes

Great Smoky mountains : National Park

The great turkey walk

The great undersea search

The great white man-eating shark : a cautionary tale

Great white shark

Great white shark

Great white sharks

Great white sharks : the ocean's most deadly killers

Great windows & walls collection.

Great women of pioneer America

Great women of the Civil War

Great women of the Old West

The greatest football records

Greatest giggles ever

The greatest liar on earth : a true story

Greece

Greece

Greece

Greece, the land and its people

The greedy python

Greek myths for young children

The Greek news

Greek town

The Greeks

Green Bay Packers

The green children

Green eggs and ham.

Green eggs and ham

The green iguana

Green life plug in solar rechargeable kit.

Green life plug in solar rechargeable kit.

Green sea turtle

Greenland

The greentail mouse.

Greg LeMond

Gregorio y sus puntos

Gregory, the terrible eater

Gregory's shadow

Gremlins don't chew bubble gum

Greta Thunberg

The grey lady and the strawberry snatcher

Greyhounds

Una grieta en la pared

The griffin and the minor canon

The grim grotto

The gristmill.

Grizzwold

Groovy gems

The grouchy ladybug.

Grounded : The Adventures of Rapunzel

Groundhog Day

Groundhog day



Groundhog's horse

Grouping at the dog show

Grover Cleveland : our twenty-second and twenty-fourth president

Grow Flower Grow!

Grow strong! : a book about healthy habits

Grow up, David!

Growing ideas

Growing things

Growing up in coal country

Growing up Masai

Growing up Pedro

Growing up with science : the illustrated encyclopedia of invention

The gruffalo

Grump : the (fairly) true tale of Snow White and the Seven Dwarves

The grumpy Easter bunny

El grupo de las frutas

Guardians of the Galaxy : Best story ever

Guardians of the galaxy : Galaxy's most wanted

Guardians of the Galaxy : Tomorrow's avengers

Guatemala

Guess how much I love you

Guess who?

A guide to popular U.S. landmarks

Guillermo Jorge Manuel Jose

Guinea pig

Guinea pigs don't talk

Guinness World Records 2012

Guinness world records 2015

Guion Bluford : a space biography

Los guisantes maravillosos

Las guitarras

Gulliver's travels

Gulliver's travels : the tale of Gulliver

Gun control

Gunpowder

Gus and Grandpa at the hospital

Gus Grissom : a space biography

El gusto

El gusto de las cosas

El gusto del mercado Mexicano = : A taste of the Mexican market

Guts

Guts

Guyana: Enchantment of the World

Gwen Frostic

Gymnastics

Gymnastics

Gymnastics competitions : on your way to victory

Gymnastics in action

Gymnastics is for me

Gymnastics school

Gypsy Rizka

Ha sido el pequeño monstruo!

Ha visto a mi gata? = Have you seen my cat?

Habitats

Habitats and wildlife in danger



Habitats de agua dulce

Habitats of the world : Deserts

Habitats of the world : Forests

Habitats of the world : Freshwater habitats

Habitats of the world : Grasslands

Habitats of the world : Islands

Habitats of the world : Mountains

Habitats of the world : Rocky Shores

Habitats of the world : Sandy Shores

Habitats of the world : Tropical rainforests

Hablemos del Racismo

Hacker! : a novel

Haiku: the mood of earth.

Hail! Ancient Chinese

Hail! Ancient Egyptians

Hail! Ancient Greeks

Hail! Ancient Romans

Hail! Aztecs

Hail, hail, Camp Timberwood

Hail to the chief

Hail! Tudors

Hailstones and halibut bones : adventures in color

Hairs = Pelitos

Hairs = : Pelitos

Hairy Maclary and Zachary Quack

Hakeem es un buen vecino = Hakeem is a good neighbor

Hakeem Olajuwon

Hakeem Olajuwon : the dream

Hakon of Rogen's saga

Half-breed

The half & half dog

Halfback attack

El hallazgo de Franklin

El hallazgo de Jamaica

The Hallo-wiener

Halloween

Halloween

Halloween

Halloween

Halloween

Halloween

The Halloween book

Halloween fun

A Halloween mask for Monster

Halloween night

Halloween night

The Halloween Queen

Hally Tosis : el horrible problema de un perro

Hamamelis, Miosotis y el Senor Sorpresa

Hamlet

Hamlet : a retelling

The Hammer of Thor

Hammerhead shark

Hammerhead shark

Hammerhead sharks



Hamster

Hamsteres

Hamsters.

Hamsters

Hamsters, gerbils, guinea pigs, pet mice, & pet rats

Han on the run

Hand in hand : An american history through poetry

Handshake in space

Hang On Baby Monkey

Hang on, monkey!

Hanging on : how animals carry their young

Hank the Cowdog, Slim's goodbye

Hank the Cowdog, the garbage monster from outer space

Hannah Montana

Hannah's helping hands

Hans Christian Andersen, vida de cuento de hadas

Hansel and Gretel

Hansel and Gretel

Hansel y Gretel

Hanukkah

Hanukkah : eight lights around the world

Hanzel and Pretzel

Happenstance found

Happily ever after

Happy and Honey

Happy Birthday!

Happy birthday, Anna, Sorpresa!

Happy birthday, Cookie Monster!

Happy birthday, Crystal

Happy birthday, Danny and the dinosaur!

Happy birthday, dear dragon

Happy birthday! = : Feliz cumpleaños!

Happy birthday, Martin Luther King

Happy birthday, moon

Happy birthday, Moon

Happy Birthday, Moon.

Happy birthday to you!

Happy Easter, dear dragon

Happy Easter, little critter.

The happy funeral

Happy graduation!

Happy haunting, Amelia Bedelia

Happy haunting! : Halloween costumes you can make

The happy lion

Happy Pig Day!

Happy Thanksgiving

Happy Thanksgiving! : things to make and do

Happy Valentine's Day!

Happy Valentine's Day, Dolores

The happy yellow car

Harbor me

The hare and the tortoise

The Hare and the Tortoise / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Edward Mooney.

Harlem : a poem

Harlequin & Mother Goose



Harold & Hog pretend for real!

Harold y el lapiz color morado

Harriet Ross Tubman

Harriet Tubman

Harriet Tubman

Harriet Tubman

Harriet Tubman

Harriet Tubman

Harriet Tubman : Black literator (1820-1913)

Harriet Tubman : hero of the Underground Railroad

Harry, el perrito sucio

Harry Houdini

Harry Potter : and the Chamber of Secrets

Harry Potter and the cursed child : parts one and two

Harry Potter and the cursed child. Parts one and two

Harry Potter : and the Deathly Hallows

Harry Potter and the deathly hallows

Harry Potter and the goblet of fire

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

Harry Potter : and the Order of the Phoenix

Harry Potter and the prisoner of Azkaban

Harry Potter and the sorcerer's stone

Harry Potter : and the Sorcerer's Stone

Harry S. Truman

Harry S. Truman : our thirty-third president

Harry's Mad

Harry's mom

The Harvest Birds.

The harvest birds = Los pajaros de la cosecha

Harvest Season

Harvesting hope : the story of Cesar Chavez

The hat

The hat

Hat trick

Hatchet

Hatchet

Hats!

Hatshepsut : the princess who became king

Hau kola = : hello friend

The haunted bridge.

Haunted castle on Hallows Eve

Haunted Halloween

The Haunted house : a collection of original stories

Haunted houses

Haunted houses on Halloween

The haunted lighthouse

The haunted playground

Haunted! : the scary life of David Mortimore Baxter

The Haunting Hour : Chills in the Dead of Night

The haunting of Dungeon Creek

Have a happy

Have courage!

Have you seen bugs? /$cJoanne Oppenheim ; illustrated by Ron Broda.

Have you seen my cat?

Hawaii



Hawaii

Hawaii

Hawaii in words and pictures

Hawk, I'm your brother

Hawk, I'm your brother

Hawkwing's journey

Hay un dragon en mi bolsa de dormir

Hay un oso en el cuarto oscuro

Head lice

The Headless Horseman rides tonight : more poems to trouble your sleep

The headless pirate = : El pirata sin cabeza.

Heads up

Healing warrior : a story about Sister Elizabeth Kenny

Health and disease

Healthy hair

Healthy skin

Healthy teeth

Hear ye of Philadelphia

Hearing

Hearing

Hearing

Heartland

Heartlight

Heat

Heat of the lava dragon

Heat waves

Heat waves

Heather and broom : tales of the Scottish highlands

Heavy and light : an animal opposites book

Hector Protector, and, As I went over the water : two nursery rhymes with pictures

Hedgehog

Hedgehog howdedo

Hedgehogs

Hedgie's surprise

Hedy Lamarr

Helen Cordero and the Storytellers of Cochiti Pueblo

Helen Keller

Helen Keller & Annie Sullivan, working miracles together

Helen's Big World: The Life of Helen Keller

Helicopteros del Ejercito de EE UU

Helicopters

Helicopters

The hello atlas!

Hello, fish : visiting the Coral Reef

Hello lighthouse

Hello, mommy ZooBorns!

Hello, my name is Scrambled Eggs

Hello, penguin!

Help for dear dragon

Help! I'm a prisoner in the library

Helpers in your neighborhood

Helping plants grow well

Henny Penny

Henny Penny.

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec



Henri egg artiste

Henri Matisse

Henry and Beezus

Henry and Beezus

Henry and Mudge and a very merry Christmas : the twenty-fifth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and a very special Merry Christmas : the twenty-fifth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and Annie's good move : the eighteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and Annie's good move : the eighteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and Annie's perfect pet : the twentieth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and Annie's perfect pet : the twentieth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and Mrs. Hopper's house : the twenty-second book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the bedtime thumps : the ninth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the bedtime thumps : the ninth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the best day of all : the fourteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the big sleepover : the twenty-eighth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the careful cousin : the thirteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the careful cousin : the thirteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the forever sea : the sixth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the funny lunch : the twenty-fourth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the great grandpas : the twenty-sixth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the happy cat : the eighth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the long weekend : the eleventh book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the long weekend : the eleventh book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the sneaky crackers : the sixteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the sneaky crackers : the sixteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the snowman plan : the nineteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the starry night : the seventeenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the tall tree house : the twenty-first book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the tall tree house : the twenty-first book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the tumbling trip : the twenty-seventh book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the wild goose chase : the twenty-third book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the wild goose chase : the twenty-third book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge and the wild wind : the twelfth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge get the cold shivers : the seventh book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge get the cold shivers : the seventh book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge in puddle trouble : the second book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge in puddle trouble : the second book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge in the family trees : the fifteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge in the family trees : the fifteenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge in the green time : the third book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge in the sparkle days : the fifth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge take the big test : the tenth book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge : the first book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge : the first book of their adventures

Henry and Mudge under the yellow moon : the fourth book of their adventures

Henry and Ribsy

Henry and the clubhouse

Henry and the paper route

Henry Ford

Henry hikes to Fitchburg

Henry Hudson

Henry Hudson

Henry Hudson

Henry Hudson

Henry Huggins



Henry Huggins

Henry Huggins

Henry IV. Part one

Henry Moore

Henry Reed's baby-sitting service

Henry & the Buccaneer Bunnies

Henry V

Henry y Mudge y el mejor dia del ano

Her right foot

Herbert Hoover : our thirty-first president

Herbivores

Herbivores

Hercules

Hercules

Hercules

Hercules

Here come the Harlem Globetrotters

Here come the monster trucks

Here comes T. Rex Cottontail

Here lies the librarian

Here there be dragons

Here we are : notes for living on planet earth

Here's to you, America!

Las hermanas

La hermanita de Franklin

Hermit crabs

Hernan Cortes .

Hernan Cortes

Hernando de Soto

Hero school

Herod the Great

Heroes of Hurricane Katrina

The heroes of Olympus. Book one, The lost hero : the graphic novel

The heroes of Olympus. Book two, The son of Neptune : the graphic novel

The Heroes of Olympus: The Blood of Olympus

THE HEROES OF OLYMPUS: The House of Hades

The HEROES OF OLYMPUS: The Mark of Athena

The Heroes of Olympus : The Son of Neptune

Heroes of the Day

Heroes of the galaxy

Heroes of the Greek myths

Heroes to the rescue

Heroes y leyendas

Heroines : great women through the ages

A hero's guide to deadly dragons : the heroic misadventures of Hiccup the Viking

He's got the whole world in his hands

Hey-how for Halloween!

Hey kid, want to buy a bridge?

Hey kid, want to buy a bridge?

Hey, pancakes!

Hey, wall : a story of art and community

Hey world, here I am!

Hi, clouds

Hi! Fly Guy

Hi! ho! The rattlin' bog : and other folk songs for group singing



Hibernar

Hibernation

Hibernation

Hibernation

Hibernation

Hibernation

Hickory, dickory, dock

The Hidden Blade. #2

Hidden figures : the true story of four black women and the space race

The hidden oracle

Hide and seek

Hide and seek day

The hiding game

Hiding hippos : counting from 1 to 10

Hiding toads

Hieroglyphs

Hieroglyphs

Hieroglyphs from A to Z : a rhyming book with ancient Egyptian stencil for kids

The high hills

The high score and lowdown on video games!

High tide in Hawaii

High tide, low tide

The higher power of Lucky

El hijo del elefante

Los hijos de la bruja

Hilary Duff

Hill of fire

Hillary Clinton : remarkable American politician

Hillary Clinton remarkable American politician

Hilo. Book 1, The boy who crashed to Earth

Hilo. Book 2, Saving the whole wide world

Hilo. Book 3, The great big boom

Hilo. Book 4, Waking the monsters

Hilo. Book 5, Then everything went wrong

Hilo. Book 6, All the pieces fit

Hilo. Book 7, Gina, the girl who broke the world

Hilo. Book 8, Gina and the big secret

Himalayan cats

The Hindenburg

Los hipopotamos

The hippo-NOT-amus

Hippopotamus : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Hippopotamuses

Hippos

Hispanic scientists : Ellen Ochoa, Carlos A. Ramirez, Eloy Rodriguez, Lydia Villa-Komaroff, Maria Elena Zavala

La historia de Johnny Appleseed

Historia verdadera de una princesa

Historic and famous cities

Historic places of early America

Historic sites and monuments

A historical album of California

Historical catastrophes : volcanoes

History Detectives: The Aztecs

A history of firearms.

A history of hip-hop : the roots of rap



The History of Mother Twaddle and the marvelous achievements of her son Jack

The history of pirates : from privateers to outlaws

The history of the Internet

The history of the personal computer

The history of the San Diego Chargers

History puzzle : an interactive visual timeline

Hitting the road : a novel

Ho, ho, Benjamin, feliz navidad

Hobo spiders

Hockey

Hockey

Hockey for fun!

Hockey in action

Hockey is for me

Hockey is our game

The hockey mystery

Hocus pocus, magic show!

El hojarasquerito del monte : un cuento de tio Nicolas

Las hojas

Hola, doctor

Holi

Holiday jokes

Holiday programs for boys and girls

The Holocaust

The Holocaust lady

Holy enchilada!

El hombrecito galleta

El hombrecito galleta

Home crafts

Home for a Bunny

Home for Christmas

A home for Pearl Squirrel

The home front in the North

The home front in the South

Home health aide

A home in the coral reef

Home of the brave

A home on the prairie

A home on the savanna

A home on the tundra

Home safety

Homer Price

Homer Price

Homes in Colonial America

Homes on the Move

Homes on the Water

The Homestead Act

The homework machine

Hondo & Fabian

Honduran white bats

Honduras

Honesty

Honesty featuring the Indian Cinderella and other great stories

Honey

The honeybee.



The honeybee and the robber : a moving /picture book

Honeybees.

Honoring our ancestors : stories and pictures by fourteen artists

Honus and me : a baseball card adventure

Hookworms

Hooper Humperdink--? Not him!

Hooray for Diffendoofer Day!

Hooray for Father's Day!

Hooray for Fly Guy!

Hoot

Hoot, owl!

Hooway for Wodney Wat

Hop, bunny! : explore the forest

Hop on Pop

Hop, skip, jump : a very first picture book

Hop, skip, run

Hope was here

The Hopi

The hoppameleon

La hora de acostarse de Francisca

Horace and Morris but mostly Dolores

Horace and Morris join the chorus (but what about Dolores?)

Horace Splattly, the cupcaked crusader : to catch a clownosaurus

La hormiga y el saltamontes

Hormigas

Hormigueros

Horrible Haircut.

Horrible Harry and the ant invasion

Horrible Harry and the dragon war

Horrible Harry and the Drop of Doom

Horrible Harry and the green slime

Horrible Harry and the holidaze

Horrible Harry and the kickball wedding

Horrible Harry and the locked closet

Horrible Harry and the mud gremlins

Horrible Harry and the Purple People

Horrible Harry and the triple revenge

Horrible Harry at Halloween

Horrible Harry goes to sea

Horrible Harry takes the cake

The horrible, miserable Middle Ages : the disgusting details about life during medieval times

A horse like Mr. Ragman

Horseback riding for fun!

Horseback riding in action

Horses

Horses

Horses

Horses: A book about favorite colors

Horses have foals

Horses, horses, horses

Horseshoe crabs

Horton and the Kwuggerbug and more lost stories

Horton hears a Who!

Hospital

Hospital



The hostile hospital

The hot & cold summer

Hot deserts

Hot iron : the adventures of a Civil War powder boy

Hot Rod Harry

Hot rods

The house at Pooh Corner

House beautiful window workshop

A house called Awful End : book one of the Eddie Dickens trilogy

A house is a house for me

The house of Hades

The house of the seven gables

The House of Wisdom

The house on Mango Street

The house on Maple Street

A house spider's life

The house that Lou built

A house that once was

The house without a christmas tree. Gail Rock illustrated by Charles C. Gehm.

Houseboat mystery

The Houses of Parliament

HoverCam Solo 8 USB Document Camera

How?

How a Seed Grows.

How about a hug?

How animals care for their babies

How animals communicate

How animals play

How animals shed their skin

How are insects helpful?

How are you peeling? : foods with moods

How big?

How big is a foot?

How big is a pig?

How castles were built

How Do I Become A ...?: Chef

How Do I Become A ...? : Firefighter

How Do I Become A ...? : Police officer

How Do I Become A ...? : TV Reporter

How Do I Become A ... : Veterinarian

How Do I Become An ...?: Architect

How do I put it on?

How do I stay safe from cyberbullies?

How Do You Know It's Fall?

How do you know what time it is?

How do you say it today, Jesse Bear?

How Does A Battery Work?

How does the ear hear? : and other questions about -- the five senses

How Droofus the dragon lost his head

How Groundhog's garden grew

How, hippo!

How I became a pirate

How I Spent My Summer Vacation

How I survived bullies, broccoli, and Snake Hill

How journalists work



How long?

How Many Ants?

How much does it hold?

How much is a million?

How music came to the world : an ancient Mexican myth

How now, brown cow?

How people immigrate

How people learned to fly

How seeds travel

How sweet the sound : the story of Amazing grace

How tall?

How tall, how short, how far away

How the Grinch got so grinchy

How the Grinch stole Christmas

How the Grinch stole Christmas

How the leopard got his claws

How the light bulb changed history

How the rooster got his crown : a Chinese folktale

How the rooster saved the day

How they built the Statue of Liberty

How to be a boss

How to be a friend : a guide to making friends and keeping them

How to be a pirate

How to be a WWE superstar

How to catch an elephant

How to charm a llama

How to cheat a dragon's curse : the heroic misadventures of Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III

How to choose your dragon

How to dork your diary

How to draw animals

How to draw cartoons and caricatures

How to draw comic heroes

How to draw dogs, cats, and horses.

How to draw horses

How to draw monster trucks

How to draw people

How to draw pets

How to draw terrifying robots

How to draw wild animals.

How to eat fried worms

How to eat fried worms

How to handle cyberbullies

how to make a clown costume

How to make an apple pie and see the world

How to ride a dragon's storm : the heroic misadventures of Hiccup the Viking

How to speak Dragonese

How to survive in the wilderness

How to train your dragon

How to turn lemons into money : a child's guide to economics

How to twist a dragon's tale : the heroic misadventures of hiccup the viking

How to write a news article

How to write an essay

How we came to the fifth world = : Como vinimos al quinto mundo : a creation story from ancient Mexico

How we crossed the West : the adventures of Lewis & Clark

How we see things



How would you survive as an ancient Roman?

How writers work : finding a process that works for you

Howard B. Wigglebottom and the power of giving : a Christmas story

Howie Monroe and the doghouse of doom

Howl of the wind dragon

Howler monkeys

Huatya Curi and the five condors

The Hubble Space Telescope

Huckleberry Finn

El huevo

El huevo mas bonito del mundo.

Huevos de pascua

Los huevos parlantes : cuento popular del sur de los Estados Unidos

Huevos Verdes Con Jamon

Huggly goes to school

Huggly's pizza

Hugs & kisses for the grouchy ladybug

Human body

Human body

Human body

Human fossils

Humbug rabbit.

Humbug witch.

Hummingbirds

Humo.

Humpback whales

Humpback whales

Hunches in bunches

The hundred dresses

The hundred dresses

Hungary

The Hunger Games

THE HUNGER GAMES: Catching Fire

THE HUNGER GAMES Mockingjay

The hungry ghost mystery

Hungry hen

Hungry, hungry sharks

Hungry Hyena

The hunt for Bin Laden

Hunter's best friend at school

Hunwick's egg

Hurricane heroes in Texas

Hurricane Katrina, 2005

Hurricanes

Hurricanes

Hurry up, Molly = : Apúrate, Molly

Hush! : a Thai lullaby

Hydrofracking : the process that has changed America's energy needs

Hygiene

I am a frog!

I am a star

I am an explorer

I am courage : a book of resilience

I am fire

I Am Generous.



I am going!

I am human : a book of empathy

I am invited to a party!

I am king!

I am Leaper

I am love : a book of compassion

I am mad!

I am not going to get up today!

I am one : a book of action

I am peace : a book of mindfulness

I am planet Earth

I am Pusheen the Cat

I am the ice worm

I am the mummy Heb-Nefert

I am yoga

I, Amber Brown

I and you and don't forget who : what is a pronoun?

I belong

I broke my trunk!

I call it sky

I can do it! : featuring Jim Henson's Sesame Street Muppets

I can draw animals

I can finger paint

I can lick 30 tigers today! : and other stories

I can read with my eyes shut!

I can roar!

I Can Taste

I can't believe I have to do this

I dig fossils

I, Doko : the tale of a basket

I don't care

I don't want to be a frog

I dreamed I was a ballerina

I feel

I feel angry

I feel brave

I feel happy

I feel sad

I feel safe

I feel scared

I got it!

I had trouble in getting to Solla Sollew

I hate to take a bath

I have chicken pox

I have heard of a land

I have the flu

I knew you could! : a book for all the stops in your life

I know a rhino

I know an old lady who swallowed a pie

I left my sneakers in dimension X

I like acting grown up = Me gusta hacer como los mayores

I like animals : what can I be?

I like computers : what can I be?

I like getting dirty = Me gusta ensuciarme

I like growing up = Me gusta ser mayor



I like hiding = Me gusta esconderme

I like me, I like you

I like mess

I like music : what can I be?

I like sports : what can I be?

I like to win!

I like you

I love cats

I [love] Dad with The very hungry caterpillar

I love fishing

I [love] Mom with the very hungry caterpillar

I love my new toy!

I love my pirate papa

I love our air

I love our animals

I love our forests

I love our land

I love our people

I love trucks!

I love you : a rebus poem

I love you, dear dragon

I love you Mary Jane.

I love you, mouse

I love you the purplest

I love you, ZooBorns!

I met a man

I need you

I never wanted to be famous

I really like slop!

I saw the sea come in

I saw you in the bathtub, and other folk rhymes

I see an ant

I speak English for my mom

I spy Fly Guy!

I spy school days : a book of picture riddles

I spy super challenger! : a book of picture riddles

I spy ultimate challenger! : a book of picture riddles

I survived the American Revolution, 1776

I survived the attack of the grizzlies, 1967. [#17]

I SURVIVED: The Children's Blizzard, 1888

I survived the Children's Blizzard, 1888. [#16]

I survived the eruption of Mount St. Helens, 1980. [#14]

I Survived : The Great Chicago Fire, 1871

I Survived : The Hindenburg Disaster, 1937

I Survived : The Japanese Tsunami, 2011

I SURVIVED: The Nazi invasion, 1944

I survived true stories : five epic disasters

I think I saw a snail : young poems for city seasons

I thought I'd take my rat to school : poems for September to June

I, Tut : the boy who became pharaoh

I unpacked my grandmother's trunk : a picture book game

I wanna iguana

I want my hat back

I want to be a doctor

I want to be a nurse



I want to be-- a veterinarian

I want to be in a scary story

I was a third grade science project

I was born in a tree and raised by bees

I will never not ever eat a tomato

I will surprise my friend!

I will take a nap!

I wish my brother was a dog

I wish that I had duck feet

I wonder why I blink and other questions about my body

I wonder why the sea is salty and other questions about the ocean

Icarus

The Icarus project

Ice

Ice

Ice climbing

The ice ghosts mystery.

Ice hockey

Ice is-- whee!

Ice Mummy : The Discovery of a 5,000-Year-Old Man

Ice skating is for me

Los icebergs

Iceland

ICELAND

The icky bug alphabet book : by Jerry Pallotta

Icy Antarctic waters

Ida B : --and her plans to maximize fun, avoid disaster, and (possibly) save the world

Ida B. Wells

Idaho

Idaho

Idaho in words and pictures

Identity and civil rights

If a bus could talk : the story of Rosa Parks

If I could = : Si yo pudiera

If I ran the circus

If I ran the circus

If I ran the zoo

If I ran the zoo

If I were a lion

If I were an ant

If I were in charge of the world and other worries : poems for children and their parents

If it weren't for farmers

If pigs could fly-- and other deep thoughts : a collection of funny poems

If the shoe fits

If the world were a village a book about the world's people

If there were dreams to sell

If this is love, I'll take spaghetti

If you ever meet a whale : poems

If you ever want to bring an alligator to school, dont!

If you find a rock

If you give a cat a cupcake

If you give a dog a donut

If you give a moose a muffin

If you give a mouse a brownie

If you give a mouse a brownie



If you give a mouse a cookie

If you give a mouse a cookie

If you give a mouse a cookie

If you give a pig a pancake

If you give a pig a party

If you give a pig a party

--If you lived at the time of Martin Luther King

If you sailed on the Mayflower in 1620.

If you take a mouse to school

If you take a mouse to school

If you take a mouse to school

If you take a mouse to the movies

If you were a conjunction

If you were a contraction

If you were a noun

If you'll be my Valentine

If you're happy and you know it : eighteen story songs

If you're not from the prairie

The igloo

Igneous rocks

Igneous rocks

Igneous rocks

Igneous rocks

Iguana

Iguanas

Iguanas

Iguanas in the Snow.

Iguanas in the snow and other winter poems = Iguanas en la nieve y otros poemas de invierno

Iktomi and the boulder : a Plains Indian story

The Iliad and the Odyssey of Homer

I'll make you a card

Illinois

Illinois, from its glorious past to the present

The illuminating world of light with Max Axiom, super scientist

Illuminations

The illustrated book of ballet stories

I'm a baked potato!

I'm a frog!

I'm a little teapot

I'm a princess

I'm going to California = : Yo voy a California

I'm going to Texas = Yo voy a Tejas

I'm Hiding

I'm just no good at rhyming and other nonsense for mischievous kids and immature grown-ups

I'm my own dog

I'm new here

I'm not scared

I'm too big = : Soy demasiado grande

"I'm Vinny, I'm me"

Imaginative inventions : the who, what, where, when, and why of roller skates, potato chips, marbles, and pie and more!

Imagine!

Imagine

Imanes

Immigrant children

Immigrants from Mexico and Central America



Immigration

Immigration to the U.S.

The Immune System

Important people of the Revolutionary War

The impossible crime

In a dark, dark room : and other scary stories

In a people house

In a pickle, and other funny idioms

In daddy's arms I am tall : African Americans celebrating fathers

In-line skating

In-line skating

In-line skating in action

In my family / EN MI FAMILIA

In the country

In the detective's lab

In the face of danger.

In the forest

In the haunted house

In the past

In the small, small pond

In the time of the drums

In the yard

In too deep

Inca town

The Incas

Los Incas

The Incas

The Incas

The Incas

The Incas

Inch and Roly and the sunny day scare

Inch and Roly and the very small hiding place

Inch and Roly make a wish

Inch by inch

Incident at Hawk's Hill

Inclined planes

An inconvenient alphabet : Ben Franklin & Noah Webster's spelling revolution

The incredible journey.

The incredible journey of Lewis and Clark.

Independence Day

Independence Day

Independence Day

Independence Day

Independence Day

India

India

India

India : the land and its people.

Indian chiefs

Indian crafts

The Indian in the cupboard

The Indian Ocean

Indian summer

Indiana

Indiana



Indiana, from its glorious past to the present

Indiana in words and pictures

Indianapolis Colts

Indians of the California mission frontier

Indigenous peoples

Los Indios de Norteamerica

Indonesia

The Indus Valley

The industrial revolution

The Industrial Revolution

The Indy 500

Infinity and me

Infinity Ring : A mutiny in time

Infinity Ring : Divide and conquer

Infinity Ring : The trap door

Information please almanac.

Ingri and Edgar Parin d'Aulaire's Book of Greek myths.

Inkheart

Inkspell

Inky's amazing escape : how a very smart octopus found his way home

Inmersión! : animales del fondo del mar

Insect hibernation.

Insectlopedia : poems and paintings

Los insectos

Insects

Insects

Insects.

Insects

Insects in danger

Insects that live in families

Inside, outside, upside down

Inside the ants' nest

Inside the spider's web

Insignificant events in the life of a cactus

Inspector Hopper

Inspector Hopper

Inspirations : stories about women artists : Georgia O'Keeffe, Frida Kahlo, Alice Neel, Faith Ringgold

El interesante mundo de las serpientes

Interjections

The Internet

Internet : electronic global village

Internet inventors

Internet safety

Internet security : from concept to consumer

Interrupting chicken and the elephant of surprise

Into infinity : from earth to the stars

Into the mammals' world : adventures from Nature and science magazine

Into the mummy's tomb

Into the wild : yet another misadventure

The Inuit

The Inuit

The Inuit

Invasion of the Mind Swappers from Asteroid 6!

Inventing the Internet

The invention of Hugo Cabret : a novel in words and pictures



Invertebrates.

Investigating the scientific method with Max Axiom, super scientist

El invierno

El invierno

El invierno

Invierno

The invisible boy

The invisible moose

Iowa

Iowa, from its glorious past to the present

Iowa in words and pictures

The Iran-Contra Scandal

Iraq

Ireland

Ireland

Ireland

Irene, la valiente

Iris and Walter

Iris and Walter. True friends

Irish Americans

Irish elk

Irish step dancing

Irish : the story of a girl and her horse

Irma Rangel

The Iron Empire

The iron ring

Ironclad! : A true story of the Civil War

The ironwood tree

The Iroquois

The Iroquois

The Iroquois Indians

Is It Christmas Yet?

Is it larger? Is it smaller?

Is it red? Is it yellow? Is it blue? : An adventure in color

Is Milton missing? : Story

Is there life after boys?

Isaac Newton

Isla

La isla de Abel

Island Homes

An island in the sun

Island of the aunts

Island of the Blue Dolphins.

Island of the Blue Dolphins.

The island of the skog

The island on Bird Street. Uri Orlev. Translated from the Hrebrew by Hillel Halkin.

Islas

Israel

Israel, revised edition

The Israeli-Palestinian conflict

It all comes down to this

It came from beneath the bed!

It could still be a butterfly

It could still be a cat

It could still be a dinosaur



It could still be a mammal

It could still be a robot

It could still be a rock

It could still be a tree

It could still be a worm

It doesn't have to be this way : a barrio story

It happened in America : true stories from the fifty states

It rained on the desert today

It was you, Blue Kangaroo!

The Italian Renaissance.

Italy

Italy

Italy

Italy : the land and its people

The itchy book!

It's a baby cheetah!

It's a baby opossum!

It's a fair day, Amber Brown

It's a home run, Charlie Brown!

It's about dogs : poems

It's all Greek to me

It's all Greek to me

It's an orange aardvark!

It's circus time, dear dragon

It's fall!

It's great to skate! : an easy guide to in-line skating

It's hard to be five : learning how to work my control panel

It's Justin time, Amber Brown

It's okay to be different

It's quacking time!

It's raining pigs & noodles

It's Valentine's Day

Ivan the fool, and other tales

I've Seen Santa!

I've seen the promised land : the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Iwo Jima

J. K. Rowling

Jabutí the tortoise : a trickster tale from the Amazon

Jack and Jill and Big Dog Bill : a phonics reader

Jack and the bean tree

Jack and the beanstalk

Jack and the beanstalk

Jack and the beanstalk

Jack and the beanstalk

Jack and the beanstalk

Jack and the beanstalk = Juan y los frijoles mágicos

Jack and the beanstalk = : Juan y los frijoles magicos

Jack and the beanstalk the graphic novel

Jack and the giant : a story full of beans

Jack : the true story of Jack and the beanstalk

Jackalope

The jacket

Jacki Wadeson's beautiful braids, beads, and bows.

Jackie and me : a baseball card adventure

Jackie Joyner-Kersee



Jackie Kennedy

Jackie Robinson

Jackie Robinson

Jackie Robinson

Jackie Robinson

Jackie Robinson

Jackie Robinson

Jackie Robinson : baseball's first black major leaguer.

Jackson Pollock

Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis, 1929-1994

Jacques Cartier

Jade

Jaguars

Jaguars

A Jaime Josué le gustan los camiones

Jaja, jiji, cuac

Jake Drake, class clown

Jake Drake, teacher's pet

Jake Johnson : the story of a mule

Jake the fake goes for laughs

Jake the fake keeps it real

Jamaica

James A. Garfield : our twentieth president

James and the Giant Peach.

James and the giant peach : a children's story

James and the giant peach : a children's story

James and the giant peach : a children's story

James Bowie

James Buchanan : our fifteenth president

James Cook

James Earl Carter

James Earl Carter : our thirty-ninth president

James Madison : our fourth president

James Monroe : our fifth president

James Polk : our eleventh president

James Watt

James y el melocoton gigante

Jamestown

The Jamestown Colony

The Jamestown Colony

Jamestown : hands-on projects about one of America's first communities

Jamestown: the beginning

Jamie O'Rourke and the big potato : an Irish folktale

Jane Addams

Jane Addams : helper of the poor (1860-1935)

Jane Addams : pioneer social worker

Jane Goodall

Jane Goodall

Jane Goodall

Jangles : a big fish story

January

January

Japan

Japan

Japan ABCs : a book about the people and places of Japan



Japan, the land and its people

Japanese American internment camps

The Japanese American internment : civil liberties denied

The Japanese tsunami, 2011

El jardin de Bessey, la desordenada

El jardin zoologico

Jared's gift : a Christmas story

Jasmine Toguchi, drummer girl

Jasmine Toguchi, flamingo keeper

Jasmine Toguchi, super sleuth

Jason and the golden fleece

Jason and the money tree

Jataka tales : animal stories

The jazz man

J.C. Watts, Jr : character counts

Jedediah Smith

Jedediah Smith : mountain man of the American West

Jelly bean jumble

Jelly beans for sale

The Jellybeans and the big dance

Jellyfish

Jellyfish

Jellyfish

Jennifer Murdley's toad : a magic shop book

Jenny Archer, author

Jenny's corner

Jeoffry's Halloween

Jeremiah learns to read

Jeremy Thatcher, dragon hatcher : a magic shop book

Jerry C. Elliott High Eagle

Jerusalem

Jerusalem

Jesse Jackson

Jesse Jackson : I am somebody!

Jesse Owens, Olympic hero

Jesse Owens : track-and-field champion

Jessica

Jessica Finch in pig trouble

Jessica's x-ray

Jet fighter : the Harrier AV-8B

Jet ski

Jewelry making for fun!

Jim

Jim Bridger : frontiersman and mountain guide

Jim Henson : creator of the Muppets.

Jim Henson's Doozers have green thumbs

Jimmie Foxx

Jimmy Carter

Jimmy Carter : president and peacemaker

Jimmy Spoon and the Pony Express

Jimmy, the pickpocket of the palace

Jimmy's boa and the bungee jump slam dunk

Jingle The Christmas Clown

Las jirafas

J.J. Watt



Joan of Arc

Jobs people do. A day in the life of a musician

Jody's beans

Jody's Beans.

Joe and Betsy the dinosaur

Joe Bright and the Seven Genre Dudes

Joe Flacco

Joe Flacco and the Baltimore Ravens : Super bowl XLVII

Joe Lion's big boots

Joey Pigza loses control

John Adams 2nd U.S. president

John Adams : 2nd U.S. president

John Adams : our second president

John Burningham's ABC.

John C. Fremont

John C. Fremont

John Cabot

John Cabot

John Carter of Mars

John Cena

John Charles Fremont : the pathfinder

John F. Kennedy and PT109

John F. Kennedy : our thirty-fifth president

John F. Kennedy : thirty-fifth President of the United States

John Fitzgerald Kennedy

John Glenn : a space biography

John Glenn : around the world in 90 minutes

John Henry

John Henry, an American legend

John Lennon

John Muir

John Muir

John Muir

John Muir : naturalist and explorer

John Muir : saving the wilderness

John Paul II, the Pilgrim Pope

John Quincy Adams : our sixth president

John Tyler : our tenth president

John Wesley Powell

John Wesley Powell : soldier, scientist, and explorer

Johnny Appleseed

Johnny Appleseed

Johnny Appleseed

Johnny Appleseed

Johnny rides again

Johnny Tremain

Join in and play

Joining the Boston Tea Party

Jon Krakauer's adventure on Mt. Everest

Jonas Brothers : a Big Buddy book

The Joplin tornado, 2011

Jordan

Jorge el curioso

Jose el gran ayudante

Josefina aprende una leccion : un cuento de la escuela



Josefina entra en accion : un cuento de verano

Josefina learns a lesson : a school story

Josefina y la colcha de retazos

Joseph had a little overcoat

Joseph, the dreamer

Jouanah, a Hmong Cinderella

The journey

Journey home

A journey into a lake

A journey into a river

A journey into a wetland

A journey into adaptation with Max Axiom, super scientist

A journey into an estuary

A journey into the ocean

Journey of a humpback whale

Journey of a pioneer

A journey of hope = : una jornada de esperanza

The journey of little Charlie

Journey of the red-eyed tree frog

A journey through the digestive system with Max Axiom, super scientist

Journey to America

Journey to Jo'burg : a South African story

A journey to the New World : the diary of Remember Patience Whipple : Mayflower /Plimoth Colony, 1620

Journey to Topaz : a story of the Japanese-American evacuation

Las joyas perdidas de Nabooti

J.R.R. Tolkien

Juan Bobo and the queen's necklace : a Puerto Rican folk tale

Juan Ponce de Leâon

Juan Ponce de Leon

Juan Ponce de Leon

Juan sin miedo.

Juan y los frijoles magicos

Juan's New School

Judges

Judges and courts : a look at the judicial branch

Judo

Judo

Judy Moody

Judy Moody

Judy Moody and the bad luck charm

Judy Moody and the not bummer summer

Judy Moody : around the world in 8 1/2 days

Judy Moody declares independence

Judy Moody gets famous!

Judy Moody gets famous

Judy Moody, girl detective

Judy Moody goes to college

Judy Moody, M.D. : the doctor is in!

Judy Moody, M.D : the doctor is in!

Judy Moody, mood martian

Judy Moody predicts the future

Judy Moody & Stink :La Loca, Loca Busqueda del Tesoro : the mad, mad, mad, mad treasure hunt

Judy Moody & Stink : the big bad blackout

Judy Moody & Stink : the Holly joliday

Judy Moody & Stink : the mad, mad, mad, mad treasure hunt



Judy Moody & Stink : the wishbone wish

Juegos

Jugando en el patio de recreo

Jugo de pecas

Juguetes

Julia and the hand of God

Julia Dent Grant, 1826-1902

Julie

Julie of the wolves

Julie of the wolves

Julie y los lobos

Julius

Julius Caesar

Julius Caesar : Roman general and statesman

Julius, el rey de la casa

Julius, the baby of the world

July

July

Jumanji

Jump into the sky

Jump jets : the AV-8B Harriers

Jump, pup!

Jump! : the adventures of Brer Rabbit

June

June

June Almeida

Juneteenth Day

Jungle days, jungle nights

Junie B., first grader, aloha-ha-ha!

Junie B., first grader : boo--and I mean it!

Junie B., first grader : boss of lunch

Junie B., first grader : cheater pants

Junie B., first grader : dumb bunny

Junie B. Jones and her big fat mouth

Junie B. Jones and some sneaky peeky spying

Junie B. Jones and the mushy gushy valentime [i.e. valentine]

Junie B. Jones and the stupid smelly bus

Junie B. Jones has a monster under her bed

Junie B. Jones has a peep in her pocket

Junie B. Jones is a beauty shop guy

Junie B. Jones is a graduation girl

Junie B. Jones is a party animal

Junie B. Jones is (almost) a flower girl

Junie B. Jones is Captain Field Day

Junie B. Jones is not a crook

Junie B. Jones smells something fishy

The junkyard wonders

Junto a la bahia

El juramento de lealtad

Just a daydream

Just a Daydream.

Just a few words, Mr. Lincoln : the story of the Gettysburg Address

Just a nap

Just Around the Corner For Boys

Just Around the Corner For Girls



Just around the corner : poems about the seasons

Just ask! : be different, be brave, be you

Just camping out

Just in time for Christmas

Just Like Home.

Just like home / Como en mi tierra

Just like Jackie

Just like me

Just like me : stories and self-portraits by fourteen artists

Just like Mike

Just me

Just right

Just the two of us

Just too little

Justice and fairness

Juvie : a novel

Ka-ha-si and the loon

Kamala Harris

The KANE CHRONICLES: The Red Pyramid

The Kane Chronicles : The Serpent's Shadow

The Kane chronicles. The serpent's shadow : the graphic novel

THE KANE CHRONICLES The Throne of Fire

Kanga and Baby Roo come to the forest

Kangaroos

Kangaroos and other marsupials : [book author, Julie A. Fenton].

Kangaroos have joeys

Kangaroos have joeys

Kansas

Kansas, from its glorious past to the present

Kansas in words and pictures

Kappa's tug-of-war with big brown horse : the story of a Japanese water imp

Karate

Kart crash

Kate Sessions : The Mother of Balboa Park

Kate skates

Kate's surprise

Kathy lo hizo

Kathy Ross crafts letter shapes

Katie can : a story about special needs

Katie did it

Katie John

Kat's maps

Katy Duck and the secret valentine

Katy Duck and the tip-top tap shoes

Katy Duck, flower girl

Katy Duck goes to work

Katy Duck makes a friend

Katy Duck meets the babysitter

Katy Duck's happy Halloween

Keep the lights burning, Abbie

Keeper of the doves

Keepers of the animals : Native American stories and wildlife activities for children

Keeping healthy

Keeping warm and cool

Keith Haring : the boy who just kept drawing



Keith's story

Kelp forests

Kelp the underwater forest!

Ken Griffey, Jr

Kendo

The Kennedys

Kenny's window.

Kentucky

Kentucky

Kenya

Kenya

Key battles of World War I

Key battles of World War II

Key Lardo : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

Khmers, tigers, and talismans : from the history and legends of mysterious Cambodia

A kick in the head : an everyday guide to poetic forms

Kick, pass, and run.

Kick the football, Charlie Brown

The kid who ran for President

Kidnap kids

Kids against hunger

Kids' silliest jokes

Kids talk about bullying

Kiko, el dragon desobediente : cuentos bilingues = Kiko, the disobedient dragon : bilingual stories

The kill order

Killer whale : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Killer whales

Killer whales : the Orcas of the Pacific Ocean

Killifish

Kim takes a trip : a book about transportation

King Arthur

King Bidgood's in the bathtub

King cobra : the world's longest venomous snake

King George III : England's Struggle to Keep America

King Lear

King Midas and the golden touch

King of the sky

King of the wind : the story of the Godolphin Arabian

The king, the mice and the cheese

King vultures

The king who loved candy

The king's commissioners

The king's drum, and other African stories

The king's secret : the legend of King Sejong

The king's stilts

Kira-kira

Kirsten saves the day : a summer story

The Kissing Hand

The kissing hand

Kit Carson : trailblazer of the West (1809-1868)

Kit learns a lesson : a school story

The kitchen.

The kite fighters

Kit's friendship fun.

Kit's surprise : a Christmas story



Kitten's First Full Moon

Kitty riddles

Kiyuktuk : shadow without a body

KleptoCats : it's their world now!

Knave of dreams

Knee-Knock Rise

The knight and the dragon

Knightmare

Knights and castles

Knights and heroes

Knights & castles : a LEGO adventure in the real world

Knights of the kitchen table

Knock knock jokes

Knots on a counting rope

Know and follow rules

Know and follow rules = Saber y seguir las reglas

The Know-Nothings talk turkey

Knowing about noses

Knowing your civil rights

Koala

Koala : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Los koalas

Koalas

Koalas

Koi and the kola nuts : a tale from Liberia

Koko's kitten

Komodo dragons : giant lizards of Indonesia

Korea

Korea.

The Korean Cinderella

Korean conflict

The Korean War Veterans Memorial

Kristy and the vampires

Krypto the superdog. The secret rocket

Kung fu

Kung fu and tai chi

Kuwait

Kwanzaa

Kwian and the lazy sun : [a San myth]

L.O.L. surprise! The kindness club

De la cabeza a los pies

La Lluvia

!La verdadera historia de los tres cerditos!

Labor Day

Labor & management

The Labrador retriever

Labrador retrievers

El labrador y sus hijos perezosos

Labradores = : Labradors

Lacrosse for fun!

Lady Bird Johnson

Lady Lollipop

The Lady of Guadalupe

The ladybug.

Ladybugs



Ladybugs

Lafayette : freedom's general (1757-1834)

El lagarto torpe

Lake Huron

Lake Tahoe

Lakes and ponds

Lamborghini

Lance's story

The land

Land and sea maps

Land battles of the Revolutionary War

Land ho! : fifty glorious years in the age of exploration with 12 important explorers

A land of big dreamers : voices of courage in America

The land of Narnia

Land of the lost teddies

Land preservation

The Landry News

Lands and peoples.

Landslides

Landslides

Landslides

Langenscheidt's standard Italian dictionary : Italian-English, English-Italian

The language of doves

Larry and the cookie

Larry, el sucio

Larry Itliong

Lasers

Lassie

Lassie come-home

Lassie come-home : Eric Knight's original 1938 classic : in a new picture-book edition

Lasso Lou and Cowboy McCoy

The last

The last 500 years

The last council

The last hope

The last Jedi

The last kids on Earth

The last kids on Earth and the cosmic beyond

The last kids on Earth and the Nightmare King

The last Olympian

The last one in

Last One In Is A Rotten Egg.

Last stop on Market Street

Last summer with Maizon

The Late Middle Ages.

The Latin table : easy, flavorful recipes from Mexico, Puerto Rico, and beyond

Latino legends : Hispanics in major league baseball

Latitude and longitude

Laugh-a-minute joke book

Laugh-eteria : poems and drawings

Laughing crocodiles

Laughing tomatoes and other spring poems = Jitomates risuenos y otros poemas de primavera

Laura Bush

Laura Ingalls Wilder

Laura Ingalls Wilder



Laura Ingalls Wilder : a biography

Laura Ingalls Wilder : author of the Little house books.

Laura Welch Bush, First Lady

Laverne, the runaway stowaway

Lawrence of Arabia.

Lazy blackbird : and other verses

Leadership

Leadership

Leaf-cutting ants

Leaf dance

Leaping Lily : a story about Georgia

Leaping Lily a story about Georgia

Learn chess fast : the fun way to start smart and master the game

Learn to count

Learning about determination from the life of Gloria Estefan

Learning about responsibility from the life of Colin Powell

Learning about rocks

Learning about the work ethic from the life of Cal Ripken, Jr

Least things : poems about small natures

Leaving home

LeBron James

Lebron James

La lechera y su cubeta- The milkmaid and her pail

Lechuzas

Leeches

Left for dead! : Lincoln Hall's story of survival

Leftover Lily

The legend of Diamond Lil : a J.J. Tully mystery

The legend of Food Mountain = : La Montana del Alimento

The legend of Freedom Hill

The legend of John Henry

The legend of King Arthur

The legend of Old Befana : an Italian Christmas story

The legend of rock paper scissors

The legend of the bluebonnet : an old tale of Texas

The legend of the Indian paintbrush

The legend of the persian carpet

The legend of the poinsettia

LEGO manufacturers the Kristiansen family

The LEGO movie : awesome adventures

LEGO Star wars : attack of the clones

LEGO Star wars : the Empire strikes back

LEGO Star wars : the phantom menace

Leif Ericson : explorer of Vinland (circa 1000)

Leif Eriksson and the Vikings

Leif the Lucky

Lemmings

A lemon and a star.

The Lemon Drop Jar

Lemurs

Lena and the lady's slippers : a story about Minnesota

Lena and the lady's slippers a story about Minnesota

The lending zoo

Lenny and Mel

Lentil.



Leo el capullo tardio

Leola and the honeybears : an African-American retelling of Goldilocks and the three bears

El leon y el raton

El leon y el raton : nueva version de un cuento de Esopo

Leonardo

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonardo da Vinci.

Leonardo DiCaprio, modern-day Romeo

Leonardo el leon y Ramon el raton = : Leonard the lion and Raymond the mouse

Leonardo's horse

Los leones

Leones marinos

The leopard gecko

Los leopardos

Los leopardos cheetah

Leopards

Leprechauns don't play basketball

The leprechaun's gold

Leprechauns never lie

Leroy Ninker saddles up

Lessons in science safety with Max Axiom, super scientist : an augmented reading science experience

Let freedom ring : a ballad of Martin Luther King, Jr.

Let it shine : stories of Black women freedom fighters

Let sleeping dogs lie

Let the games begin!

Let there be light : poems and prayers for repairing the world

Let's be early settlers with Daniel Boone

Let's celebrate earth day

Let's celebrate Halloween

Let's celebrate Presidents' Day

Let's celebrate St. Patrick's Day

Let's celebrate Thanksgiving

Let's count

Let's discover cold-blooded animals.

Let's discover people of long ago.

Let's discover the prehistoric world.

Let's draw a bear with squares = Vamos a dibujar un oso usando cuadrados

Let's draw a butterfly with circles = : Vamos a dibujar una mariposa usando círculos

Let's draw a fish with triangles = : Vamos a dibujar un pez usando triangulos

Let's draw a frog with ovals = : Vamos a dibujar una rana usando ovalos

Let's draw a horse with rectangles = Vamos a dibujar un caballo usando rectangulos

Let's draw a turtle with half circles = : Vamos a dibujar una tortuga usando medios circulos

Let's get a pup, said Kate

Let's get ready for Christmas

Let's get ready for Easter

Let's get ready for Halloween

Let's get ready for Hanukkah

Let's get ready for Independence Day

Let's get ready for Kwanzaa

Let's get ready for Martin Luther King Jr. Day

Let's get ready for Memorial Day

Let's get ready for Passover

Let's get ready for Thanksgiving



Let's get ready for Valentine's Day

Let's get this party haunted!

Let's Go.

Let's go!

Let's go, dear dragon

Let's go for a drive!

Let's go, Froggy!

Let's go, Froggy!

Let's go riding

Let's go to a baseball game

Let's go to a movie

Let's go to a science center

Let's go traveling

Let's graph

Let's Imagine on the farm: Imaginesmos la Granja.

Let's look at animal ears

Let's look at spring

Let's say hi to friends who fly!

Letter carriers

A letter from Phoenix Farm

Letters and sounds

LeVar Burton presents a Reading Rainbow family special: Act against violence

Levers

Lewis and Clark

Lewis and Clark

Lewis and Clark and me : a dog's tale

The Lewis and Clark Expedition

The Lewis and Clark Expedition

The Lewis and Clark Expedition

The Lewis and Clark Expedition

Lewis and Clark : western trailblazers (Lewis, 1774-1809, Clark, 1770-1838)

Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland

The Lewis & Clark Expedition

Lewis Howard Latimer

Lexie, the word wrangler

La leyenda de la flor de nochebuena

La leyenda de la flor, "el conejo" : una antigua leyenda de Texas

La leyenda de la flor, "el conejo" : una antigua leyenda de Texas

La leyenda del Pincel Indio

Leyenda del sol y de la luna

Leyendas mayas

Li Lun, lad of courage

Liang and the magic paintbrush

Liar, liar, pants on fire

Libby Bloom

The Liberty Bell

Liberty Bell

Liberty Bell

The Liberty Bell : the sounds of freedom

Librarian Chair

Librarian = El bibliotecario

The librarian from the Black Lagoon

Librarian Shelving Stool

Librarian/El bibliotecario.

Librarians



Library

Library

The library card

The library dragon

The library ghost

The Library of Congress

El libro apestoso

El libro de ejercicios de gato galano

El libro de las arenas movedizas

El libro de las nubes

El libro de las palomitas de maiz

El libro de los cerdos

El libro de los guarripios

El libro de los modales : Que es lo correcto, Teo?

El libro del verano

Un libro ilustrado sobre Abraham Lincoln

Un libro ilustrado sobre Cristobal Colon

Un libro ilustrado sobre Martin Luther King, hijo

Lice

Life

The life and times of the honeybee

Life as an Air Force fighter pilot

Life as an Army demolition expert

The life cycle of a bean

The life cycle of a bird

The life cycle of a butterfly

The life cycle of a frog

The life cycle of a grasshopper

The life cycle of a koala

The life cycle of a rabbit

The life cycle of a sea turtle

The life cycle of a spider

Life cycle of a-- spider

Life cycle of a sunflower

The life cycle of a whale

The life cycle of a wolf

The Life cycle of the honeybee.

Life cycles

Life cycles of insects

Life in a rain forest

Life in a rain forest

Life in a tide pool

Life in the desert

Life in the desert

Life in the grasslands

Life in the Stone Age

Life in the temperate forests

Life in the tropical forests

Life in the tundra

Life in the wetlands

Life inside the Air Force Academy

The life of plants

The life of strange mammals

Life of the ant.

Life on a submarine



Life on other planets

Life on the Homefront During the American Revolution

Life with the Navy Seals

Lift every voice and sing

Light

Light

Light and shadows

The light bulb

A light in the attic

Light in the real world

A light in the storm : the Civil War diary of Amelia Martin

The light on Hogback Hill

Lighter than air : Sophie Blanchard, the first woman pilot

Lighthouse family

Lightning

Lightning Liz

The lightning thief

The lightning thief : the graphic novel

Lights, camera, middle school!

Lights, camera, middle school!

Lightsaber battles

Like carrot juice on a cupcake

Like pickle juice on a cookie

Lillie of Watts : a birthday discovery

Lilliput

Lilly's big day

Lilly's purple plastic purse

Lily and Miss Liberty

The Lincoln Memorial

Lincoln Memorial

Lincoln Memorial

La Linda Tzay y el hechicero

Line up on the line

The lion and the little red bird

The lion and the mouse

The lion and the mouse

The Lion and the Mouse / retold by Allan Tussell-Cullen ; illustrated by Andrew Geeson.

Lion Manes

The lion & the mouse : a lesson in acts of kindness

The lion, the witch and the wardrobe

The lion, the witch and the wardrobe

The lion, the witch and the wardrobe

The lion, the witch and the wardrobe : a story for children

Lionel and his friends

Lionel in the summer

Lionel Messi vs. Pelé

Lions

Lions

Lions and tigers and leopards : the big cats

The lion's tale

The lip-smackin' joke-crackin' cookbook for kids

Liquids

Liquids

Liquids

Lis animales del mundo



Lise Meitner

Listen and learn

Listen and learn = Escucha y aprende

Listen, rabbit

Listen to my trumpet!

Listen to our world

Listen to the desert = : Oye al desierto

Listen to the rain

LitART.

Little Babymouse and the Christmas cupcakes

The little ballerina

Little bear

Little Bear's Christmas

Little Bear's Thanksgiving

Little beaver and the echo

Little Britches and the rattlers

Little Bunny Bobkin

Little camp of horrors

The little carousel.

Little chief of the mountains

The little cowboy and the big cowboy

Little dinosaurs and early birds

little dog.

The little engine that could

The little fellow

The little fire engine

Little Firefly

Little gorilla

The little house

Little house friends

Little house in the big woods

The little house on the prairie

Little lamb : a story by Dahris Martin, with pictures by Lilly Somppi.

The little lame prince and The adventures of a brownie

Little leaders : bold women in black history

The little match girl

The little mermaid

The little mermaid

Little Miss Spider : a Christmas wish

Little monsters

Little Mouse and the big red apple

Little pieces of the west wind

Little Polar Bear and the reindeer

The little prince

The Little Prince. Book 1, The planet of wind

The Little Prince. Book 2, The planet of the Firebird

The Little Prince. Book 3, The planet of music

The Little Prince. Book 4: The Planet of Jade Book 4, The planet of jade

The Little Prince. [Book 5], The star-snatcher's planet

The Little Prince. [Book 6], The planet of the night globes

The Little Prince. [Book 7], The planet of the Overhearers

The Little Prince. [Book 8], The planet of the Tortoise Driver

The Little Prince. Book 9, The planet of the Giant

The Little Prince. Book 10, The planet of Trainiacs

The Little Prince. Book 11, The planet of the Libris



The Little Prince. Book 12, The planet of Ludokaa

The Little Prince. Book 13, The Planet of Tear-eaters

The Little Prince. Book 14, The Planet of the Grand Buffoon

The Little Prince. Book 15, The Planet of the Gargand

The Little Prince. Book 16, The Planet of Gehom

The Little Prince. Book 17, The Planet of the Bubble Gob

The Little Prince. Book 18, The Planet of Time

The Little Prince. Book 19, The planet of the Cublix

The Little Prince. Book 20, The planet of Coppelius

The Little Prince. Book 21, The planet of Okidians

The Little Prince. Book 22, The planet of Ashkabaar

The Little Prince. Book 23, The planet of Bamalias

The Little Prince. Book 24, The Planet of the Snake

Little Puppy Lost

Little Quack

Little Quack

Little Quack

Little raccoon and the thing in the pool.

Little Red Cap

The little red cat : who ran away and learned his A-B-C's (the hard way)

The Little Red Hen.

The Little red hen

The little red hen

The Little Red Hen = La Gallinita Roja

The little red hen : La pequena gallina roja

The Little Red Hen makes a pizza

Little Red Riding Hood

Little Red Riding Hood

Little Red Riding Hood : a newfangled prairie tale

Little Red Riding Hood = : Caperucita roja

Little Red Riding Hood = Caperucita Roja

Little Red Riding Hood Scented Fairy Tales

The little scarecrow boy

Little Sister, Big Mess!

A little spot of kindness!

Little Star

The little swineherd, and other tales

The little train

Little treasures : endearments from around the world

Little Whistle's Christmas

Little white rabbit

The little wooden farmer

The littlest Bigfoot

The littlest pig

The Littlest Pumpkin

The littlest wolf

Live lions live on land

Lives of extraordinary women : rulers, rebels (and what the neighbors thought)

Lives of the musicians : good times, bad times (and what the neighbors thought)

Lives of the writers : comedies, tragedies (and what the neighbors thought)

Living and nonliving

Living by a river

Living in a desert

Living in a prairie

Living in a rain forest



Living in a small town

Living in a temperate deciduous forest

Living in-- Australia

Living in -- Brazil

Living in -- China

Living in -- Egypt

Living in -- India

Living in -- Italy

Living in -- Mexico

Living in-- Russia

Living in -- South Korea

Living in space

Living in the taiga

Living in the tundra

Living on a mountain

Living on the moon

Living or nonliving?

Living with asthma

Living with diabetes

Livingstone Mouse

Lizard

Lizards

Lizards, frogs, and polliwogs : poems and paintings

Llama Llama and the Bully Goat

Llama Llama holiday drama

Llama Llama misses mama

Llaman a la puerta

Llamas

Llévame a casa, osito polar!

La lluvia

La lluvia

La lluvia acida

Lo que los fosiles nos ensenan sobre la tierra

Los lobos

Lobos

Lobsters, crabs and other crustaceans

The Loch Ness monster

The Loch Ness monster

Locked in the library!

Lola Levine meets Jelly and Bean

Lon Po Po : a Red-Riding Hood story from China

London Bridge is falling down!

Long may she wave : the true story of Caroline Pickersgill and her star-spangled creation

The long patrol

Long way down

The long way down : a novel

Long way down, the graphic novel

The long winter.

La longitud

Look-alikes, jr

Look at insects

A look at magnets

A look at teeth

Look at the forest animals

Look at trees



Look down low

Look How It Changes!

Look inside a log cabin

Look what came from Africa

Look what came from Austria

Look what came from China

Look what came from Egypt

Look what came from France

Look what came from India

Look what came from Ireland

Look what came from Italy

Look what came from Japan

Look what came from Mexico

Look what came from Russia

Look what came from Spain

Look what came from Switzerland

Look what came from the Netherlands

Look what we've brought you from Mexico : crafts, games, recipes, stories, and other cultural activities from Mexican-Americans

Look what you can make with craft sticks

Look what you can make with paper bags

Looking at Canada

The loon's necklace

Loose threads

El Lórax

The lorax

The Lorax

Los Angeles Lakers

Los Angeles Raiders

Loser

Lost

The lost and found

Lost and found cat : the true story of Kunkush's incredible journey

Lost at sea

Lost at sea! : Tami Oldham Ashcraft's story of survival

Lost cities

Lost for words

The lost heir

The lost hero

The lost hero : the graphic novel

Lost in a desert

Lost in the Barrens

Lost in the blinded blizzard

Lost in the dark

Lost in the dark unchanted forest

The lost kingdom

Lost on a mountain

Lots of balloons

Lotus

The lotus seed

Louie

Louis Armstrong : jazz legend

Louis Pasteur

Louis Pasteur

Louis Pasteur : a photo-illustrated biography

Louis Pasteur : revolutionary scientist



Louisa Catherine Johnson Adams, 1775-1852

Louisiana

Louisiana

Louisiana

Louisiana in words and pictures

The Louisiana Purchase

The Louisiana Purchase

Louisiana's way home

Love

Love from the very hungry caterpillar

The Love-Me bird

Love, Ruby Lavender

Love that dog

Love you forever

Lovejoy's college guide.

Lovely beasts : the surprising truth

Lovely labrador retrievers

Lowriders blast from the past

Lowriders in space. Book 1

Lowriders to the center of the Earth

Loyalty

Lu

Lu & Clancy's secret languages

Lu & Clancy's spy stuff

Luba and the wren

Lucinda's secret

Lucio el sucio

The luck of the Irish

Lucky broken girl

Lucky O'Leprechaun

Ludo and the star horse

Luis Munoz Marin

The Luiseno of California

Luke's way of looking

Lulu and the hamster in the night

Lulu and the hamster in the night

Lumberjacks of the north woods

La luna

La luna

La luna

Lunch bunnies

#3 Lunch Lady and the author visit vendetta

#5 Lunch Lady and the bake sale bandit

#1 Lunch lady and the cyborg substitute

#6 Lunch Lady and the field trip fiasco

#2 Lunch Lady and the League of Librarians

#7 Lunch Lady and the mutant mathletes

#8 Lunch lady and the picture day peril

#10 Lunch Lady and the schoolwide scuffle

#4 Lunch Lady and the summer camp shakedown

#9 Lunch Lady and the video game villain

Lupita's papalote

Luxembourg

Luz

Luz



Luz

Luz y color

Lyndon B. Johnson

Lyndon B. Johnson : thirty-sixth President of the United States

Lyndon Baines Johnson : our thirty-sixth president

Lysbet and the fire kittens

M is for moving.

M is for music

The M2 Bradley infantry fighting vehicle

Mabel the whale

Mabela the clever

Macaws

Macbeth

Machines at work : a very first picture book

Machinist

Machu Picchu : mystery city of the Incas

MAD SCIENTIST ACADEMY: The Dinosaur Disaster

Madam C. J. Walker

Madam C.J. Walker

Madeleine Albright

Madeline Finn and the library dog

Mae Jemison

Mae Jemison

Mae Jemison : the first African American woman astronaut

Magdalena

Magellan : Ferdinand Magellan and the first trip around the world

The Maggie B

The magic apple

The Magic book

Magic dogs of the volcanoes / Los perros magicos de los volcanes

The magic finger

The magic fish-bone

The magic gourd

Magic Johnson

The magic kerchief

The magic key

Magic Kitten Classroom Chaos

Magic lemonade

Magic people

The magic porridge pot

The magic pumpkin

The magic school bus at the waterworks

The magic school bus blows it's top : a book about volcanoes

The magic school bus explores the senses

The magic school bus explores the world of bugs

The magic school bus : in the time of the dinosaurs

The magic school bus inside a hurricane

The magic school bus : inside the Earth

The Magic School Bus on the ocean floor

The magic summer

Magic tricks

The magic weaver of rugs : a tale of the Navajo

Magic windows/Ventanas Magicas

Magical cities

The magical starfruit tree ; a Chinese folktale



The magical world of J.K. Rowling

The magical world of J.K. Rowling

The magician's elephant

Magnetism

Magnets in the real world

The magnificent mummies

The Magnificent Mummy Maker

The magnificent seven : the authorized story of American gold

Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard: The Hammer of Thor

Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard; The Sword of Summer

Mahatma Gandhi

Maine

Maine

Maine in words and pictures

El maiz

The Makah

The Makah

Make cool gadgets for your room

Make-up monsters

Make Way For Ducklings.

Make way for ducklings

Make way for ducklings

Make way for ducklings

Makerspace: Creative Blocks

Makerspace: Creative Links

Makerspace: Snail Rings

Makerspace: Stackable Sentence Building Tiles

Making a difference in the world

Making a difference : teaching kindness, character and purpose

Making a law

Making change at the fair

Making cities green

Making fractions

Making friends with Mother Goose

Making friends with Mother Goose

The making of Monkey King = El surgimiento del Rey Mono

The making of Monkey King = Vua khi ra doi

Making origami paper airplanes step by step

Mako sharks

Mako sharks

Malala Yousafzai

Malala Yousafzai : warrior with words

Malayan sun bears

Malaysia

La Malinche : the princess who helped Cortés conquer the Aztec Empire

Mallory and the ghost cat

Mama Provi and the pot of rice

Mama zooms

Mambas

Mambas

Mamiferos

Mammal misfits

Mammals

Mammals

Mammals



Mammals

Mammoth

Mammoths and Mastodons: Titans of the Ice Age

Man explores the sea

Man out of time. Part 3

The Man Who Paints Nature.

The man who paints nature

The man who tricked a ghost

The man who walked between the towers

Manana Iguana

Manatees

Manaties

Los mandriles

Un mango de rechupete

Manhattan is missing

The Manhattan Project

Maniac Magee : a novel

Manners at a friend's home

Las manos

Las manos

Manta rays

Manta rays

Manuela's gift

The many mice of Mr. Brice

Many nations : an alphabet of Native America

Many thousand gone : African Americans from slavery to freedom

Map keys

Map scales

Mapaches

Mapmaking

Mapping the seas

Mapping the skies

Mapping the world

Maps

Maps and globes

Maps and mapping

Maps and symbols

Maps & globes

Maps in history

Maquinaria de la granja

Maquinas grandes

El mar

La mar salada

Maravillas del desierto

Marbles

Marc Brown

Marc Chagall

Marc Chagall

March

March

March of the Vanderpants

The march on Washington

Marco Polo

Marco? Polo!

Marco Polo : his notebook



Marcus Vega doesn't speak Spanish

Margaret and Margarita, Margarita y Margaret

Margaret and the Moon : how Margaret Hamilton saved the first lunar landing

Margret & H. A. Rey's Curious George at the baseball game

Marguerite makes a book

Maria Molina and the Days of the Dead

Maria Tallchief

Marian Anderson

Maria's comet

Marie Antoinette

Marie Curie

Marie Curie

Marie Curie

Marie Curie : a photo-illustrated biography

Marigold Fairy makes a friend

Marina's muumuu

Marine biome

Mario Lemieux

La mariposa

La Mariposa monarca

Las mariposas

Mariposas del mar

Marisol y el mensajero amarillo

Marjory Stoneman Douglas, voice of the Everglades

Mark McGwire

The mark of Athena

The mark of Conte

Mark Twain and Huckleberry Finn

Mark Twain and the Queen of the Mississippi

Marquis de Lafayette: Fighting for America's Freedom

Mars

Mars

Marshes and marsh life

Marta y sus amigos

Marte

Martha Berry

Martha calling

Martha habla

Martha speaks

Martial arts around the globe

Martial arts for fun!

Martial arts in action

Martin Luther King, Jr

Martin Luther King, Jr

Martin Luther King Jr

Martin Luther King, Jr

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Martin Luther King Jr.

Martin Luther King, Jr. and the March on Washington

Martin Luther King Jr : civil rights leader and Nobel prize winner

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day



Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Martin Luther King Jr. Day

Martin Van Buren : our eighth president

Martina, the beautiful cockroach : a Cuban folktale

Martin's big words : the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Martin's dream

Martin's hats

Martin's mice

Marvin K. Mooney will you please go now!

Mary Anne and the secret in the attic

Mary Anning

Mary Cassatt

Mary Cassatt

Mary Geddy's day : a day in Colonial Williamsburg

Mary had a little ham

Mary Jackson

Mary McLeod Bethune

Mary McLeod Bethune

Mary McLeod Bethune : a great American educator

Mary McScary

Mary Pope Osborne

Mary Todd Lincoln, 1818-1882

Mary Walker : Civil War surgeon and feminist

Mary was a little lamb

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

The Maryland Colony

Maryland in words and pictures

Massachusetts

Massachusetts

The Massachusetts colony

Massachusetts, from its glorious past to the present

Massachusetts in words and pictures

Master of Disaster

Master of disguise

Master of illusion

The master swordsman & the magic doorway : two legends from ancient China

Masters of music Mozart and classical music

Masters of Spinjitzu

The matchlock gun

Matematicas con plantas

Materia

Math at the store

Math curse

Math in the backyard

Math in the car

Math in the kitchen

Math in the neighborhood

Math matters!

Math on the playground

Math tools

Matilda

Matt Gargan's boy



Matter

Matter

Matthew Henson

Matthew Henson, polar adventurer

Matthew Henson & Robert Peary : the race for the North Pole

Matthew's dream

Matt's mitt

The matzah that Papa brought home

Maudie and me and the dirty book.

Max cleans up

Max goes to Mars : a science adventure with Max the dog

Max goes to the fire station

Max goes to the Moon : a science adventure with Max the Dog

Max & Mo go apple picking

Max & Mo make a snowman

Max & Mo's first day at school

Max & Mo's Halloween surprise

Maxie

Max's chocolate chicken and other stories for young children

Max's dragon shirt

Max's words

May

May

The Maya

The Maya

The Maya

Maya Angelou

Maya Angelou

Maya Lin

Maya moves away : a story about moving

Los Mayas

The Mayflower

The Mayflower

Mayflower 1620 : a new look at a pilgrim voyage

The Mayflower Compact

The Mayo brothers : doctors to the world

Mayors

The maze runner

The maze runner

McDuff Moves In

McElligot's pool

Me! : A book of poems

Me and Arch and the Pest

Me and my family tree

Me and my senses

Me and my veggies

Me and Neesie

Me and the bad guys

Me and the eggman

Me fascinan las piedras

Me gusta el invierno!

Me gustan los libros

Me gustaria tener

Me llamo Maria Isabel

Me, myself, and I



Me on the Map

Me quieres, mamá?

A mealworm's life

Mean, mean Maureen Green

Meanwhile

Measure it!

Measuring sizes

Measuring weight and time

Meats & protein

The Medal of Honor

Medical advances

Medieval arms and armor

A medieval feast

Medusas

Meerkats

Meet George Washington : America's first president

Meet Kaya : an American girl, 1764

Meet Kit, an American girl

Meet Maya Angelou

Meet my grandmother. She's a Supreme Court justice

Meet my grandmother. She's a United States senator

Meet My Pet: Bird

Meet My Pet : Dog

Meet My Pet: Ferret

Meet My Pet: Fish

Meet My Pet: Frog

Meet My Pet: Guinea pig

Meet My Pet: Hamster

Meet My Pet: Hedgehog

Meet My Pet: Iguana

Meet My Pet: Potbellied pig

Meet My Pet: Rabbit

Meet Teddy Rex!

Meet the ancient Greeks

Meet the ancient Romans

Meet the baboon

Meet the baboon

Meet the Boxcar Children

Meet the bus driver

Meet the cheetah

Meet the cheetah

Meet the class

Meet the elephant

Meet the elephant

Meet the fireman

Meet the giraffe

Meet the giraffe

Meet the hippo

Meet the hippo

Meet the hyena

Meet the hyena

Meet the impala

Meet the impala

Meet the knights

Meet the leopard



Meet the leopard

Meet the librarian

Meet the lion

Meet the lion

Meet the mayor

Meet the medievals

Meet the New You! For Boys

Meet the New You! For Girls

Meet the nurse

Meet the pirates

Meet the policeman

Meet the rebels

Meet the rhino

Meet the rhino

Meet the teacher

Meet the Tudors

Meet the Vikings

Meet the warthog

Meet the warthog

Meet the zebra

Meet the zebra

Meet Tonka Joe

Meeting dolphins : my adventures in the sea

Megan Rapinoe

Melody's mystery = : El misterio de Melodia

Melvin's valentine

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

Memorial Day

The Menominee

Mercer Mayer

Merchant of Venice

Merci Suárez changes gears

Mercury

Mercury

Mercury and Venus

Mercy Watson fights crime

Mercy Watson goes for a ride

Mercy Watson : princess in disguise

Mercy Watson : something wonky this way comes

Mercy Watson thinks like a pig

Mercy Watson to the rescue

Meredith and her magical book of spells

Merhorses and bubbles

Meriendas saludables

Meriwether Lewis and William Clark

Merlin and the making of the king

Merlin's mistake

The mermaid

Mermaids don't run track

Merry Christmas, bugs!



Merry un-Christmas

Mesmerized : how Ben Franklin solved a mystery that baffled all of France

Mesopotamia

The mess

The message

Messages in the mailbox : how to write a letter

The messenger bag

Messy Bessey's closet

Messy Bessey's garden

The messy lot

Metamorphic rocks

Metamorphic rocks

Metamorphic rocks

Metamorphic rocks

Metamorphosis

Metamorphosis

Meteor!

Mexican Americans

Mexican Americans : past, present, and future.

Mexican immigrants in America : an interactive history adventure

The Mexican War : how the United States gained its western lands

Mexico

Mexico

Mexico

Mexico

Mi casa

Mi dedo menique

Mi dia

Mi musica = : My music

Mi perrito

Mi primer campamento = My first camping trip

Mi primer libro de el Dia de las Brujas

Mi primer trofeo = My first trophy

Mi primera bicicleta = My first bike

Mi primera visita al acuario

Mi visita a los dinosaurios

Mia Hamm

Mia Hamm : good as gold

Mice and beans

Michael Angelo Mouse.

Michael Jordan

Michael Jordan

Michael Jordan, compa~nero de equipo

Michelangelo Buonarroti

Michelangelo Buonarroti

Michelangelo : genius of the Renaissance

Michelle Obama

Michelle Obama : former first lady & role model

Michelle Obama former first lady & role model

Michigan

Michigan [from its glorious past to the present]

Michigan in words and pictures

Mickey Mantle : the Commerce Comet

Mickey's magnet

Microbes



Micromysteries : stories of scientific detection

The microscope

Microworlds : unlocking the secrets of atoms and molecules

The middle ages.

The Middle Ages

The Middle Ages

The middle colonies : breadbasket of the New World

The middle Moffat

Middle School : Dog's Best Friend

Middle School: Escape to Australia

Middle school, get me out of here!

Middle School : Just my rotten luck

MIDDLE SCHOOL The Worst Years of My Life

Midnight

The midnight game

Midnight in Memphis

Midnight magic

The midnight ride of Paul Revere

The midnight ride of Paul Revere

Midnight zone

A midsummer night's dream

The Midwest

The Midwest

The Midwest

Miffy at the library

Miffy en la playa.

Miffy rides a bike

The mighty hunter

Mighty Jack and the Goblin King

The mighty Mississippi

Migration

Migration

Miguel Cabrera

Mike's toads

Miles Morales, Spider-Man

Miley Cyrus

Milk carton mania

Milk is magnificent

Milkweed

The Milky Way

Millard Fillmore : our thirteenth president

The miller, his son, and their donkey

The Miller Who Tried to Please Everyone / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; Illustrated by David Preston Smith.

The Miller Who Tried to Please Everyone / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; Illustrated by David Preston Smith.

The Miller Who Tried to Please Everyone / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen ; Illustrated by David Preston Smith.

Millie waits for the mail

Millipedeology

Milton el madrugador

Milton Hershey : chocolate king, town builder

The Mind angel : and other stories

Mind your manners!

Minerals

Minerals

Miniature schnauzers

Minn and Jake



Minnesota

Minnesota

Minnesota in words and pictures

Minnesota Vikings

Minnesota Vikings

Minnie McClary speaks her mind

Minuk : ashes in the pathway

Mira and the stone tortoise

Mira como salen las estrellas

Miracle

Miracles : Poems by children of the English-speaking world

The miraculous journey of Edward Tulane

The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane

Mira's curly hair

Mis abuelos = : My grandparents

Mis bailes = : My dances

Mis cinco sentidos

Mis fiestas = : My celebrations

Mis primeras.....formas

Mis primeros.....colores

The miserable mill

Misoso : once upon a time tales from Africa

Miss Bindergarten stays home from kindergarten

Miss Brooks loves books! (and I don't)

Miss communication

Miss communication

Miss Daisy is still crazy!

Miss Nelson is back

Miss Osborne -the -Mop. Illustrated by Paul Galdone.

Miss Rumphius

Miss Rumphius

Miss Smith reads again

Miss Spider's new car

Miss Spider's tea party

Miss Spider's wedding

Miss Tracy is spacey!

Missiles and rockets

The missing tarts

Mission : addition

The mission bell.

Mission control

Mission La Purisima Concepcion

Mission Nuestra Senora de la Soledad

Mission San Antonio de Padua

Mission San Buenaventura

Mission San Carlos Borromeo de Carmelo

Mission San Diego de Alcala

Mission San Diego de Alcala

Mission San Fernando, Rey de Espana

Mission San Francisco de Asis

Mission San Francisco de Asis

Mission San Francisco Solano

Mission San Gabriel Arcangel

Mission San Gabriel Arcangel

Mission San Jose



Mission San Jose

Mission San Juan Bautista

Mission San Juan Capistrano

Mission San Juan Capistrano

Mission San Luis Obispo de Tolosa

Mission San Luis Obispo de Tolosa

Mission San Luis Rey de Francia

Mission San Luis Rey de Francia

Mission San Miguel Arcangel

Mission San Rafael Arcangel

Mission Santa Barbara

Mission Santa Barbara

Mission Santa Clara de Asis

Mission Santa Cruz

Mission Santa Cruz

Mission Santa Ines

Missions of the central coast

Missions of the inland valleys

Missions of the Los Angeles area

Missions of the Monterey Bay area

Missions of the San Francisco Bay Area

Missions of the Southern Coast

Mississippi

Mississippi

Mississippi

Mississippi bridge

Mississippi in words and pictures

Missouri

Missouri : from its glorious past to the present

Missouri in words and pictures

Missy the show-me mule a story about Missouri

Missy the show-me mule : a story about Missouri

Mister Peale's mammoth

Mister Seahorse

El misterio del tiempo robado

The mitten : a Ukrainian folktale

The mitten : a Ukrainian folktale

The mitten : an old Ukrainian folktale

The Miwok of California

Mixed bag of magic tricks

Mixed messages

The mixed-up chameleon

Moby Dick : chasing the great white whale

Mocasines de agua

La mochila de Lin

Mockingjay

Modern bombs

The Modoc of California and Oregon

Mojave

The Mojave of California and Arizona

Mole and Shrew all year through

Mole and shrew are two

Moles and hedgehogs : what they have in common

El molinero que trato de complacer a todo el mundo

Molly & McGee : a photo gallery of the world's most famous barn owls



Molly's pilgrim

Momentos de paz en el reino animal : los animales y sus hogares

Momentos divertidos en el reino animal : los animales y sus amigos

Momentos hermosos en el reino animal : los animales y sus colores

Momentous events in the life of a cactus

Mommy's briefcase

Monaco

Monarch butterflies

Monday's troll

Monet

Money

Money business : banks and banking

Money hungry

Money math : addition and subtraction

Mongolia

Monica Seles

Monitos, cuadritos y triangulitos

The monkey and the crab

Monkey business

Monkey mischief

Monkeys

Monkeys and other mammals

Monkeys/ Monos

The Mono of California

Monsieur Marceau

Monster dinosaur

Monster Goose

The monster in Harry's backyard

A monster in the mailbox

A monster is hiding : El monstruo escondido

Monster jokes

Monster jokes

Monster museum

The monster of the woods! / by Claire Freedman & Russell Julian.

Monster power

Monster truck racing

Monster trucks

Monster trucks

Monsters

Monsters

Monsters!

Monsters!

Monsters don't scuba dive

Monsters masks/By Chester Jay Alkema

The monsters' monster

The monster's ring.

Monstruos!

Monstruos de la profundidad

Montana

Montana

Montana in words and pictures

Montanas

Montanas y volcanes

The Montgomery bus boycott

El monton de hojas



Monty

Monty's ice pick : a story about Alaska

Monty's ice pick a story about Alaska

Moon

Moon

The moon

The moon

The moon and I

Moon base : first colony in space

Moon Man.

The moon people

Moon rising

Moon rope : a Peruvian folktale = Un lazo a la luna : una leyenda Peruana

Moon Rope (Spanish).

The Moon, steppingstone to outer space

Moonbeams, dumplings & dragon boats : a treasury of Chinese holiday tales, activities & recipes

Moonbear's bargain

Moonbear's dream

Moonbear's pet

Moonbear's shadow

Moonbear's skyfire

Moonbear's sunrise

Mooncake

Moondance

Moondogs

Moongame

Moonlight madness

Moonlight : the halloween cat

The moorchild

Moose

Moose

Moose

The moose : gentle giant

Moose : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Moosekitos : a moose family reunion

El morado es parte del arco iris

Moray eel

More about Paddington

More classics to read aloud to your children

More Mr. and Mrs. Green.--Book two.

More scary stories to tell in the dark

More scary stories to tell in the dark

More stories to solve : fifteen folktales from around the world

More Than a Pet

Morgan's zoo

The Mormon Trail

The Mormon Trail

Morsas

Mortimer

Moses goes to a concert

Moshi Moshi

Mosques

Mosquitoes

Mosquitoes

Moss pillows



Most dangerous : Daniel Ellsberg and the secret history of the Vietnam War

The most delicious camping trip ever

The most magnificent thing

The most wonderful egg in the world

Mother Bruce

A mother for Choco

Mother Goose rhymes = Las rimas de Mamá Oca

Mother Goose's words of wit and wisdom : a book of months

Mother Jones : fierce fighter for workers' rights

Mother Scorpion country : a legend from the Miskito Indians of Nicaragua = La tierra de la Madre Escorpion : una leyenda de los indios miskitos de Nic

Mother Teresa

Mother Teresa : caring for all God's children

Mother, You're the Best (But Sister, You're a Pest!)

Mother's Day

Mother's Day crafts

The mother's day mice

Motion

Motion

Moto X

Moto X

Moto X freestyle

Motocicletas

Motocross freestyle

Motocross motorcycle racing

Motocross racing

Motors and Generators

Motos choppers / por Mandy R. Marx = Choppers

Mount Everest

Mount Rushmore

Mount Rushmore

Mount Rushmore

Mount Rushmore

Mount Rushmore

Mount Rushmore's hidden room and other monumental secrets

Mount Vernon

Mountain biking

Mountain boy

Mountain goats

Mountain goats

Mountain Homes

Mountains

Mountains

Mountains

Mountains and highlands

Mountains and volcanoes

The mouse and the motorcycle

The mouse and the motorcycle

A mouse called Wolf

Mouse cookies & more : a treasury

Mouse loves fall

Mouse loves love

Mouse loves school

Mouse loves snow

Mouse loves spring

Mouse loves summer



Mouse makes words : a phonics reader

The mouse palace

Mouse practice

Mouse soup

Mouse's first day of school

Mouse's first fall

A mouse's life

Mouths, teeth, and tongues

A movie in my pillow / Una pelicula en mi almohada

Movimiento

Moving and growing

Moxie and the art of rule breaking : a 14 day mystery

Mr. Bear's new baby

Mr. Biddle and the birds

Mr. Blue Jeans : a story about Levi Strauss

Mr. Brown can moo! Can you?

Mr. Cool

Mr. Croc rocks

Mr. Jameson & Mr. Phillips

Mr. Lemoncello's great library race

Mr. Lincoln's drummer

Mr. Lincoln's way

Mr. Maxwell's mouse

Mr. Peabody's apples

Mr. Popper's penguins

Mr. Putter and Tabby pour the tea

Mr. Putter and Tabby row the boat

Mr. Putter and Tabby walk the dog

Mr. Putter & Tabby feed the fish

Mr. Putter & Tabby paint the porch

Mr. Putter & Tabby take the train

Mr. Putter & Tabby write the book

Mr. Revere and I : being an account of certain episodes in the career of Paul Revere, Esq. as recently revealed by his horse, Scheherazade, later prid

Mr. Rover takes over

Mr. Sugar came to town = LA visita del señor Azucar

Mr. Tanen's ties

Mr. Wiggle looks for answers

Mr. Wiggle loves to read

Mr. Wiggle's book

Mr. Wiggle's library

Mr. Will needs to chill!

Mr. Wizard's experiments for young scientists

Mr. Wizard's supermarket science

Mr. Wolf bounces back

Mrs. Biddlebox

Mrs. Chicken and the hungry crocodile

Mrs. Claus Takes A Vacation

Mrs. Cole on an onion roll, and other school poems

Mrs. Katz and Tush

Mrs. Mack

Mrs. Master is a disaster!

Mrs. Spitzer's garden

Ms. Bixby's last day

Ms. Frizzle's adventures in Egypt

Ms. Murphy fights fires



El muchacho el la gaveta

Muchas veces yo

Mud!

Mud puddle

The mud snail son

Mufaro's beautiful daughters : an African tale

Muffler man

Muggie Maggie

Muhammad Ali

Mujeres en las ciencias

Mummies

Mummies and pyramids : a nonfiction companion to Magic tree house # 3, Mummies in the morning

Mummies don't coach softball

Mummies made in Egypt

Mummies, masks & mourners

Mummies unwrapped!

Mummy

Muncha! Muncha! Muncha!

El mundo del clima

Munia y el cocolilo naranja.

Murder, my tweet : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

Un murmullo es silencioso

Musa, the shoemaker

The muscular system

Museos

Museum ABC

The museum monsters

Mushroom in the rain

Music

The music of dolphins

The musicians of Bremen

Musicians of the sun

Los musicos de Brema

Muskox

Musty-crusty animals 123

My amazing body : a first look at health and fitness

My America : a poetry atlas of the United States

My Aunt Otilia's spirits = : Los espiritus de mi Tia Otilia

My aunt Otilia's spirits = : Los Espiritus de mi Tia Otilia

My aunt works in a cheese shop

My best friend

My big fat zombie goldfish

My Bones.

My brother, Ant

My brother Sam is dead

My brown bear Barney in trouble

My camp-out

My daddy longlegs

My dear Noel : the story of a letter from Beatrix Potter

My diary from here to there

My dog, Cat

My dog, your dog

My ears

My father the dog

My father's dragon



My father's dragon

My feet

My first Arabic phrases

My first ballet class

My first book of biographies

My first book of proverbs = : Mi primer libro de dichos

My first busy book.

My first day of school

My first French phrases

My first German phrases

My first gymnastics class

My first Italian phrases

My first Japanese phrases

My first karate class

My first magic book

My first Mandarin Chinese phrases

My first Russian phrases

My first soccer game

My first Spanish phrases

My first spanish word book = : Mi primer libro de palabras en espa~nol : a bilingual word book

My first swim class

My first visual dictionary = Mi primer diccionario visual.

My friend is sad

My friend John

My friend Lucky : a love story

My friend rabbit

My full moon is square

My grandfather works in a bakery

My grandmother works in a dress shop

My great-aunt Arizona

My heart

My house : a book in two languages = Mi casa : un libro en dos lenguas

My house has stars

My librarian is a camel : how books are brought to children around the world

My Life As An Early Settler

My Little Dog

My little sister ate one hare

My lucky day

My lungs

My many colored days

My Mexico / Mexico mio

My Mother the Mail Carrier.

My mysterious world

My name is Amelia

My name is Celia : the life of Celia Cruz

My name is Jorge : on both sides of the river : poems

My name is Pocahontas

My name is York

My new friend is so fun!

My new school

My nose

My painted house, my friendly chicken, and me.

My Pen Pal, Pat.

My Pet: Hamsters & Gerbils

My pet human



My pet human takes center stage

My Pet: Rats & mice

My pet wants a pet

My red balloon

My red rowboat

My red umbrella

My rotten redheaded older brother

My rows and piles of coins

My school in the rain forest : how children attend school around the world

My senses help me

My shadow

My Soccer Mom from Mars.

My special day at Third Street School

My teacher is an alien

My two border towns

My uncle owns a deli

My very first Mother Goose

My very own room

My visit to the aquarium

My Weirder School: Miss Child has Gone Wild!

My Weirder School: Mr. Burke is berserk!

My Weirder School: Ms. Beard is weird!

My Weirdest School: Miss Brown is upside down!

My Weirdest School: Miss Newman isn't human!

My Weirdest School: Mr. Cooper is super!

My Weirdest School: Mr. Nick is a lunatic!

My Weirdest School: Mrs. Meyer is on fire!

My Weirdest School: Ms. Cuddy is nutty!

My Weirdest School: Ms. Joni is a phony!

My writing day

The mysteries of Harris Burdick

Mysteries of the deep

The mysteries of UFOs

Mysterious creatures : a chapter book

The mysterious horseman : an adventure in Prairietown, 1836

Mysterious monsters

Mysterious signs

The mysterious universe.

Mystery at the Club Sandwich : written and illustrated

The mystery at the Crooked House

The mystery cruise

Mystery dolls from planet Urd

The mystery hideout

The mystery in the computer game

The mystery of haunted houses

The mystery of Pony Hollow

The mystery of the empty safe

The mystery of the haunted skyscraper

The mystery of the midnight dog

The mystery of the missing mutts

The mystery of the monkey's maze

Mystery on Everest : a photobiography of George Mallory

Mystery on the docks

Myth maker : J.R.R. Tolkien

The mythical world of Rick Riordan



The mythical world of Rick Riordan

Myths and civilization of the ancient Egyptians

Myths and civilization of the ancient Romans

Myths and civilization of the Celts

Myths and civilization of the Native Americans

Myths and civilization of the Vikings

Myths and legends from around the world

Myths and monsters : secrets revealed

Myths of ancient Greece

Myths of ancient Rome

Nacho and Lolita

Nails to nickels : the story of American coins old and new

The name jar

Nana upstairs & Nana downstairs

Nana's fiddle

Nana's hog

Nancy Clancy, secret admirer

Nancy Clancy, secret of the silver key

Nancy Clancy seeks a fortune

Nancy Clancy sees the future

Nancy Clancy, soccer mania

Nancy Clancy, star of stage and screen

Nancy Clancy, super sleuth

Nancy Reagan

Nanette's baguette

Nanomedicine

Naomi Osaka

El naranjo que no daba naranjas

Narrative of Sojourner Truth

Narrative poems

Narwhal : unicorn of the sea

Narwhal's otter friend

NASA

NASCAR

NASCAR Chase for the Cup

The NASCAR Sprint Cup

The NASCAR Sprint Cup

Nat Turner and the Virginia slave revolt

Nate the Great and the missing key

Nate the Great and the monster mess

The National Archives

national geographic

National Geographic book of mammals

National Geographic History

National Geographic History

National Geographic History

National Geographic KIDS

National Geographic picture atlas of our fifty States

National Geographic : Young Explorer

A Nation's Hope: The Story of Boxing Legend Joe Louis

Native American life

Native American scientists : Fred Begay, Wilfred F. Denetclaw Jr., Frank C. Dukepoo, Clifton Poodry, Jerrel Yakel

Natural disasters : a chapter book

Natural gas

Natural gas



Natural wonders of the world.

La naturaleza

Nature attacks!

Nature in art

Nature in the neighborhood

The Navajo

The Navajo

The Navajo

Los Navajo

The Navajo

The Navajo Nation

The Navajo : weavers of the Southwest

The Navajos

Nave espacial

Navegamos

Las naves espaciales

Navidad

Navidad en familia : Christmas in family

Navy SEALs

NBA all-time super scorers

The NBA finals

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska in words and pictures

The need for speed

Nefertiti of Egypt

The Negro leagues

The Negro speaks of rivers

Neige

The neighbors

Neil Armstrong

Neil Armstrong

Neil Armstrong : a space biography

Neil Armstrong astronaut & first human to walk on the moon

Neil Armstrong : astronaut & first human to walk on the moon

Neither

Nellie Bly

Nelson Mandela

Nelson Mandela

Nematodes, leeches and other worms

The Neptune Project

The nervous system

A nest is noisy

The Netherlands

The Netherlands

Netherlands : the land and its people

Nevada

Nevada

Nevada

Nevada in words and pictures

Never Alone. #1

The new big book of U.S. presidents

The New book of knowledge.

The new book of knowledge.



The new book of popular science.

A new brain for Igor

The New Century classical handbook

The New England colonies : a place for Puritans

New England Patriots

The new golden treasury of natural history.

New Hampshire

New Hampshire

New Hampshire

New Hampshire

The New Hampshire colony

New Hampshire in words and pictures

A new home

New Jersey

New Jersey

The New Jersey colony

New Jersey [from its glorious past to the present]

New Jersey in words & pictures

The new kid

The new kid

The new kid on the block : poems

New Mexico

New Mexico

New Mexico in words and pictures

New Orleans

New Orleans Saints

New pig in town

New revised Velazquez Spanish and English dictionary

New Year's Day

New Year's Day

A New Year's reunion

New York

New York

New York

The New York Colony

New York in words and pictures

New York to Nome : the first international cross-country flight

New York's bravest

New Zealand: Enchantment of the World

Newfangled fairy tales, book #1

News from me, Lucy McGee

Newts

Newts and other amphibians

The next wave : the quest to harness the power of the oceans

The Nez Perce

Los Nez Perce

The Nez Perce

The Nez Perce tribe

NFC South

Ngari, the hunter.

Niagara Falls

Niagara Falls

Nibble nibble mousekin : a tale of Hansel and Gretel.

Nic of the woods

Nicaragua



Nicaragua: Enchantment of the World

Nick Huckleberry Beak's Awesome Juggling Tricks

Nick Huckleberry Beak's Magic Tricks

Nico y los lobos feroces

Nidos de aves

La nieve

La nieve

Nigeria

Nigeria

Night Animals.

The Night Before Christmas

The night before Christmas

The night before Christmas

The night before Christmas

The night before summer vacation

The Night Before Valentines's Day

The night crossing

The night I followed the dog

Night job

Night letters

Night of fear

The night of Las Posadas

Night of the sphinx and other stories

Night of the twisters

Night school

Night spell

The night swimmers

Night terrors

Night visitors

The nightingale

Nighty night, ZooBorns

Nighty-Nightmare

Nim and the war effort

Nine candles

Nine Days To Christmas

Nine for California

Nine-in-one - Grr! Grr! : a folktale from the Hmong people of Laos

Ningun lugar para jugar

Ninja, go!

El nino espiritu : una historia de la natividad

El nino mentiroso

El niño que buscaba a ayer

Nitty-gritty grammar : a not so-serious guide to clear communication

No boring stories!

No, David!

No, David!

No dodos : a counting book of endangered animals

No dragons for tea : fire safety for kids (and dragons)

No good in art

No more dead dogs

No more magic

No new pants!

No Probllama!

No promises in the wind.

No quiero derretirme



No substitutions

No tengas miedo, Tom

Noah's ark

Noah's ark

Nobilitate Nobis. #3

Nobody meets Bigfoot

Nobody rides the unicorn

Nobody's perfect, not even my mother

Nocturnal animals

The noisy book

Non-flowering plants

Noodleheads see the future

The Norman Conquest

North America

North America

North America

North American Indian music

North Carolina

North Carolina

The North Carolina Colony

North Carolina, from its glorious past to the present

North Carolina in words and pictures

North country night

North Dakota

North Dakota

North Dakota in words and pictures

North Korea

North, south, east, and west

North to freedom

North to the wilderness : the story of an Alaskan boy

The Northeast

The Northeast

The Northeast

The Northeast Indians : daily life in the 1500s

Northern spotted owls

Northwest Coast Indians

Norway

Nory Ryan's song

A nose for trouble.

Not afraid of dogs

Not enough beds! : a Christmas alphabet book

Not for me, please! : I choose to act green

Not just a witch

Not just sugar and spice

The not-so-jolly-Roger

The not-so-jolly Roger

The Not-So-Scary Hairy Spider

Not this bear!

Not Too Cold for a Polar Bear

Not your nest!

Nothing stopped Sophie : the story of unshakable mathematician Sophie Germain

Nouns

Nouns

Nouns and pronouns

November



November

Now you know how it works

Las nubes

Las nubes

Las nubes

The Nubians : people of the ancient Nile

Nuclear accident

Nuclear power

Nuclear power

Nuclear power

Nuclear submarines

Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe

Nuestro cuerpo

Nuestro perro

Nueve dias para Navidad

Number know-how

Number the stars

Numbers

Numbers we know

Numeros

Nursery stories

The Nursery treasury : a collection of baby games, rhymes, and lullabies

Nurses

Las nutrias

Nutrias de mar

Nutrition anyone?

Nuts to you!

Nutty names : a book of name jokes

O Christmas tree : its history and holiday traditions

OBITUARY Coretta Scott King 1927-2006

The obstinate land

La oca de oro

Ocean commotion : caught in the currents

Ocean explorer

Ocean life

Ocean wildlife

Ocean world

Ocean worlds

Oceans

Oceans

Oceans

Oceans and beaches

Oceans, lakes, and rivers

Oceans, lakes, and rivers

October

October

Octopuses

Octopuses

Octopuses and other animals with amazing senses

Octopuses, squid & cuttlefish

Octopuses, squids, and cuttlefish

Octopus's Garden

Odd animals

Odd one out

Of mice and rats



Off to bed : 7 stories for wide-awakes

The official M&M's brand book of the millennium

Ogres and giants

Oh, cats!

Oh, no!

Oh no, it's Robert

Oh say can you say?

Oh say can you say di-no-saur?

Oh, the places you'll go!

Oh, the Places You'll Go!

Oh, the thinks you can think!

Ohio

Ohio

Ohio, from its glorious past to the present

Ohio in words and pictures

The Ohlone of California

El oido

Los oidos

Oil

Oil

Oil and energy alternatives

Oink?

The Ojibwa

The Ojibwa Indians

The Ojibwe

Ojibwe history and culture

Ojos

Okapis

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

The Oklahoma City National Memorial

Oklahoma, from its glorious past to the present

Oklahoma in words and pictures

Ol' Bloo's boogie-woogie band and blues ensemble

Ol' Dan Tucker

Old black fly

Old Blue

Old Cat and the kitten

The old coot

Old Cricket

Old Crump : the true story of a trip West

Old Ironsides

The old man and his door

Old Mother Hubbard

Old Thomas and the little fairy

The old Willis place : a ghost story

El olfato

Oli el pequeno elefante

Oliver and Albert, friends forever

Oliver and Amanda and the big snow

Oliver and Amanda's Halloween

Oliver's game

Olive's ocean

Olivia

Olivia and the fairy princesses



Olivia and the kite party

Olivia- and the missing toy

Olivia and the snow day

Olivia builds a house

Olivia forms a band

Olivia goes to the library

Olivia goes to Venice

Olivia helps Mother Nature

Olivia la reina del circo

Olivia measures up

Olivia plays soccer

Olivia saves the circus

Olivia takes a trip

Olivia the spy

Olivia trains her cat

Ollie forgot

El olor de las cosas

Olympic National Park

Olympic trivia

OMG! : all about me diary!

Omnivores

Omnivores

On beyond zebra

On Christmas Eve

On Christmas Eve

On duck pond

On my honor

On the banks of Plum Creek

On the brink of extinction : the California condor

On the day you were born

On the halfpipe with-- Tony Hawk

On the Mayflower : voyage of the ship's apprentice & a passenger girl

On the move

On the same day in March : a tour of the world's weather

On the wing : bird poems and paintings

On time : from seasons to split seconds

On top of the world

Once a mouse : A fable cut in wood

Once there was a story : tales from around the world, perfect for sharing

Once there was a tree

Once there was a tree

Once upon a star : a poetic journey through space

Once upon a time, the end : asleep in 60 seconds

Once upon a time : writing your own fairy tale

One candle

One crazy night : a novel

One crazy summer

The one day house

The one day house

The one-eyed people-eater : the story of Cyclops

One false note

One fine day

One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish.

One giant leap : the story of Neil Armstrong

One guinea pig is not enough



One Halloween night

One happy classroom

One hundred days (plus one)

The one hundredth thing about Caroline

One land, many cultures

One last word : wisdom from the Harlem Renaissance

One leaf rides the wind : counting in a Japanese garden

One little, two little, three little pilgrims

One man show

One of the third grade Thonkers

One potato : a counting book of potato prints

One riddle, one answer

One Saturday afternoon

One Snowy Night

One well : the story of water on Earth

The Oneida

Oneida history and culture

Onion tears

Online identity

Only passing through : the story of Sojourner Truth

Ooey-gooey animals 123

Open a newspaper

Opera

Operation baby-sitter

Operation Iraqi Freedom

The opossum

Oprah Winfrey

Oprah Winfrey

Opuestos

Oranges

Orangutan : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Los orangutanes

Orangutans

Orangutans

Orangutans

Orcas

Orcas

Ordinary genius : the story of Albert Einstein

Ordinary magic

Oregon

Oregon, from its glorious past to the present

Oregon in words and pictures

The Oregon Trail

The Oregon Trail

Orejas

Organisms

Organisms

Origami paper animals

Origins: A Starter Handbook

A orillas del río Plum

Orion

Orion

Orphan Island

The orphan trains

Orville & Wilbur Wright



La osa menor : una historia del ferrocarril subterraneo

Osceola

Osceola, 1804-1838

Osceola : Seminole Indian war chief (1803-1838)

Los osos

Osos

Los Osos Berenstain en la oscuridad

Los osos Berenstain, no se permiten ninas

Los Osos Berenstain y demasiada fiesta

Los Osos Berenstain y demasiada television

Los Osos Berenstain y el cuarto desordenado

Osos, osos por todas partes

Los osos pardos

Los osos polares

Osos polares

Osos por ahi

Los osos scouts Berenstain y el monstruo de hielo

Los osos scouts Berenstain y la bola de cristal magica

Los osos scouts Berenstain y la guerra de los fantasmas

Los osos scouts Berenstain y la pizza voladora

Los osos scouts Berenstain y los siniestros anillos de humo

Ostrich farms

Ostriches

Ostriches

O'Sullivan stew : a tale cooked up in Ireland

Othello

The other side

The other side : shorter poems

The other way to listen

Otherwise known as Sheila the Great.

Otis and the tornado

Otis and Will discover the deep : the record-setting dive of the Bathysphere

Otis Spofford

Otono

El otoño

El otoño

Otra broma de elmer

Otters

Otters

Otters

Our 50 states : a family adventure across America

Our country's national parks

Our earth

Our fathers had powerful songs

Our granny

Our Living Planet: Oceans

Our Living Planet: Weather

Our moon

Our national anthem

Our national holidays

Our national parks

Our New Neighbors

Our only May Amelia

Our people

Our plane is down : a novel



Our sun

Our Teacher Mr. Brown

Our Twitchy

Our warming planet

Our world of water : children and water around the world

Out and about at the zoo

Out of school and into nature : the Anna Comstock story

Out of the dust

Out of the egg

Out the door

Out there.

The Outcome of the American Revolution

The outlaws of Sherwood

The outsiders

Ovejas

Ovejas

Over in the meadow

Over the rainbow

Over the river : a turkey's tale

Owen

Owen Foote, money man

Owen & Mzee : the true story of a remarkable friendship

Owl

The owl and the pussycat

Owls

Owls

Owls and other animals with amazing eyes

Owney, the mail-pouch pooch

Ox-cart man

Oxford picture dictionary of American English

The ozone layer

Ozy and Millie

Ozy and Millie. Perfectly normal

P is for poppadoms! : an Indian alphabet book

Pablo Picasso

Pablo remembers : the fiesta of the Day of the Dead

The Pacific Division : the Golden State Warriors, the Los Angeles Clippers, the Los Angeles Lakers, the Phoenix Suns, the Portland Trail Blazers, the

The Pacific Ocean

The pack

Paco's miracle

Paddington takes the test

Paddy Pig's poems : a story about an amusing fellow and his friends

Padres of the California mission frontier

Painted lady butterflies

El pajaro de oro

Pakistan

Pal the pony

The Palestinian-Israeli accord

A palm in my palm

Pan de Sal saves the day : a Filipino children's story

Pancakes, crackers, and pizza : a book about shapes

Pancakes for breakfast

Pancakes, pancakes!

Pancakes, pancakes!

Panda bear, panda bear, what do you see?



Pandas

Pandas

Los pandas

Pandas have cubs

Pandas in danger

Panic five.

Panqueques, panqueques!

El pañuelo de seda

Papa Gatto : an Italian fairy tale

Papa oso vuelve a casa

El papalote

Papa's mark

El papel

The paper bag princess

Paper cup mania

Paper from wood : dollhouse decisions

The paper party : story and pictures

Paper plate mania

The paper princess

Paper science

Paper superplanes

Paper wishes

The paperboy

Papermaking

Papier mache

Papier mache, dyeing & leatherwork .

Parade day : marching through the calendar year

A parade of elephants

Paraguay

Parakeets.

Paramedics to the rescue when every second counts

Parasites

Parasites

Parents in the pigpen, pigs in the tub

Paris Catacombs

Parrot

Parrots

Parrots and other birds

Parrots around the world

The Parthenon

Un partido de futbol

Partners in the sea

El paseo de Rosie

Un paseo por el bosque lluvioso = : A walk in the rainforest

Pasos de Rita Moreno, Fernando Botero, Evelyn Cisneros

Pass go and collect $200 : the real story of how Monopoly was invented

Pass it on : African-American poetry for children

A passion for proteins

Passover

Passover : Jewish celebration of freedom

Pastels are great! John Hawkins.

Patas

Patches

Patchwork

The patchwork bike



The patchwork quilt

Path of stars

Path of stars

Paths : Jose Marti, Frida Kahlo, Cesar Chavez

Patience

Patina

El patito feo. Illustracion Agusti Asensio.

Pato va en bici

Patos

Patrick Henry

Patrick Henry

Patrick : Patron Saint of Ireland

Patrick's dinosaurs

Patriotism

Patriotism

Patrol : an American soldier in Vietnam

Patrones

Patsy Mink

Patterns

Patterns with pandas

Paul Azinger

Paul Bunyan

Paul Bunyan, a tall tale /Un cuento fantastico

Paul Bunyan : un cuento fantastico

Paul Cezanne

Paul Cezanne

Paul Gauguin

Paul Klee

Paul Meets Bernadette

Paul Revere's midnight ride

Paul Revere's ride

Paul Revere's ride

Paul the pitcher

Pavo para la cena de Gracias? --No gracias!

The Pawnee Nation

Peacefulness

Peachboy

Peanut butter and jelly

Peanut's emergency

A pear by itself

Pearl Harbor

Pearls

Peces

Peces que se esconden

Peces y sus bebes

Peck, peck, peck

Pecos Bill

Pedal power : how one community became the bicycle capital of the world

Pedro and the dragon

Pedro and the shark

Pedro for president

Pedro goes buggy

Pedro goes to Mars

Pedro goes wild!

Pedro is rich



Pedro keeps his cool

Pedro Menendez de Aviles

A Pedro Perez le gustan los camiones

Pedro the ninja

Pedro y su roble.

Pedro's big break

Pedro's journal : a voyage with Christopher Columbus, August 3, 1492 - February 14, 1493

Pedro's mystery club

Peek-a-who?

Peek inside a pencil

Peek, otter!

Peeking prairie dogs

PeeWee's tale

Peg

Pegasus

Pegasus

El peinado del gallo

Pelicanos

Penelope Popper, book doctor

Penguin life plug in solar rechargeable kit.

Penguin life plug in solar rechargeable kit.

The Penguin Quartet

Penguins

Penguins

Pennies in a jar

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania colony

Pennsylvania in words and pictures

Penny from heaven

The penultimate peril

People Around the World

The people could fly : American Black folktales

People from the sky : Ainu tales from northern Japan

People in art

People of California

People of corn : a Mayan story

People of the rainforest

People of the short blue corn : tales and legends of the Hopi Indians

People's Republic of China

People's Republic of China

People's Republic of China

Pepita takes time

Pepita Talks Twice.

Pepita talks twice = Pepita habla dos veces

Pepon

La pequena Zapatones.

Percussion instruments

Percy Jackson & the Olympians. Book one. The lightning thief : the graphic novel

Percy Jackson & the Olympians. Book three, The Titan's curse : the graphic novel

Percy Jackson & the Olympians. Book two, The sea of monsters : the graphic novel

PERCY JACKSON & THE OLYMPIANS : The Lightning Thief

Percy Jackson's Greek gods

Percy Jackson's Greek heroes



Percy Lavon Julian : pioneering chemist

Perdí mi primer diente = My first lost tooth

Los peregrinos de N.C. Wyeth

Perez and Martina : a Portorican folk tale

A perfect Father's Day

The perfect nest

The perfect pet

Perfect pets

The perfect pumpkin pie

The perfect Thanksgiving

Perfect, the pig

The perfect tribute

The perilous road

Period

The periodic table : mapping the elements

Perloo the bold

El perrito moteado

Los perritos

El perro muy avariento

Un perro para cada dia

Persephone, bringer of spring

Perseus

Persian cats

The Persian Cinderella

The Persian Gulf War

Personal hygiene and good health

Personal space travel

Peru : a question and answer book

Una pesadilla un mi armario

Pesados y ligeros : un libro de animales opuestos = Heavy and light : an animal opposites book

De pesca

La pesca de Nessa

El peso

Pet dogs.

Pet rabbits.

The pet vet

Pete can fly!

Pete & Pickles

Pete the cat : a pet for Pete

Pete the cat and his magic sunglasses

Pete the cat and the bad banana

pete the cat and the bedtime blues

Pete the cat and the bedtime blues

Pete the cat and the cool cat boogie

pete the cat and the cool cat boogie

Pete the cat and the cool caterpillar

Pete the cat and the lost tooth

Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes

Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes

Pete the Cat and the new guy

Pete the cat and the surprise teacher

Pete the cat and the tip-top tree house

Pete the cat : five little ducks

Pete the cat : five little pumpkins

Pete the cat : Pete at the beach



Pete the cat : Pete's big lunch

Pete the cat : play ball!

Pete the cat saves Christmas

Pete the cat : scuba-cat

Pete the cat : Sir Pete the brave

Pete the cat : Snow daze

Pete the cat : the wheels on the bus

Pete the cat : too cool for school

Pete the cat : twinkle, twinkle, little star

Pete the cat's groovy guide to love : tips from a cool cat on how to spread the love

Pete the cat's train trip

Peter Pan

Peter Pan : a classic illustrated edition

Peter Pan in scarlet

Pete's party

Petook : an Easter story

Peyton Manning

El pez.

El pez arco iris y la cueva de los monstruos

Pezzettino

The phantom in the mirror

The phantom menace

Pharaoh's boat

Philippa Fisher's fairy godsister

Philippine Travel Phrase Book : English-Tagalog-Cebuano

Philippines

Philippines

The Philippines

Phillis Wheatley

Phillis Wheatley: Poet of the Revolutionary Era

Phillis Wheatley : slave and poet

Phoebe and her unicorn

Phoebe and her unicorn in the magic storm

Phoebe and her unicorn in unicorn theater

The Phoenicians: The Ancient World

PHONICS SKILL BAGS STARTUP/BUILDUP/SPIRALUP

Phrases, clauses, and conjunctions

Physical change : reshaping matter

Physical characteristics

Physical characteristics

Pianos

Pianos

Pica, pica, varicela

El picaflor

Picasso

Piccolo's prank.

Pick it up

Picking apples

Picking up the pieces

Pickles in my soup

Pickles to Pittsburgh : the sequel to Cloudy with a chance of meatballs

A pictorial life story of Misty

A picture book of Anne Frank

A picture book of Benjamin Franklin

A picture book of Frederick Douglass



A picture book of George Washington

A picture book of Martin Luther King, Jr

A picture book of Martin Luther King, Jr.

A picture book of Robert E. Lee

A picture book of Sitting Bull

A picture book of Thomas Jefferson

Picture this : a first introduction to paintings

Pictures of Hollis Woods

Pidge's story

Pie in the sky

Pie is for sharing

Pie pan mania

Pieces and players

Pieces of Christmas

La piedra del Zamura

Pieles

Los pies

Piet Potter strikes again

The pigeon finds a hot dog!

The pigeon needs a bath!

The pigeon wants a puppy!

Pigs

The pigs are flying!

Pigs have piglets

Pigs make me sneeze!

Pigs on the ball : fun with math and sports

Pigs on the move : fun with math and travel

Pigs, pigs, pigs!

Pigs will be pigs

Pigsty

Pilots

La pinata

The pinatamaker = : El pinatero / George Ancona.

Pinatas

Pinduli

El pingüino Taky

Pinguinos

Pink and Say

Pinkerton, behave!

The Pinkish, purplish, bluish egg

Pinky and Rex

Pinky and Rex and the bully

Pinky and Rex and the double-dad weekend

Pinky and Rex and the just-right pet

Pinky and Rex and the mean old witch

Pinky and Rex and the new baby

Pinky and Rex and the new neighbors

Pinky and Rex and the school play

Pinky and Rex and the school play

Pinky and Rex and the spelling bee

Pinky and Rex get married

Pinky and Rex go to camp

Pinocchio = Pinocho

Pinocchio, the boy : or incognito in Collodi

Pinocchio's nose grows



Pinta ratones

Pinta Ratones

Pintar con ceras

Pintar con las manos

Pintar personajes

A pioneer sampler : the daily life of a pioneer family in 1840

Pioneers

Pioneers : adventure in a new land

Pioneers of Electricity

Pioneers of flight

Pioneers of the frontier

Pipe cleaner mania

Piper, pipe that song again! : Poems for boys and girls

A pipkin of pepper

Pippi Longstocking

Pippi Longstocking

Pippi Longstocking

Piranhas

Piranhas and other fish

Pirate attack!

Pirate McGrew and his nautical crew

Pirate Pedro

Pirate treasure : stolen riches

Pirates

Pirates

Pirates

The pirates of plagiarism

Pirates of the Caribbean, Jack Sparrow

Pitchers of perfection

Pittsburgh Pirates

Pizza party

The pizza that we made

A pizza the size of the sun : poems

Pizzas & punk potatoes

PJ Masks save the library!

P.K. Subban

A place to belong

A place to grow

A place to start a family : poems about creatures that build

Plaidypus Lost

Plains Indians

Planes

Los planetas

Los planetas del sol

The planets

Planets around the sun

The planets in our solar system

The planets : neighbors in space

Plant cycle

Plant invaders

Plant life cycles

Plant parts

Plant tricksters

Plantas extra~nas y raras

Plantas singulares



Plants

Plants feed me

Plants of the rainforest

Plateau Indians

Platero y yo = : Platero and I

Play, kitty!

Play with me

Play with sorting!

The playbook : 52 rules to aim, shoot, and score in this game called life

Playdates are not scary!

The playground problem

Playing

Playing chicken : a novel

Playing sports : word building with prefixes and suffixes

Playing with words

Please bury me in the library

Please don't say hello

Please say please! : Penguin's guide to manners

Please send a panda

Please try to remember the first of Octember!

The Pledge of Allegiance

The Pledge of Allegiance

Plenty of petals : counting by tens

Plenty of Pets

El plesiosaurio

Plimoth Plantation

Plotting points and position

Pluto : a dwarf planet

Pluto : a dwarf planet

The Plymouth Colony

A Plymouth partnership : Pilgrims and native Americans

Plymouth : surviving the first winter

Poaching and illegal trade

Pocahontas

Pocahontas

Pocahontas

Pocahontas, 1595-1617

Pocahontas : her life and legend

Pocahontas : princess of the New World

A pocket full of kisses

Podría haber sido peor--

Podria ser un arbol

Podria ser un pajaro

Podria ser un pez

Poem stew

Poems for red letter days

Poetry for young people: Edward Lear

Poetry for Young People: Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Poetry for Young People: Lewis Carroll

Poetry for Young People: Robert Browning

Poetry for young people: Robert Frost

Poetry for Young People: Rudyard Kipling

Point to the stars

Pointed Hand. #5

Pokémon adventures. Vol. 5



Pokémon adventures. Volume 6

Pokémon adventures. Volume four

Pokémon adventures. Volume one

Pokémon adventures. Volume seven

Pokémon adventures. Volume three

Pokémon adventures. Volume two

Polar adventures : a chapter book

A polar bear biologist at work

The polar bear express

Polar bear : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Polar bears

Polar bears

Polar bears

Polar bears

The Polar Express

Police officer = El policia

Police officers on the go!

Police station

Police station

Politeness

Political leaders

Pollita Chiquita

Pollita Pequenita

Los Pollitos dicen : juegos, rimas y canciones infantiles de paises de habla hispana = The baby chicks sing : traditional games, nursery rhymes, and l

Pollos

Pollos

Polluted air

Polluted waters

Polly the guinea pig

Polly wants a cracker

Los polos

The Pomo

The Pomo

The Pomo Indians

The Pomo of California

Pompom problems

Pond life

Pond life : watching animals find food

Pondlarker

Ponds

Ponies

Ponies

Ponies for hire

Pontiac

The Pony Express

The Pony express : a true book

Poodles

Poodles

The Pooh cook book

Pop of the bumpy mummy

Pope Francis

Pope John Paul II : bringing love to a troubled world

Poppy

Poppy & Sam and the search for sleep

Pop's bridge



Popular clone

Por amor a nuestra tierra

Por que el conejo tiene las orejas tan largas?

Por que zumban los mosquitos en los oidos de la gente : un cuento de Africa Occidental

Porch lies : tales of slicksters, tricksters, and other wily characters

Porcupines

The Port Chicago 50 : disaster, mutiny, and the fight for civil rights

The Port Chicago 50 : disaster, mutiny, and the fight for civil rights

Portugal

Portugal

Las posadas

Las Posadas : an Hispanic Christmas celebration

The possum always rings twice : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

Possum's harvest moon

Potato pants!

Potatoes

Potbellied pig

Poverty and hunger

Power of the fire dragon

The power twins.

Power up, PJ Masks!

Powerboats

The powerful world of energy with Max Axiom, super scientist

The Powhatan people

A practical guide to monsters

Practice makes perfect for Rotten Ralph

Praderas

The prairie dog

Prairie dogs

Prairie songs

Prairie-town boy

Praying mantises

Precipitation

Precipitation

The predator

Predator face-off

Predators in the rain forest

Pregones

Preguntas tontitas

Prehistoric and ancient Europe.

Prehistoric times

Prepositions

A present for mother bear

Presentation Easel

Presidents

Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day

Presidents' Day

Presidents : Illustrated with engravings and photographs.

The Presidents of the United States : a history of the Presidents of the United States : with an encyclopedic supplement on the office and powers of t



Press here

Prevention and good health

The price of free land

Prietita and the ghost woman / Prietita y la llorona

Primavera

La primavera

La primavera

La primavera

El primer Halloween de Clifford

La primera Navidad de Clifford

Prince Cinders.

The prince of the Dolomites : an old Italian tale

Prince of the elves

The prince of the pond : otherwise known as De Fawg Pin

La princesa vestida con una bolsa de papel

La princesita y la arveja

Princess

The princess and the pea

The princess and the pea = La princesa y el guisante

The princess and the pizza

Princess Diana

The Princess in Black

The Princess in Black and the hungry bunny horde

The Princess in Black and the mysterious playdate

The Princess in Black and the perfect princess party

The Princess in Black takes a vacation

The princess & the Pea

La princesse de l'eau claire

Princesses and heroines

Principals

El principe rana

El principe rana

Printing

Privateer's apprentice

Probability

Probuditi!

Producers

Producers

Producers, consumers, and decomposers

Products of Alaska

Project Mercury

Project: scoop

A promise is a promise

The promise quilt

Pronouns

Pronouns

Proper nouns

Properties of materials

Prose poems

Protecting Earth's surface

Proteins

Proteins are powerful

Protists and fungi

Proud to be a ghostbuster

Prudence



Pteranodon

Pteranodon

Pterodactyl

Pterodactyl

Pterosaurs

PUBERTY: A BOY'S Journey Through The Physical, Emotional and Social Changes

Puberty: A Girl's Journey Through The Physical, Emotional and Social Changes

The puddle

The Pueblo

Pueblo

The Pueblo Indians

Pueblo storyteller

Los pueblos

Pueblos del pasado

Puedo merendar? = Can I have a snack?

Puedo ser bombero

Puedo ser cocinero.

Puedo ser medico

Puentes

Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico

Puffins

Pulgarcita.

Pulgarcito.

Pulgarcito

The Pullman strike of 1894

Pumpkin heads! : Wendell Minor.

Pumpkin moon

The pumpkin patch

Pumpkin town!, (or, Nothing is better and worse than pumpkins)

Punctuation takes a vacation

Punished!

Puppet shows; using poems and stories

Puppies & dogs

Puppy finds a friend = : Cachorrito encuentra un amigo

Puppy Mudge has a snack

Puppy Mudge loves his blanket

Puppy Mudge takes a bath

Puppy Mudge wants to play

The Puppy Place where every puppy finds a home.

The Purple coat

Purple is best

Purple is part of a rainbow

The purple turkey and other Thanksgiving riddles

The pushcart war

Puss in Boots

Puss in Boots

Puss in boots

Puss in boots

Puss in boots

Puss in boots

Puss in Boots = El Gato con Botas

Put On Your Thinking Cap And Other Expressions About School

Puzzle Castle

Puzzle Dungeon



Puzzle Mountain

Puzzle School

Puzzle train

Puzzles and brain twisters.

PW Lib DocuCam #1.

PW Lib DocuCam #2.

PW Library Computers

Pyramid

Pyramid of the sun, pyramid of the moon

Pyramids

Pyramids

Pyramids

Pyramids! : 50 hands-on activities to experience ancient Egypt

Pythons

Q is for duck : an alphabet guessing game

Quack and count

Quack and honk

Quake!

Quanah Parker

Quarter-midget racing is for me

Que bueno que haya insectos!

Qué desayuno? = What do I eat for breakfast?

Qué es un insecto?

Lo que escuchas

Qué está arriba cuando tú estás abajo?

Que hay debajo de la cama?

Lo que le encanta a conejito

Qué montón de tamales!

Lo que sientes al tocar

Que son las drogas? : libro para ninos libres de drogas

Que son los cientificos? : Que hacen ellos? Vamos a descubrirlo

Que sorpresa!

Qué sorpresa de cumpleaños!

Queen Elizabeth II the world's longest-reigning monarch

Queen Elizabeth II : the world's longest-reigning monarch

Queen Isabella I

Querido Salvatierra

Quest for the tree kangaroo an expedition to the cloud forest of New Guinea

Question mark

Quick as a cricket

Quidditch through the ages

Quien dice?

Quien es la bestia?

Quien quiere un rinoceronte barato?

Quiero ser bibliotecario

Quiero ser camionero

Quiero ser maestro

Quiero ser policia

Quiero ser veterinario

Quiet please, Owen McPhee!

Quiet Wyatt

Quiet, Wyatt!

Quillworker

Quintessential Filipino cooking : 75 authentic and classic recipes of the philippines

Quique duerme fuera de casa



Quotation marks

R. L. Stine

Rabbid of the sea

Rabbids at the museum

Rabbit

Rabbit hill

Rabbits

Rabbits eat their own poop and other facts about animals

Rabbits have bunnies

Rabble Starkey

El rabipelado burlado : cuento de la tribu pemon

Raccoon tune

Raccoons and ripe corn

Race day

Race to a fire!

Race to the moon!

Rachel Carson and the environmental movement

Rachel Field's Hitty, her first hundred years : a new edition by Rosemary Wells ; illustrated by Susan Jeffers.

Rachel's home on Bear Mountain : a story about Connecticut

Rachel's home on Bear Mountain a story about Connecticut

Racing to colonize the New World

Radar jammers : the EA-6B Prowlers

Radio

The radio

Radio Man = : Don Radio : a story in English and Spanish

Radio man = Don radio : a story in English and Spanish

Rafael and the Raiders

Raggedy Ann & Andy. Day at the fair

Raggedy Ann & Andy. School day adventure

Raggedy Ann stories

Raging floods

Las raices

The railroad

Rain

The rain came down

The rain-cloud pony

Rain forest

RAIN FOREST ANIMALS

Rain forest worlds

Rain forests

Rain on the roof

Rainbow

A rainbow at night : the world in words and pictures by Navajo children

The rainbow bridge : inspired by a Chumash tale

The rainbow-colored horse

The rainbow fish

The rainbow fish = : Con ca bay mau

Rainbow fish. Finders keepers.

Rainbow Fish. Tattle tale

Rainbow fish : the dangerous deep

Rainbow Joe and me

The rainbow tulip

Raindrops

Rainforest explorer

Rainforests



Rainforests

The Raintree illustrated science encyclopedia.

Rainy weather days

Raise your hand

Raising dragons

Raising Sweetness

Raising the flag : the Battle of Iwo Jima

The Rajah's rice : A Mathematical folktale from India

Ralph and the rocket ship

Ralph S. Mouse

Ralph S. Mouse

Ramadan

Ramona and her father

Ramona and her father

Ramona and her mother

Ramona empieza el curso

Ramona forever

Ramona forever

Ramona la chinche

Ramona Quimby, age 8

Ramona Quimby, age 8

Ramona the brave

Ramona the pest

Ramona the pest

Ramona y su padre

Ramona's world

Ramona's world

La rana

Ranas, sapos y renacuajos!

The Random House book of fairy tales

The Random House book of humor for children

The Random House book of poetry for children

The Random House encyclopedia

Randy Moss

Randy Riley's really big hit

Rap a tap tap : here's Bojangles- think of that!

Raphael

Rapunzel

Rapunzel

Rapunzel

Rapunzel

Rapunzel

Rare animals : a chapter book

La ratitia presumida.

El raton

El ratoncito del campo y el ratoncito de la ciudad

Rats on the roof and other stories

Rattlesnakes

Rattlesnakes

Rattlesnakes

The raucous auk : a menagerie of poems

The Ravenmaster's secret : escape from the Tower of London

Raymie Nightingale

Raymie Nightingale

Rays



Razzle dazzle unicorn : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

Reach out and give

The reaction

Read a rhyme, write a rhyme

Read! Explore! Imagine! Early Fluent

Read! Explore! Imagine! Early Fluent Plus

Read! Explore! Imagine! Fluent

Read! Explore! Imagine! Upper Emergent

Reading makes you feel good

Reading rainbow # 8 : Gila monsters meet you at the airport

Reading Rainbow #80 : Snowy day stories and poems

Reading Rainbow. 107, Hail to mail

Reading rainbow: Duncan and Dolores

Reading Rainbow. Program 67, Jack, the seal, and the sea

Ready, set, go!

Real bears and alligators

The real boy

Real friends

Real-life dragons

The real McCoys

The real Mother Goose book of American rhymes

Real mummies don't bleed : friendly tales for October nights

The real slam dunk

The real thief

The reason for a flower

Reasons for a revolution

The rebel witch

Rebound

The Recess Queen

Rechenka's eggs

Recycling

Red : a crayon's story

The red-eared ghosts

Red flower goes west

Red fox and his canoe

Red Hawk and the Sky sisters : a Shawnee legend

Red is a dragon : a book of colors

The red Jaguar

Red Knit Cap Girl to the rescue

Red pandas

The red pyramid

The red pyramid : the graphic novel

The red pyramid : the graphic novel

Red Riding Hood

The red rose box

Red thread

Redwall

Redwoods are the tallest trees in the world

Reefs

Un regalo bien envuelto

Regalos

Regarding the fountain : a tale, in letters, of Liars and Leaks

Regards to the man in the moon

Regiones polares

Regiones polares



Reindeer crunch and other Christmas recipes

El reino animal : mi primera enciclopedia ilustrada.

El reino de la geometria

El reino subterraneo

Religions Around the World

El reloj

Reluctant dragon

A remainder of one

The remarkable chameleon

Rembrandt

The Renaissance

Rene-Robert Cavelier : sieur de La Salle.

Replay : a new book

The report card

The reproductive system

The reptile room

Reptiles

Reptiles

Reptiles

Reptiles

The Republic of Ireland

Rescuing the rain forest

Reshma Saujani

Los residuos radioactivos

Resource conservation

Resource conservation

Respect

Respect

Respect

Respect and take care of things

Respect and take care of things = Respetar y cuidar las cosas

The respiratory system

The respiratory system

Responsibility

Responsibility

Responsibility featuring King Alfred and the cakes and other great stories

Restart : Lose Your Memory. Find Your Life

The return of Skeleton Man

The return of the buffaloes : a Plains Indian story about famine and renewal of the earth

The return of the Indian

The return of the Twelves

Return to Howliday Inn

Return to the willows

R.E.V. IT UP!

The revenant

The revenge of Clayface

Revenge of the EngiNerds

The revenge of the incredible Dr. Rancid and his youthful assistant, Jeffrey

Revenge of the witch

Revolution is not a dinner party : a novel

The Revolutionary War

Revolutionary War

The Revolutionary War home front

Revolutionary War soldiers

El rey.



El rey Midas y su oro

El rey rana.

Rey to the rescue!

Rhinoceroses

Rhinos

Rhinos in danger

Rhinos who play baseball

Rhinos who skateboard

Rhinos who snowboard

Rhinos who surf

Rhode Island

Rhode Island

Rhode Island

The Rhode Island Colony

Rhode Island in words and pictures

Rhyme time valentine

Rhyming poems

Ribbit!

Ribsy

Ribsy

Rice cakes and paper dragons

Richard M. Nixon : our thirty-seventh president

Richard Nixon 37th U.S. president

Richard Nixon : 37th U.S. president

Richard Nixon, thirty-seventh president of the United States.

Richard Scarry's All day long

Richard Scarry's Frances Fix-It.

Richard Scarry's Harry and Larry the fishermen.

Richard Wright and the library card

Ricitos Dorados y los tres osos

Ricky Ricotta's Giant Robot vs. the Mutant Mosquitoes from Mercury : the second robot adventure novel

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot : the first adventure novel

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the Jurassic jackrabbits from Jupiter

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot : vs. the Mecha-Monkeys form Mars

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the mecha-monkeys from Mars

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the mecha-monkeys from mars : the fourth robot adventure novel

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the mutant mosquitoes from Mercury

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the naughty nightcrawlers from Neptune

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the stupid stinkbugs from Saturn

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the stupid stinkbugs from Saturn : the sixth robot adventure novel

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the unpleasant penguins from Pluto

Ricky Ricotta's mighty robot vs. the uranium unicorns from Uranus

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs. the Uranium unicorns from Uranus : the seventh adventure novel

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot : vs. the Video Vultures from Venus

The riddle of Penncroft Farm

The riddles of Mermaid House

Ride, Fly Guy, ride!

Ride on the wind

Ride, Otto, ride!

Ride the red cycle

Ridiculous knock-knocks

Riding Freedom

Rifles for Watie

The right fight



Right thumb, left thumb

Rimas 4 : Sana, sana ...

El rincon de Puh

A ring of endless light

The Ring of Truth : an original Irish tale

Ringo saves the day! : a true story

Los rinocerontes

El rio y la laguna

Rip Van Winkle, and The legend of Sleepy Hollow

The rise of modern China

Rise of the balloon goons

Rise of the dragon moon

Rise of the earth dragon

Rise of the rebels

Rise of the rogues

Rising storm [Warriors, book 4]

Rising voices : writings of young native Americans

The risky rescue

River discoveries

River explorer

A river ran wild : an environmental history

A river ran wild : an environmental history

Rivers and streams

Rivers, lakes, streams, and ponds

Rivers = : Rios

Rizos Dorados y los tres osos

The road from home : the story of an Armenian girl

The road to Agra

Road transportation : from carts to racing cars

Road trip with Max and his mom

Roads

Roald Dahl

Roald Dahl's revolting recipes

Roanoke : the story of the lost colony.

Roar

Robert E. Lee : the South's great general, 1807-1870

Robert Fulton

Robert Goddard: father of the space age : Illustrated by Paul Frame.

Robert Griffin III

Robert Griffin III

Robert McCloskey

Roberto Clemente

Robin Hood and the tricky butcher

Robinson Crusoe.

Robot farm

Robotics

Robots

Robots

Robots don't catch chicken pox

Robots in space

Robots : your high-tech world

Las rocas : duras, blandas, lisas y asperas

Rocas y minerales

Rocas y suelos

The Rock



Rock climbing

Rock climbing for fun!

The rock cycle

The rock cycle

The rock cycle

The rock-hound's book

Rock On: A Look at Geology Fantastic Fossils

Rock On: A Look at Geology Mighty Minerals

Rock On: A Look at Geology Outrageous Ores

Rock On: A Look at Geology Rockin' Rocks

Rockabye crocodile

Rocket

Rocket

Rockets and spaceships

The rocking chair rebellion

Rocking Horse Christmas

The rocking horse secret

Rocks

Rocks

Rocks and minerals

Rocks and minerals

Rocks and minerals

Rocks and minerals

Rocks and soils

Rocky Mountain : National Park

The Rocky Mountains

Rocky Zang in the amazing Mr. Magic

Rocky's outdoor adventure a story about Colorado

Rocky's outdoor adventure : a story about Colorado

Rodeos

Rogers Hornsby

Roll of thunder, hear my cry

Roll of thunder, hear my cry

Roller hockey

Roly-poly ravioli and other Italian dishes

The Roman news

Roman town

The Roman world.

The Romans

The Romans

Romeo and Juliet

Romney vs. Obama : election 2012

Ronald Reagan

Ronald Reagan, 40th U.S. President

Ronald Reagan 40th U.S. president

Ronald Reagan : our fortieth president

Rookie of the year

Room one : a mystery or two

Rooster is off to see the world

Rooster's off to see the world

Ropa

Ropa sucia

Rosa es una buena estudiante = Rosa is a good student

A Rosa le gusta leer

Rosa Parks



Rosa Parks

Rosa Parks

Rosa Parks

Rosalyn Sussman Yalow

Rosaura en bicicleta

A Rose for Pinkerton

Roses are pink, your feet really stink

Rose's journal : the story of a girl in the Great Depression

Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur

Rosie and Michael

Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters

Rosie the Riveter

Rot, the cutest in the world!

Rotten Ralph helps out

Rotten Ralph's show and tell

The Rottweiler

The rough-face girl

Roxaboxen

Roxie and the hooligans

Roy Acuff : the Smoky Mountain boy

Roy Lichtenstein

The royal mummies : remains from ancient Egypt

A royal Valentine

Rubber duck

Ruby

Ruby Holler

Ruby in her own time

Ruby Lu, star of the show

Ruby, mono ve, mono hace

Ruby's wish

Rudi's pond

Ruins

El ruisenor.

The rule of thoughts

Rules rule at school!

Rum, slaves, and molasses : the story of New England's triangular trade.

Rumble in the jungle

Rumble meets Harry Hippo

Rumble of the coaster ghost

Rumble the dragon's cave

Rumbling running backs

Rump : the true story of Rumpelstiltskin

Rumpelstiltskin

Rumpelstiltskin

Run to the rainbow

The runamuck dog show

The runaway king

Runaway Ralph

The runner

Running for Dave : a novel

Running for public office

Running is for me

Running rivals

Rupert and the Liberty Bell : a story about Pennsylvania

Rupert and the Liberty Bell a story about Pennsylvania



Rupert Penguin

Rushmore

Russia

Russia

Russia, a history to 1917

The Russian Revolution

The Russian revolution

Ruth and The Green Book

Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Ruth Bader Ginsburg : the case of R. B. G. vs. inequality

Rutherford B. Hayes

Rutherford B. Hayes : our nineteenth president

Saber-toothed tiger

Sabes por que? .

Sacagawea

Sacagawea

Sacagawea, 1788-1812

Sad, sad William

Sad underwear : and other complications more poems for children and their parents

Sadako

Sadako and the thousand paper cranes

Safari

Safari guide! : scouting for wildlife in Africa

Safari Vets

Safe at school

A safe cake : a story about food allergies

Safe in the car

Safe in your home

Safe on the playground

Safe on the school bus

Safe on your bike

Safe online

Safety during emergencies

Safety first! Home

Saga of the Sioux : an adaptation of Dee Brown's Bury my heart at Wounded Knee

The sailor dog

Sailors, merchants, and muleteers of the California mission frontier

The Saint Bernard

Saint Bernards

Saint Patrick's Day

Sal y entra

The salamander room

Salamanders and other animals with amazing tails

Salamanders : secret, silent lives

The Salem Witch trials

Sally, la divertida

Sally Ride

Sally Ride

Sally Ride : a space biography

Sally Ride : astronaut, scientist, teacher

Salmon : tireless travelers

Salmonella

Salsa

Saltarin

Saltwater fishing



Salvador Dali

El Salvador : Enchantment of the World

Sam and the tigers : a new telling of Little Black Sambo

Sam, Bangs, and moonshine

Sam & Dave dig a hole

Sam Houston : a leader for Texas

Sam Houston : of Texas (1793-1863

Sam Samurai

Sam Samurai

Sam the sea cow

Sam y el dinero de la suerte

Samantha's friendship fun

The same stuff as stars

Sammy Sosa

The Samoyed

Samuel de Champlain

Samuel Eaton's day : a day in the life of a Pilgrim boy

San Diego, California

San Diego Chargers

San Diego originals : profiles of the movers and shakers of California's first community

San Diego Padres

San Diego Zoo

The San Francisco earthquake, 1906

Sand

Sand sharks

Sand to glass

Sand to sea : marine life of Hawaii

Sandbox Betty

Sandmare

Sandry's book

Sanity & Tallulah

The Santa Fe Trail

Santa's book of names

Sap to syrup

El sapo distraido

Sarabella's thinking cap

Sarah Morton's day : a day in the life of a pilgrim girl

Sarah, plain and tall

Sarah Whitcher's story

Sasquatch and the Muckleshoot

El sastrecillo valiente.

Satellites

Satellites

Saturday night at the dinosaur stomp

Saturn

Saturn

Saudade

Saudi Arabia

Saurophaganax and other meat-eating dinosaurs

Savage waters

Save Queen of Sheba

Save Rafe!

Saving Fable

Saving & investing

Saving money



Saving Sweetness

Saving Up

Saving Winslow

Saxophones

Say cheese, Teddy Rex!

Say hola to Spanish

Say hola to spanish at the circus

Say it again

Saying Goodbye

Saying goodbye to-- a brother or sister.

Saying goodbye to-- a friend.

Saying goodbye to-- a grandparent.

Saying goodbye to-- a parent.

Saying goodbye to-- a pet.

Scared silly! : a book for the brave

Scared stiff

Scared witless : thirteen eerie tales to tell

Scaredy-pants : a Halloween story

Scarface Claw

The scariest day ever-- so far

Scary stories 3 : more tales to chill your bones

Scary stories 3 : more tales to chill your bones

Scary stories to read when it's dark.

Scary stories to tell in the dark

Scholastic almanac 2011 : facts & stats

Scholastic children's dictionary : by the editors of Scholastic Inc.

School

School

School Around the World

School days according to Humphrey

School days then and now

School in Colonial America

School jokes

School of Fear

School safety

The school story

School-tripped

Science fair sabotage

Science fun for you in a minute or two : quick science experiments you can do

Science in ancient Egypt

Science in Ancient Mesopotamia.

Science magic in the bathroom

The science of dinosaurs

The science of primates

The science of survival

Science Readers Content and Literacy in Science

The scientific method in the real world

Scientists and their discoveries

Scooby-Doo and the Bowling Boogeyman

Scooby-Doo! and the runaway robot

Scooby-Doo! and the spooky strikeout

Scooby-doo! Valentine's Day dognapping

The scoop on ice cream!

The scoop on school and work in colonial America

The Scorch trials



The Scorch trials

Scorpions

Scorpions

Scotland

Scrambled eggs super!

The scrambled states of America

Scuba divers & their underwater friends

Se venden gorras

Se venden gorras : la historia de un vendedor ambulante, unos monos y sus travesuras

Sea anemones

Sea critters

Sea horses

Sea horses

Sea jellies : from corals to jellyfish

Sea life scientist : have you got what it takes to be a marine biologist?

Sea lions

Sea lions

Sea mammals.

The sea of monsters

The sea of monsters

The sea of monsters : the graphic novel

The Sea of Tranquillity

Sea otters

Sea otters

Sea otters

Sea serpents don't juggle water balloons

The sea, ships and sailors : poems, songs and shanties

Sea turtles

Sea turtles

Sea turtles

Sea turtles

The Sea World book of seals and sea lions : illustrated with photographs

Seabird. Written and Illustrated by Holling Clnacy Holling.

Seafloor

Seahorses and sea dragons

Seahorses, pipefishes, and their kin

Seal : habitats, life cycles, food chains, threats

Seals

Seals

The seals on the bus

Seals & sea lions

Seals, Sea Lions, and Walruses.

The search for delicious

The search for delicious

The search for the missing bones

Searching for Laura Ingalls : a reader's journey

Searching for UFOs

Seashore

Seashore surprises

Seasons

Seasons

Seasons = : Estaciones

Seattle Seahawks

Sebastian : a book about Bach

The second Mrs. Giaconda



The secret

The secret agent and other spy kids

A secret for grandmother's birthday

The secret garden

The secret in Miranda's closet

The secret is out : true spy stories

The secret knowledge of grown-ups

The secret language

The secret life of the red fox

The secret life of the underwear champ

The secret life of trees

Secret lives of snakes

A secret matter

Secret Ninja Force

The secret of platform 13

Secret of the emerald star

The secret of the Indian

Secret of the magic potion

The Secret of the pond

The secret of the Sachem's Tree

The secret of the seven crows

Secret of the three teardrops

Secret Santa

The secret school

The secret science project that almost ate the school

The Secret Service

The secret shortcut

The secret spiral

The secret staircase

Secret treasures

The secret under the tree

The secret warning

Secret weapon

The secret winners

The Secret World of Ants

The Secret World of Crabs

The Secret World of Spiders

The Secret World of Wolves, wild dogs, and foxes

Secret writing tricks

El secreto de Perejil

El secreto en la caja de fosforos

Secretos de Diciembre

Los secretos de las plantas

Secrets!

Secrets of Dripping Fang. Book four, Fall of the House of Mandible

Secrets on 26th Street

La seda

Sedimentary rocks

Sedimentary rocks

Sedimentary rocks

Sedimentary rocks

See and say = Guarda e parla = Regarde et parle = Mira y habla

See inside a galleon

See inside an ancient Greek town

See inside an Aztec town



See Otto

See Pip flap

See Pip point

See Santa nap

See you in the cosmos

See you later, gladiator

Seed to plant

Seeing colors with Mother Goose

Seeing colors with Mother Goose

The seeing stone

Seeing the circle

The seer of shadows

Seis pescadores disparatados : basado en un cuento tradicional del libro de Ashton Chap-books of the Eighteenth Century, 1882

Selena : queen of Tejano music

Selena Quintanilla-Pérez

Self-discipline

Self-discipline featuring the magic thread and other great stories

Self-driving cars

Self-portrait : Trina Schart Hyman

Self-respect

Selina and the bear paw quilt

La selva

Selvas tropicales

La semana atareada de Clifford

A sembrar sopa de verduras

Las semillas

Semillas y plantulas

Los Seminola

The Seminole

The Seminole Indians

The Seminoles

The seminoles. by Barbara Brooks. Illustrated by Luciano Lazzarino

Send Wendell

El senor conejo y el hermoso regalo

La Se~norita Emilia

La senorita Runfio

The sense of smell

The sense of taste

Senses

Senses

Sentence types and punctuation

September

September

September 11, 2001

September 11, 2001 : the day that changed America

Sequoyah, 1770?-1843

Serena Williams

Series of unfortunate events The Ersatz Elevator

Serpientes marinas

Serpientes que atrapan y estrujan

Serpientes venenosas

Las serpientes y nosotros

Serving on a jury

Serving your community

Sets and numbers for the very young



Seven at one blow : a tale from the Brothers Grimm

Seven candles for Kwanzaa

The seven continents

The seven days of Kwanzaa

Seven in a bed

Seven scary monsters

Seven spunky monkeys

Seven tales

The seven wonders of Sassafras Springs

Seward's folly

The shadow collector's apprentice

Shadow over second : a Peach Street Mudders story

The shadow throne

Shadowing the suspect

Shadows

Shaggy, waggy dogs (and others)

Shakes, quakes, and shifts: earth tectonics

The Shakespeare stealer

Shakespeare's England.

The shaman's last raid

Shan's lucky knife : a Burmese folk tale retold by Jean Merrill

The shape of me and other stuff

Shapes

Shaquille O'Neal

Shaquille O'Neal : Shaq attack

Share and take turns

Share and take turns = Comparte y turna

Sharing our diversity : the Filipino American : grade level 6.

Shark

The shark attacks of 1916

The shark attacks of 1916

Shark lady : the true story of how Eugenie Clark became the ocean's most fearless scientist

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks

Sharks! : big teeth, fierce hunters

Sharks & rays

The Shasta of California and Oregon

Shattering earthquakes

The Shawnee

The Shawnee Indians

Shaw's Fortune : the picture story of a colonial plantation

She and the dubious three

Sheamus

Sheep

Sheep have lambs

Sheila Rae, the brave

Shel Silverstein

Sheltie rides to win

Shen of the sea : Chinese stories for children



Sherman Crunchley

The Shetland pony

Shifting shores

Shiloh. By Phillis Reynolds Naylor.

The Ship of the Dead

Shipwrecked

The shipwrecked sailor : an Egyptian tale of hieroglyphs

Shipwrecks

Shirley Ann Jackson

Shiro's story

The shocking world of electricity with Max Axiom, super scientist

Shoeless Joe & me : a baseball card adventure

Shoo, crow! shoo!

Shoo, Fly Guy!

Shoot!

Shoot for the hoop

Shopping

The short and bloody history of ghosts

A short walk around the pyramids & through the world of art

The shortest day : celebrating the winter solstice

The Shoshone

The Shoshone of California

The Shoshone people

Should I share my ice cream?

Show me the bunny!

Show off : a novel

Show way

Showoff

The shrinking of Treehorn

Shrublands

Shuri

Shuri. Symbiosis

Shuri. The vanished

Shy Charles

Si fueras un mono y vivieras en la selva

Si la luna pudiera hablar

Si le das un panecillo a un alce

Si le das un panqueque a una cerdita

Si, no, pequeno hipopotamo

Siberian huskies

Sidewalk chalk : outdoor fun and games

The sidewalk racer, and other poems of sports and motion

Sidewalk story

Sideways stories from Wayside School

Sideways stories from Wayside School

Sidney Rella and the glass sneaker

Sidney won't swim

The siege and fall of Troy

Siempre puede ser peor : un cuento folklorico Yiddish

Siempre te querré

Sieur de la Salle

Sight

Sight

Sign language

The sign of the beaver



A signer for independence : John Hancock

Significant Battles of the American Revolution

El signo del caballito del mar : Un intenso episodio, en dos actos, de codicia y aventuras

The signs animals leave

The silk route : 7,000 miles of history

Un sillón para mi mama

Silly Sadie, silly Samuel

Silly Tilly and the Easter Bunny

Silvabamba

Silver

The Silver Deer

Silver for General Washington.

Silver pennies : a collection of modern poems for boys and girls

Silvestre y la piedrita magica

The Simon & Schuster book of Greek gods and heroes

Simone Biles

Simple electricity

Simple science experiments with straws

Sindbad the sailor

Sing a song of people

Sing a song of popcorn : every child's book of poems

Singapore

Singing Sam

Singing tree.

Single-Parent Families

A single shard

Sink or swim

Sinkholes

The sinking of the Titanic, 1912

The Sioux

The Sioux

The Sioux Indians

Sip, slurp, soup, soup = Caldo, caldo, caldo

Sir Francis Drake

Sir Francis Drake

Sir Francis Drake : his daring deeds

Sir Gawain y la abominable dama

Sir Toby Jingle's beastly journey ; story and pictures

El sistema solar

Sisters

Sisters

Sitting Bull, 1831-1890

The Sitting Bull you never knew

Six empty pockets

Sixteen Runaway Pumpkins.

Skateboard renegade

Skateboard tough

Skateboarding

Skateboarding

Skateboarding

Skateboarding

Skateboarding by the numbers

Skateboarding in action

Skateboarding street

Skater's secret



The skeletal system

Skeleton man

Skeletons

Skeletons : an inside look at animals

Skiing

Skiing

The skin I'm in : a first look at racism

Skipper's baby-sitting blues

Skipping a beat

Skippyjon Jones

Skippyjon Jones and the big bones

Skippyjon Jones in mummy trouble

The skirt

Sky marshals

Sky pioneer : a photobiography of Amelia Earhart

The sky was blue

Skylark

Skyscrapers

Slam dunk shoes

Slavery and the Civil War

Slavery : the struggle for freedom

Sleep, bear!

Sleep-over mouse

The sleeping beauty

Sleeping beauty

The sleeping beauty

Sleeping Beauty

Sleeping Beauty

Sleeping for good health

Sleepless Beauty

Sleepy dog

Sleepy, the goodnight buddy

Slinky, scaly snakes!

The slippery slope

Slither, snake!

Sloths

Slovenia

"Slowly, slowly, slowly," said the sloth

Slowpoke

The Sluggers Club : a sports mystery

Slugs

Slugs and snails

Small wild cats

The small world of Binky Braverman

Smart internet surfing : evaluating websites and advertising

The smart kid's guide to using the Internet

Smartphones

Smash! Crash!

Smell

Smell

Smile

Smile

Smiles : Pablo Picasso, Gabriela Mistral, and Benito Juarez

Smokey the fireman.

Smoky Mountain Rose : an Appalachian Cinderella



Smoky night

Smudge

Snack attack

Snacks from around the world

Snaggle doodles

The snail and the whale

Snail city

Snail girl brings water : a Navajo story

Snails, shellfish and other mollusks

Snake.

The snake

A snake-lover's diary

Snake Myths

Snakes

Snakes

Snakes on the hunt

Snakes/ Serpientes

Snakes that squeeze and snatch

The snake's toothache

Snakes with venom

Snakey riddles

Snap of the super-goop

Snarlyhissopus

Sneakers

Sneaky salamanders

Sneed B. Collard III's most fun book ever about lizards.

The Sneetches and Other Stories

Sneeze of the octo-schnozz

Sniff-snuff-snap!

Sniffles, sneezes, hiccups, and coughs

Snow

Snow

Snow

Snow Bear

Snow day

Snow trucking!

Snow White and Rose Red

Snow-White and Rose-Red : story by the Brothers Grimm

Snow White : the untold story

The snowball

Snowboard maverick

Snowboarding

Snowboarding

Snowboarding

Snowboarding

Snowboarding in action

Snowbound

The snowflake : a water cycle story

Snowmen at Christmas

Snowmen at night

Snowmobiling

Snowmobiling

A snowy day in Bugland!

Snowy weather days

Snug Bug's play day



Snuggle up, ZooBorns!

So far from the sea

So tall within : Sojourner Truth's long walk toward freedom

So what if it's raining!

So, you want to be a writer? : how to write, get published, and maybe even make it big!

So you want to be an inventor?

So you want to be president?

Soap soup and other verses

Soccer

Soccer

Soccer

Soccer

Soccer in action

Soccer is for me

The soccer mom from outer space

Social media

Socks

Socks

Sodium

Sody Salleratus

Sofi paints her dreams = Sofi pinta sus sueños

Soft Rain : a story of the Trail of Tears

Soil

Soil

Soil basics

Sojourner Truth

El sol

El sol

El sol siempre brilla en alguna parta = : The sun is always shining somewhere

El sol y sus amigos

Solar power

The solar system

The solar system

The solar system

Solar system

The solar system

Soldiers and their families of the California mission frontier

Soldiers of the Civil War

Soldiers of the Spanish-American War

Soldiers of the War of 1812

The solid truth about states of matter with Max Axiom, super scientist : 4D, an augmented reading science experience

Solids

Solids

Solids

Solids and liquids

Solo pregunta! : sé diferente, sé valiente, sé tú

Some good news

Some kids are blind

Some kids are deaf

Some kids use wheelchairs

Some kids wear leg braces

Some kind of pride

Some merry adventures of Robin Hood of great renown in Nottinghamshire

Some snakes spit their poison

Some things are scary



Somebody catch my homework : poems

The someday birds

Someone I like : poems about people

Someone is hiding on Alcatraz Island

Someone new

Someone new

Something about Hensley's

Something beautiful

Something blue

Something queer is going on.

Something upstairs : a tale of ghosts

Somewhere in the ocean

Somewhere in the world right now

The son of Neptune

A song of colors

The Song of Mu Lan

Song of the chirimia : a Guatemalan folktale = La musica de la chirimia : folklore Guatemalteco

Song of the hermit thrush : an Iroquois legend

Song of the sun

Songs and stories of the North American Indians, with rhythm indications for drum accompaniment

Sonia Sotomayor : a judge grows in the Bronx = la juez que creció en el Bronx

Sonido

Sonidos

Sonrisas : de Pablo Picasso, Gabriela Mistral, and Benito Juarez

Sopa de cactus

Sopa de piedras

Sophie and Lou

Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz

Sora and the cloud = Sora to kumo

La sorpresa de Mama Coneja

Una sorpresa para Josefina : un cuento de navidad

Sorting

Sorting money

Sorting the elements : the periodic table at work

Sorting with snakes

SOS Titanic

De Soto : explorer of the Southeast (1500-1542)

The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou.

Soul looks back in wonder.

Sound and light

Sound in the real world

A sound of crying.

The Sound of flutes and other Indian legends

Souperchicken

South Africa

South Africa

South Africa, revised edition

South America

South America

South America

South Carolina

South Carolina

South Carolina

The South Carolina Colony

South Carolina in words and pictures



South Dakota

South Dakota

South Dakota

South Dakota in words and pictures

The Southeast

The Southeast

The Southeast

Southeast Asia

Southeast Indians

The southern colonies : first and last of 13

The Southwest

The Southwest

The Southwest

Southwest Indians

Soy el agua

Soy el fuego

Soy mona

Soy un corderito

Soy un zorro

Soy una hoja

Soy una oruga

Soy una semilla

Space

Space

Space : a chapter book

Space case

Space cows

The space disaster

Space guys! : beep-- beep-- beep--

Space missions

Space quest : jump to Jupiter

Space Quest : mission to Mars

The space race

The space ship under the apple tree.

The space shuttle

Space, stars, and the beginning of time : what the Hubble telescope saw

Space suits

Space travelers

Space vehicles

Space walks

Space words : a dictionary

Spaced out

Spaceman : a novel

Spaceships and rockets

Spain

Spanish Basic Words

Spanish bilingual dictionary : a beginner's guide in words and pictures

The Spanish kidnapping disaster

Spanish missions

The Spanish missions of Arizona

The Spanish missions of New Mexico

Sparks!

Sparky and Tidbit

Special Olympics

Spectacular science : a book of poems



Speed boat

Spider and his son find wisdom : [an Akan tale]

The spider and the fly

Spider bite

The spider, the cave, and the pottery bowl

A spiderling grows up

Spiderology

Spiders

Spiders

Spiders

Spiders and webs

Spike

Spike in the city

Spinosaurus

Spinosaurus

Spirit Animals: Fall of the Beast : Broken ground

Spirit Animals : Wild Born

The spirit of Chicano Park = El espíritu del Parque Chicano

The spirit of Tio Fernando : a Day of the Dead story

Spirits of Resistance Heroes in the Fight against Enslavement

Spirits, spells, and snark

Splash! : a book about whales and dolphins

Splat!

Splat!

Splat says thank you

Splish, splash : a very first picture book

Splish splash : poems

Splish, splash, ZooBorns!

Sponges

Sponges, jellyfish and other simple animals

The spook matinee : and other scary poems for kids

Spooks of the valley : ghost stories for boys and girls

Spooky riddles

The spooky tire

The spooky world of R.L. Stine

Sport climbing

Sports

Sports

Sports great Kevin Mitchell

Sports Illustrated KIDS.

Sports Illustrated KIDS

Sports Illustrated KIDS

Sports Illustrated KIDS

Sports Illustrated KIDS

Sports jokes

Sports jokes

Sportsmanship

Sportsmanship

Spotlight on Peru

Spots

Spots of light : a book about stars

Spotted beetles : ladybugs in your backyard

Spotting the fakes--forgeries and counterfeits

Spreading deserts

Spreadsheets : using Microsoft Excel 2000 or Microsoft Office 2000



Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring : an alphabet acrostic

Spring is here.

Spring is here! : a story about seeds

Spring Pearl : the last flower

Spring : signs of the season around North America

Springs and magnets

Springtime in Bugland!

Spunky little monkey

Spying on Dracula

Squanto, 1585?-1622

Squanto : the Indian who saved the Pilgrims (1500(?)-1622)

Squeaking bats

Squeeze a sneeze

Squids

The squire, his knight, and his lady

Squish. [No. 1], Super Amoeba

Squish. [No. 2], Brave new pond

Squish. [No. 3], The power of the parasite

Squish. [No. 4], Captain Disaster

Squish. No. 5, Game on!

Squish. No. 6., Fear the amoeba

Squish. No. 7., Deadly disease of doom

Squish. No. 8., Pod vs. pod

Squishy circuits

Squishy circuits

The St. Lawrence, seaway of North America

The St. Martin's Roget's thesaurus of English words and phrases.

St. Patrick's Day

St. Patrick's Day in the morning

St. Patrick's Day in the morning

Stage fright : a Sebastian Barth mystery

Stage fright on a summer night

Stagecoach days and stagecoach kings

Stamped (for kids) : racism, antiracism, and you

Stamped : racism, antiracism, and you

Stamping for fun!

Stan and Jan Berenstain

Stan Lee : comic book writer & creator of Spider-Man

Stan Lee comic-book writer & creator of Spider-man

Stand tall

Stand tall! : a book about integrity

Standing in the light : the captive diary of Catharine Carey Logan

The Stanley Cup

The Stanley Cup

The Stanley Cup

Stanley's wild ride

The star in the pail

The Star-spangled banner

The star-spangled banner

The star-spangled banner

Star Wars. Anakin: Apprentice

Star Wars : Clone troopers in action



Star Wars, episode II : attack of the clones

Star wars, episode III. Revenge of the Sith

Star Wars, episode IV : a new hope

Star wars, episode VI : return of the Jedi

STAR WARS Jedi Academy

STAR WARS Jedi Academy : Return of the Padawan

STAR WARS Jedi Academy : the phantom bully

Star wars journey through space

Star Wars, R2-D2 and friends

Star Wars rebels : Darth Vader, rebel hunter!

Star Wars, the adventures of BB-8

Star Wars, the adventures of Han Solo

Star wars, the clone wars : Boba Fett : Jedi hunter

Starfish

Starfish & urchins

Starfish, urchins and other echinoderms

Starring Katy Duck

Starry messenger : a book depicting the life of a famous scientist, mathematician, astronomer, philosopher, physicist, Galileo Galilei

Starry messenger : a book depicting the life of a famous scientist, mathematician, astronomer, philosopher, physicist, Galileo Galilei

The starry night

Starry sky

Stars

Stars

The stars

Stars and galaxies

Stars and Planets.

Stars and Planets.

Stars and planets

The stars beneath our feet

Starstruck : the cosmic journey of Neil deGrasse Tyson

The start of the American Revolutionary War : Paul Revere rides at midnight

Start the car

Starting soccer

States of matter : a question and answer book

States of matter in the real world

The Statue of Liberty

The Statue of Liberty

The Statue of Liberty

The Statue of Liberty

Statue of Liberty

Statue of Liberty

The Statue of Liberty : a beacon for freedom

The statue's secret

Stealth jet fighter : the F-117A

The steam engine

Stegosaurus

Stegosaurus

Stegosaurus

Stegosaurus

Stella Louella's runaway book

Stellaluna

Step-by-step experiments with life cycles

Step up to the plate, Maria Singh

The Stephen Cartwright A B C

Stephen Curry



Stephen es un buen nieto = Stephen is a good grandson

Stephen Hawking

Steps : Rita Moreno, Fernando Botero, Evelyn Cisneros

Steve Jobs

Steve Wozniak : inventor of the Apple computer

Steven Kellogg's Yankee Doodle

Steven Spielberg director and producer of the Jurassic Park series

Steven Spielberg : he makes great movies.

Stevie Wonder

Stick-in-the-mud turtle

Stick with it

Stickiest, fluffiest, crunchiest : super superlatives

Stink Moody in Master of Disaster

Stinkbomb And Ketchup-Face and the badness of badgers

Stinkbomb and Ketchup-Face and the pizza of peril

Stinkbomb and Ketchup-Face and the quest for the magic porcupine

Stinker's return

The Stinky Cheese Man and other fairly stupid tales

A stitch in time

The stitchery book : embroidery for beginners

Stock car

Stock car racing

Stone Fox

Stone Fox y la carrera de trineos

Stone soup : an old tale

The stonecutter : a Japanese folk tale

The stonekeeper's curse

Stonewall

Stop drop and roll

Stop-go, fast-slow

Stories California Indians told

Stories from around the world

Stories from Shakespeare

Stories from the silk road

Stories in art

Stories of mummies and the living dead

Stories on stone : rock art, images from the ancient ones

Storm boy

The storm runner

Storm surge : the science of hurricanes

Storms

A story, a story : an African tale

A story for bear

A story for Hippo : a book about loss

The story of Anne Frank

The story of Clara Barton

The story of coding

The story of Columbus

The story of Columbus

The story of communicatons [sic]

The story of Diva and Flea

The story of Ferdinand : reading beyond the basal

The story of George Washington : quiet hero

The story of Jackie Robinson : bravest man in baseball

Story of King Arthur and his knights.



The story of Laura Ingalls Wilder : pioneer girl

The story of little Babaji

The story of maps and navigation

The story of Mount Rushmore

The story of numbers and counting

The story of our national ballads

The story of Pocahontas, Indian princess

The Story of Prince Ivan, the firebird, and the gray wolf

The story of salt

The story of Sitting Bull : great Sioux chief

The story of Spider-Man

The story of the Lincoln Memorial.

The story of the Negro leagues

The story of the San Diego Padres

The story of Thomas Alva Edison

The story of Thurgood Marshall : justice for all

The story of time and clocks

The story of Walt Disney : maker of magical worlds

The story of weights and measures

The story of writing and printing

The story snail

The storybook of legends

StorySongs Song-based activities to extend children's literature themes

StorySongs Song-based activities to extend children's literature themes

StorySongs Song-based activities to extend children's literature themes

StorySongs Song-based activities to extend children's literature themes

StorySongs Song-based activities to extend children's literature themes

StorySongs Song-based activities to extend children's literature themes

StorySongs Song-based activities to extend children's literature themes

StorySongs Song-based activities to extend children's literature themes

A storyteller's story

Straight Talk About Puberty For Boys

Straight Talk About Puberty For Girls

Stranded : David Mortimore Baxter gets trapped

The stray dog

Streams to the river, river to the sea : a novel of Sacagawea

Street luge

Street scene : a novel

Streets of gold

Strega Nona and her tomatoes

Strega Nona and the twins

Strega Nona : un cuento tradicional

Strega Nonna and other stories

Strike fighters : the F/A-18E/F Super Hornets

Striking it rich : the story of the California gold rush

Stringed instruments

Striped ice cream

Strongheart : wonder dog of the silver screen

Stuart's cape

Student narc : a novel

Stuntboy, in the meantime

Sturdy turtles

Subarctic Indians

Subir y bajar en la clase de gimnasia = Up and down in gym class

Submarines



Subtraction action

Such is the way of the world

El suelo : tierra y arena

El sue~no de Rosita

Los suenos del caracol

Sugar Gliders

Suho and the white horse

The Sumerians

The Sumerians

The Sumerians

Summer

Summer

Summer

Summer : an alphabet acrostic

The summer experiment

Summer fun

Summer of the sea serpent

The summer of the swans

Summer reading is killing me!

Summer reading is killing me!

Summer : signs of the season around North America

The summer solstice

Summer treasure

Summer with Elisa

A summery Saturday morning

The sun

The sun

Sun

Sun

Sun

Sun dance, water dance

Sun flight

The sun trail

The sun trail

Sunflowers

Sunflower's promise : a Zuni legend

Sunlight and shadows

Sunlit zone

Sunny

Sunny makes a splash

Sunny rolls the dice

Sunny side up

Sunny weather days

The sun's family of planets

Sunset in a spider web : sijo poetry of ancient Korea

The Super Bowl

The Super Bowl

Super cat speed!

Super Fly Guy

Super kids publishing company

Super Narwhal and Jelly Jolt

Super silly riddles

Super silly school jokes

Super simple experiments with forces fun and innovative science projects

Super soils



Super Storms

Super storms

Super subs : exploring the deep sea

Super-villains

Superfudge

Superfudge

SuperHero ABC

Superman science : the real-world science behind Superman's powers

Supermarket

Supersonic jets

Surf the Internet

Surfing

Surfing country

Surprise!

Surprise!

The surprise party.

The surprise party

Surprising Animal Senses

Surprising myself

The surrender at Appomattox

The surrender at Yorktown

Survival and change

Survival secrets of sea animals

Surviving sharks and other dangerous creatures

Surviving the Blitz

Susan B. Anthony

Susan B. Anthony

Susan B. Anthony

Susan B. Anthony : a photo-illustrated biography

Suzanne Collins

Swamp Angel

Sweden

Sweep : the story of a girl and her monster

Sweeping tsunamis

Sweet hearts

Sweet Miss Honeywell's revenge : a ghost story

Swim, fish! : explore the coral reef!

Swimming for fun!

Swimming in action

Swimming with sharks

Swimmy.

Swine lake

Swing it, Sunny!

Swing, Otto, swing!

Swing sloth! : explore the rain forest

Switcharound

The sword in the stone

The sword of summer

The sword thief

Sylvester and the magic pebble

Sylvester and the magic pebble : Reading beyond the basal

Symbiosis

Symbiosis

Syria

Syria : a question and answer book



T-ball is our game

T. Rex and the Mother's Day hug

T-Rex : back to the cretaceous

The table, the donkey, and the stick : adapted from a retelling by the Brothers Grimm

The table where rich people sit

El tacto

A tadpole grows up

Tae kwon do

Tae kwon do

Tae kwon do

Tagalog picture dictionary : learn 1,500 Tagalog words and expressions

Taiga

The taiga : life in the foreal forest

Tail feathers from Mother Goose : the Opie rhyme book.

The tailypo : a ghost story

Taiwan

The Taj Mahal

Take a hike, Snoopy!

Take a trip to China

Take a trip to France

Take a trip to Japan

Take a walk, Johnny

The taken girl.

Taking a Walk.

Taking a walk=Caminando : a book in two languages

Taking care of your teeth

The tale of Despereaux : being the story of a mouse, a princess, some soup, and a spool of thread

The tale of Despereaux : being the story of a mouse, a princess, some soup, and a spool of thread

The tale of Rabbit and Coyote

The tale of the Firebird

The tale of the lucky cat

Talented animals : a chapter book

Tales beyond time : from fantasy to science fiction

Tales for the third ear : from Equatorial Africa

Tales from a not-so-friendly frenemy

Tales from a not-so-glam TV star

Tales from a Not-So-Perfect Pet Sitter

Tales from a not-so-smart Miss Know-It-All

Tales from Gold Mountain : stories of the Chinese in the New World

Tales from near-side and far

Tales of a fourth grade nothing

The Tales of Beedle the Bard

Tales of terror

Tales the people tell in Russia

Talk and work it out

Talk and work it out = Hablar y resolver

Talkin' about Bessie : the story of aviator Elizabeth Coleman

Talking about bullying

The talking cat : and other stories of French Canada

Talking walls

Talking with artists : conversations with Victoria Chess, Pat Cummings, Leo and Diane Dillon, Richard Egielski, Lois Ehlert, Lisa Campbell Ernst, Tom

The tall grass zoo

Tallstar's revenge

Talons of power

The Tamarindo puppy and other poems



Tamba and the chief : [a Temne tale]

Los tambores

Tammy Duckworth

Tapenum's day : a Wampanoag Indian boy in pilgrim times

Tapeworms

El tapiz de abuela

Tar Beach

Tarantula

Tarantulas

Tarantulas

Tarsiers

Tarzan

Tarzan of the Apes : The First Three Novels.

Tasmanian devils

Tasmanian devils in danger

Taste

Taste

A Taste of the Mexican Market.

Taxes and government spending

Taxes, taxes! : where the money goes

Te asustan? : criaturas espeluznantes

Te necesito

Te quiero, nina bonita

Teacher jokes

Teachers

Teaching Through Text Sets Adaptation

Teaching Through Text Sets Climate and Weather

Teaching Through Text Sets Forces and Motion

Technology in ancient China

Technology in ancient Egypt

Technology in ancient Greece

Technology in ancient Rome

Technology in the ancient Americas

Technology in the Ancient World. Technology in Mesopotamia

Technology in the time of ancient Egypt

Technology in the time of ancient Greece

Technology in the time of ancient Rome

Technology in the time of the Aztecs

Technology in the time of the Maya

Technology in the time of the Vikings

Tecumseh, 1768-1813

The teddy bear

The teeny tiny woman : an old English ghost tale

Telecommunications

The telephone

The telephone

Telephones

Television

Television and movies

Tell me a scary story-- but not too scary!

Tell me a story

Tell me, tree : all about trees for kids

Temperate forests

Temperate grasslands

La temperatura



Temperature

Ten apples up on top!

Ten black dots

Ten little caterpillars

Ten Little Mummies: An Egyptian Counting Book

Ten little rabbits

Ten Mile Day and the building of the transcontinental railroad

Ten out of bed

Ten suns : a Chinese legend

Tengo amigos

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee in words and pictures

Tennis in action

The tenth good thing about Barney

Teresa

Termites

Terrible times : book three of the Eddie Dickens trilogy

Terrifying tornadoes

Terror at the zoo

El tesoro

Texas

Texas, from its glorious past to the present

Texas in words and pictures

Texas Rangers

Thailand

Thank you, Amelia Bedelia

The thank you book

Thank you day

Thank you, Mr. Falker

Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving/ Día de Acción de Gracias

Thanksgiving is here!

Thanksgiving on Thursday

The Thanksgiving treasure

That's what leprechauns do

The 39 Clues: maze of bones

The 39 Clues: Storm warning

The 39 Clues: Vespers rising

The Ancient World: Egypt

The Ancient World: Rome

The Best Cat

The Big Field

The Big Snow

The Election

The Future Takes Wing

The International Space Station

The Internet: Getting Connected

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow Retold from Washington Irving

The Life of a Monarch Butterfly

The Loose Tooth



The New Girl

The Nice Little House

THE SECRETS OF DROON: Quest for the queen

The Sleepover Party

"The Stone lion" and other Chinese detective stories : the wisdom of Lord Bau

The Thing About Nathan

The Train at the Top of the World

The Zoo

Thee, Hannah!

Theodore Roosevelt

Theodore Roosevelt

Theodore Roosevelt, fighting patriot

Theodore Roosevelt : our twenty-sixth president

There is a bird on your head!

There was an old lady who swallowed a fly

There was an Old Lady who Swallowed a Fly

There was an old lady who swallowed a fly

There was an old lady who swallowed Fly Guy

There's a big, beautiful world out there!

There's a boy in the girls bathroom

There's a Fly Guy in my soup

There's a zoo in room 22

There's dinosaur in the park!

There's no such thing as a Chanukah bush, Sandy Goldstein

Therizinosaurus and other dinosaurs of Asia

Thermometers

These birds can't fly

Theseus and the Minotaur

They're off! : the story of the Pony Express

The thief

The thieves of Ostia : a Roman mystery

Things that are most in the world

Things to make and do for Halloween

The Thingumajig book of manners

Think again

The thirteen colonies

Thirteen moons on turtle's back : a Native American year of moons

This book has teeth!

This book is haunted

This day in June

This first Thanksgiving day : a counting story

This gum for hire : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

This is Hong Kong

This is Ireland.

This is London.

This is New York.

This is not my hat

This is Rome.

This is the house where Jack lives

This island isn't big enough for the four of us!

This Little Light of Mine

This train

Thistle and thyme : tales and legends from Scotland

Thomas Alva Edison

Thomas Alva Edison



Thomas Edison

Thomas Edison

Thomas Jefferson : our third president

Thor and the giants

The threat

The threat of invasive species

The threat of overpopulation

Threatened habitats

The three bears

The Three Bears' Halloween

The three billy goats Gruff

Three Billy-Goats Gruff

The three billy goats gruff

The three billy goats Gruff = Los tres chivitos

Three cheers for Tacky

Three days on a river in a red canoe

Three French hens : a holiday tale

Three friends: a counting book : = Tres amigos: un cuento para contar

Three gold pieces : a Greek folk tale

A three hat day

The three-legged cat

Three little Indians

The Three Little Javelinas.

The Three Little Pigs

The three little pigs

The three little pigs

The three little pigs = Los tres cerditos

The three little wolves and the big bad pig

The three little wolves and the big bad pig

Three on the run

Three pebbles and a song

The three pigs

The three princes : a tale from the Middle East

The three questions

Three smart pals

Three strong women : a tall tale from Japan

Three tales of three

The three wishes

Three young pilgrims

The throne of fire

The throne of fire : the graphic novel

The throne of fire : the graphic novel

Through moon and stars and night skies

Through moon and stars and night skies

Throw your tooth on the roof : tooth traditions from around the world

Throwing smoke

Thump, quack, moo : a whacky adventure

Thunder cake

Thunder rising

Thundering landslides

Thurgood Marshall : champion for civil rights

Thurgood Marshall : civil rights champion

Thursday's child

Tibet : through the red box

Tiburones



Tiburones

Tiburones ballenas

Tiburones makos

Tiburones martillos

Tiburones nodrizas

Tiburones trilladores

The tickle stories

Ticks

The ticky-tacky doll

Tidal zone

Tide pools

Tiempo de calabazas!

?Tienes tiempo, Lidia?

Tiera Fletcher

La Tierra

La Tierra

La tierra

La tierra

Tiger eyes

A tiger grows up

The tiger rising

Tiger shark

Tiger sharks

Tiger sharks

Tiger sharks : blue blenders

Tiger, tiger

Tiger Woods

Tiger Woods

Tigerheart's shadow

Tigers

Tigers

Tigers

Tigers

Tigers

Tiger's fall

Tigers in danger

Tigger tales

Tight

Tightwad Tod

Los tigres

Los tigres = Tigers at the zoo

La tigresa

Tikki Tikki Tembo

Tim Tebow

Time

Time flies

Time for Andrew : a ghost story

TIME for Kids Nonfiction Readers Advanced

TIME FOR KIDS NONFICTION READERS Advanced Plus

TIME for Kids Nonfiction Readers Early Fluent

TIME for Kids Nonfiction Readers Early Fluent Plus

TIME for Kids Nonfiction Readers Fluent

TIME FOR KIDS NONFICTION READERS Fluent

TIME for Kids Nonfiction Readers Fluent Plus

TIME for Kids Nonfiction Readers Upper Emergent



Time of wonder.

Time to be a hero

Time to sleep Sheep the Sheep!

A timeline history of the thirteen colonies

Timothy goes to school

Timothy of the cay

Timothy Tunny swallowed a bunny

Timothy Turtle

TIM'S ICE CREAM STORE

The tin can man

Tina la tortuga y Carlos el conejo = : Tina the turtle and Carlos the rabbit

Tiny life in a puddle

Tiny life in the air

Tiny life on the ground

The tiny seed

Tiny's bath

The tipi : a center of native American life

Tipos de mapas

Tiranosaurio rex

The Titanic

The Titanic

The Titan's curse

The Titan's curse : the graphic novel

Los titeres

Tito, tito : rimas, adivinanzas y juegos infantiles

Tituba of Salem Village

To be a princess : the fascinating lives of real princesses

To build a fire

To the point : a story about E.B. White

Toad

Toad takes off

Le toca a Guillermo

Today I will fly!

Today was a terrible day

Todo tirado

Todoterrenos = : Humvees

The token gift

Told under the city umbrella

Told under the magic umbrella : modern fanciful stories for young children

Told under the stars and stripes : an umbrella book : stories selected by the Literature Committee of the A.C.E.I.

Tolerance

Tolerance

Tom

Tom, Ally, and the baby-sitter

Tom and Ricky and the silver buckle mystery

Tom Brady

Tom Sawyer

Tomás and the library lady

Tomás y la señora de la biblioteca

Tomasa the cow = La vaca Tomasa

The tomb robbers

Tomie dePaola's Favorite nursery tales.

Tomie dePaola's Mother Goose

Tomorrow's avengers

Tom's rabbit : a surprise on the way to Antarctica



El Tomten : un cuento de Suecia [de] un poema de Viktor Rydberg

The Tongva of California

Tonight on the Titanic

Tontimundo y el barco volador : un cuento ruso

Tony Hawk : skateboarding legend

Tony's bread : an Italian folktale

Too many leprechauns, or, How that pot o' gold got to the end of the rainbow

Too many tamales

Too many toys

Too many valentines

The toolbox

Tools and gadgets

Toot & Puddle

Toot & Puddle : let it snow

Toot & Puddle. The new friend

Toot & Puddle : the one and only

Toot & Puddle : top of the world

Toot & Puddle : wish you were here

The tooth and my father

The tooth book

The tooth fairy

A tooth story

The toothpaste millionaire

Top 10 worst things about ancient Egypt you wouldn't want to know!

Top 10 worst things about ancient Greece you wouldn't want to know!

Top 10 worst things about ancient Rome you wouldn't want to know!

The top and bottom of the world

Top secret science in transportation

Top wing

Tops and bottoms

Tops & bottoms

Las tormentas

Tornado terror

Tornadoes

Tornadoes

Tornadoes

Tornadoes

Tornadoes

Tornadoes

Tornados

Tornados

Toronto Blue Jays

The tortilla factory

Tortillas and lullabies, tortillas y cancioncitas

La tortillería

The tortoise and the hare

The tortoise and the hare

The tortoise and the hare : an Aesop fable

The tortoise and the tree

La tortuga

La tortuga y la liebre

Tortugas de mar

Las tortugas no tienen apuro

Touch

Touch



Touch blue

Touching

The touchstone : a fable

Toughboy and sister.

The town mouse and the country mouse

The town mouse and the country mouse

The town mouse and the country mouse

Town mouse, country mouse

Townspeople and ranchers of the California mission frontier

Toy story 2.

Toy story 2 : a read-aloud-storybook

Toys

Toys! : amazing stories behind some great inventions

Toys and games then and now

Toys go out : being the adventures of a knowledgeable stingray, a toughy little buffalo, and someone called Plastic

Track is for me

Traction Man is here!

Traction Man meets Turbodog

Tractors

Tractors

Traditional crafts from China

Traditional crafts from Mexico and Central America

Traditional crafts from native North America

Traditions from Africa

Traditions from China

Traditions from India

Traditions from the Caribbean

Trail of apple blossoms

The Trail of Tears

The Trail of Tears

Trail through danger

Train stories

Train to Somewhere

Train your angry dragon

Train your dragon to accept no

Train your dragon to be responsible

Train your dragon to follow rules

A trainful of strangers

Trains

Trains

Trains

El traje nuevo del emperador

El traje nuevo del emperador

The transcontinental railroad

The transcontinental railroad

Transportation around the world

Transportation breakdowns : learning from bad ideas

Transportation inspired by nature

Transportation past and present

Transportation Security Administration

Transportation technology

Transportation technology : inspired by nature

Transportation then and now

Los transportes

Trapped in space



Trash trouble

Travel team

Travel then and now

Traveling man : the journey of Ibn Battuta, 1325-1354

Traveling to Tondo : a tale of the Nkundo of Zaire

The travels of Ferdinand Magellan

The travels of Francisco Pizarro

The travels of Hernan Cortes

The travels of Lewis & Clark

The travels of Marco Polo

Travels with Charley in search of America

El trayecto = : The trek

Treasure hunting : looking for lost riches

The treasure in the little trunk.

Treasure Island

The treasure of Guatavita = : El tesoro de Guatavita.

Treasury of children's classics : in Spanish and English

A tree for Emmy

Tree frog

Tree frogs

The tree is older than you are : a bilingual gathering of poems & stories from Mexico with paintings by Mexican artists

Tree kangaroo

The Tree Lady: The True Story of How One Tree-Loving Woman Changed A City Forever

Tree of cranes

The tree that rains : the flood myth of the Huichol Indians of Mexico

The tree with eyes

The treeless plains

Trees

Trees

Trees

Trees : a guide to familiar American trees

The trees stand shining : poetry of the North American Indians

El tren de Navidad

Los tres cabritos

Los tres chivitos

Los tres cochinitos

Los tres deseos

Tres deseos

Los tres lobitos y el cochino feroz

Los tres osos.

Los tres pequeños jabalíes

The Trials of Apollo : Book Three The Burning Maze.

The Trials of Apollo : The hidden oracle

Triangle

Triceratops

Triceratops

Triceratops

Trick or treat, smell my feet

Tricks animals play

Tricky Tortoise

Trip to the pumpkin farm

Triple-dare to be scared : thirteen further freaky tales

Triple pet trouble

Triste historia del sol : con final feliz.

Triumph on Everest : a photobiography of Sir Edmund Hillary



Trollbella throws a party : a tale from the Land of Stories

Trombones

La trompeta del cisne

Las trompetas

Tropical forests

Tropical grasslands

Trot, pony!

The trouble begins

Trouble don't last

Trouble for Lucy

Trouble in a fur coat

Trouble in the Barkers' class

Trouble is my beeswax : from the tattered casebook of Chet Gecko, private eye

The trouble on Shake-Rag Creek

Trouble on the tracks

The trouble with Francis

The trouble with spider.

The trouble with teachers

The trouble with Tuck

Troy Aikman

Truck stop

Trucking across America

Trucks

Trucks

Trucks

Trucks

Trucks line up

Trucksgiving

Los trucos de Clifford

True bugs : when is a bug really a bug?

True sea adventures.

The true story of Pocahontas

Los truenos no me asustan!

Truenos y relámpagos

Truenos y relámpagos

The trumpet of the swan

Trumpets

Trustworthiness

Try and stick with it

Tsunamis

Tsunamis

Tsunamis

Tsunamis

Tsunamis

Tsunamis

Tsunamis and other natural disasters : a nonfiction companion to Hide tide in Hawaii

Tsunamis: Mighty Ocean Waves

Tu boca = Your mouth

Tu clave es Jonas

Tu mamá es una llama?

Tu nariz = Your nose

Tu puedes decirles "No" a las drogas! = : You can say "No " to drugs!

Tu Youyou

Tubas

Tuck everlasting



Tuck para siempre

Tuckerbean at Big Bone Bowl

Tugboats

Tumble bumble

Tundras

Tundras

Tune up : the instruments of the orchestra and their players

Tunnel of bones

Turk and Runt

Turkey

Turkey : the land and its people

The turkey who came to dinner

Turkeys

Turn on the faucet

Turn on the TV

Turning pages : my life story

The turnip

Turquoise

Turquoise boy

Turquoise Boy; A Navajo Legend

The turquoise horse : prose & poetry of the American Indian

The turtle.

Turtle and tortoise

Turtle dreams

A turtle hatchling grows up

Turtle Shells

Turtles

Tus cinco sentidos

The Tuskeegee Airmen

Tut, tut

Tut, tut

Tutankhamen

Tutankhamen's gift

Tutankhamen's tomb

Tutankhamun

Tutankhamun and the mysteries of ancient Egypt

The TV kid

Twas the Night Before Christmas

Twas the night before Thanksgiving

Twelfth night

The twelve days of Christmas

Twelve lizards leaping : a new Twelve days of Christmas

Twenty explorers

Twenty names in aviation

Twenty names in space exploration.

Twilight

Twilight zone

Twinkle, twinkle, little star : a traditional lullaby

Twisters!

The Twits

Two in the wilderness, before Vermont had a name

Two lonely ducks : a counting book.

The two princesses of Bamarre

Two truths and a lie : it's alive!

The two uncles of pablo. Illustrated by Meil Silverman.



Types of maps

Tyrannosaurus rex

Tyrannosaurus Rex

Tyrannosaurus rex

UFOs

UFOs : the unsolved mystery

The ugly duckling

The Ugly Duckling

The ugly duckling

The ugly duckling

The ugly duckling : a tale from Hans Christian Andersen

The ugly duckling = El patito feo

Uh-oh Max

Ukraine

Ukrainian folk tales

The ultimate auto

Ultimate field trip 4 : a week in the 1800s

Ultimate villains

Ulysses S. Grant 18th U.S. president

Ulysses S. Grant, 18th U.S. President

Ulysses S. Grant : eighteenth president of the United States

Ulysses S. Grant : general and president (1822-1885)

Ulysses S. Grant : our eighteenth president

The unbreakable code

The unbreakable code

Uncle Nacho's hat = El sombrero del Tio Nacho

Uncle Pete, the pirate

Uncle Peter's amazing Chinese wedding

Uncle Sam

Uncle Sam

Uncle Sam and Old Glory : symbols of America

Uncle Smoke stories : Uncle Smoke, a revered storyteller of the fictional Nehawka tribe, shares four stories about the legendary trickster, Coyote.

Unconventional warfare

Uncovering bias in the news

Undefeated : Jim Thorpe and the Carlisle Indian School football team

Under construction

Under my nose

Under, over, by the clover : what is a preposition?

Under the black flag

Under the hood

Under the lemon moon

Under the microscope : science tools

Undercover Agents

The Underground Railroad

The Underground Railroad

The Underground Railroad

Underground transportation systems

Undersea

Understand and care

Understanding global warming with Max Axiom, super scientist : an augmented reading science experience

Understanding photosynthesis with Max Axiom, super scientist : an augmented reading science experience

Understanding the Articles of Confederation

Understanding the Bill of Rights

Understanding the Declaration of Independence

Understanding the U.S. Constitution



Understanding viruses with Max Axiom, super scientist : 4D an augmented reading science experience

Underwater exploration

Underwater life : the oceans

Underwear!

Unicorn bowling : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

Unicorn crossing : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

Unicorn famous : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

Unicorn of many hats : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

Unicorn on a roll : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

Unicorn playlist : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

Unicorn vs. goblins : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

The unicorn whisperer : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

El unicornio del oeste

Unicorns and other magical creatures

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Uniquely California

United Arab Emirates: Enchantment of the World

United Kingdom

The United Nations

The United Nations from A to Z

The United States

The United States and Mexico

The United States Constitution

The United States Constitution

United States expansion

United States of America

United States of America

United States of America : the land and its people.

United States : the culture

United States : the land

United States : the people

United Tates of America

United to strike : a story of the Delano Grape workers

The universe

The universe

Uno, dos, tres = : One, two, three

Unstoppable me

Up a road slowly.

Up & down : the adventures of John Jeffries, first American to fly

Updos : cool hairstyles for all occasions

The upside down boy

The Upside down riddle book

Uptown

Uranus

Ursa Major

Ursa Major

The U.S. Air Force

The U.S. Air Force at war

U.S. Air Force fighters

The U.S. Air Force Space Command

The U.S. Army

U.S. Army at War

The U.S. Army Special Operations

The U.S. Capitol

The U.S. Capitol



The U.S. Congress

The U.S. Constitution

The U.S. Constitution

The U.S. Constitution

The U.S. Department of Labor bicentennial history of the American worker

U.S. infrastructure

The U.S. Marine Corps at war

The U.S. Navy SEALs at war

The U.S. presidency

U.S. presidential inaugurations

The U.S. Supreme Court

The Usborne book of cutaway cars

The Usborne book of famous lives.

The Usborne book of juggling

The Usborne book of masks

The Usborne book of origami

The Usborne book of planes and helicopters

The Usborne book of racing cars

The Usborne Christmas treasury

The Usborne complete book of astronomy & space

The Usborne Internet-linked children's world cookbook

The Usborne internet-linked encyclopedia of ancient Egypt

The Usborne story of music

Usborne timelines of world history

The Usborne young scientist archaeology

Using a calculator

Utah

Utah

Utah, from its glorious past to the present

Utah in words and pictures

Los utiles escolares

Utterly yours, Booker Jones

La vaca que decía OINK

Las vacaciones de Arturo

Vacas

Vacas

The Valentine bears

A valentine fantasy

A valentine for Cousin Archie

Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day

The valiant chattee-maker : a folktale of India

Vallejo and the four flags : a true story of early California

Valley Forge

The valley of the Kings : Egypt's greatest mummies

Vamos a almorzar = Let's have lunch

Vamos a cazar un oso

Vamos a la granja de la abuela

Vamos todos de safari : Un recorrido numerico por Tanzania, Africia

Vampirates: Demons of the ocean

Vampires don't wear polka dots

Van Gogh



Vanessa's Butterfly

The vanishing cat

Vanishing forests

Vanishing wildlife of North America

Vanishing wings : a tale of three birds of prey

Variables and experiments : getting across the river

Veamos el invierno = : Let's look at winter

A veces las cosas cambian

Vegetable dreams

Vegetables

Vegetables

Vegetables are vital

Vegetables, vegetables!

Velma Gratch & the way cool butterfly

Velociraptor

Velociraptor

The velveteen rabbit = El conejo de terciopelo

The Velveteen Rsbbit.

Ven aqui, Daisy!

Venados

Los venenos te hacen da~no

Venezuela

Venus

Venus

Venus and Serena Williams

El verano

Verano

El verano

El verano

Verbs

Verbs

Verbs and adverbs

La verdadera historia de los tres cerditos!

Verde, violeta y amarillo

Verdezuela

Verdi

The Vermeer interviews : conversations with seven works of art

Vermont

Vermont

Vermont

Vermont

Versos de dulce y de sal

Very best (almost) friends : poems of friendship

The very clumsy click beetle

The very first Thanksgiving Day

The Very Greedy Dog / retold by Alan Trussell-Cullen; illustraded by Andrew Geeson.

The very hungry caterpillar

The very hungry caterpillar = La oruga muy hambrienta

The Very Hungry Caterpillar's finger puppet book

The very last castle

The very noisy night

The very quiet cricket

A very young rider

Vespucci

Veterans Day



Veterans Day

Veterans Day

Veterinarians

Veterinarians

El viaje de Jenny

El viaje de Jenny

El viaje en tren

Victor Hugo's The hunchback of Notre Dame

Vida acuatica en agua dulce

Vida diaria

La vida secreta de las serpientes

La viejecita que no le tenía miedo a nada

El viejo conciliasuenos.

El viejo y el tigre

Viento

El viento

El viento

Vietnam

Vietnam: Enchantment of the World

The Vietnam Memorial

The Vietnam War

Vietnam War heroes

Vietnamese-English dictionary : with a supplement of new words, English-Vietnamese

Vietnamese-English student dictionary.

The view from Saturday

Viking it and liking it

Viking it & liking it

Viking town

The Vikings

The Vikings

The Vikings

The Vikings

The Vikings

The Vikings at a glance

Vikings don't wear wrestling belts

The vile village

Village Homes

The village of round and square houses

Vincent can't sleep : Van Gogh paints the night sky

Vincent van Gogh

Vincent van Gogh

Vincent Van Gogh

Vincent van Gogh

Vincent Van Gogh

Vincent Van Gogh portrait of an artist

Violet fairy gets her wings

Los violines

Violins

Virgie goes to school with us boys

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

The Virginia Colony

Virginia, in words and pictures

Virtual reality



Virtual unicorn experience : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

Viruses

Visayan-English vocabulary :

A visit to the police station

A visit to the zoo

A visit to William Blake's inn : poems for innocent and experienced travelers

A Visit with Rosemary Wells

A visit with Tomie de Paola

Una visita a la biblioteca de Sesame Street

La visita de Osito

La visita del senor rataquemada

Visiting a village.

Visiting Langston

A visitor for Bear

Visitors

La vista

The visual dictionary of ancient civilizations.

Vitamins are vital

Viva! Una pi~nata!

The voice on the radio

Voices at Whisper Bend

The voices of silence

Voices : poetry and art from around the world

Volcano!

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volcanoes

Volleyball in action

Volleyball is for me : text and photographs

El volumen

Vostok 1 : first human in space

Vote!

Vote for me! : how governments and elections work around the world

Voy a la biblioteca

Voyager : an adventure to the edge of the solar system

Wacky trees

Wacky wedding : a book of alphabet antics

Wacky Wednesday

Wading birds : from herons to hammerkops

The wadjet eye

Waiting

Waiting alligators

Waiting for the Biblioburro

Waiting for the magic

Waiting is not easy!

Wakanda forever

Wake up, Farm!

Wakeboarding

Waking the rainbow dragon

Wales: Enchantment of the World



Walk across the sea

A walk by the seashore

A walk in the boreal forest

A walk in the deciduous forest

A walk in the desert

A walk in the prairie

A walk in the rain forest

A walk in the tundra

Walk two moons

Walk two moons

Walking on the moon

Walking the road to freedom : a story about Sojourner Truth

Wallop and Whizz and the bottle of fizz

Walruses

Walt Disney

Walt Disney's Cinderella : a read-aloud storybook

Walt Disney's Dumbo, the flying elephant.

Walt Disney's Pooh and Piglet's book of big and little.

Walt Whitman

Walter el panadero

Walter the baker

Walter the whale shark : and his teeny tiny teeth

The Wampanoag Indians

The Wanderer

Wanyana and matchmaker frog : [a Bagandan tale]

The war I finally won

War of 1812

The war of the worlds

The war that saved my life

The war with Grandpa

Warm-blooded or cold-blooded?

Warm Hearts Day

The warning

Warren G. Harding : our twenty-ninth president

Warrior son of a warrior son : [a Masai tale]

Warriors: A Vision of Shadows : River of Fire

Warriors: A Vision of Shadows : Shattered Sky

Warriors : Battle of the Clans

Warriors : Forest of Secrets

Warriors: Omen of the Stars : Night Whispers

Warriors: Omen of the Stars : Sign of the Moon

Warriors: Omen of the Stars : The Forgotten Warrior

Warriors: Power of Three : Outcast

Warriors: Power of Three : Sunrise

Warriors: Power of Three : The Sight

Warriors: Super Edition : Crookedstar's Promise

Warriors: Super Edition : Moth Flights Vision

Warriors: Super Edition : Yellowfang's Secret

Warriors: The New Prophecy : Moonrise

Warriors : the ultimate guide

Wars of independence

Wash day

Wash your hands!

Washington

Washington



Washington, D.C

Washington in words and pictures

Washington Irving's Rip Van Winkle

Washington Monument

The Washington Monument

Washington Monument

Washington Monument

Washington Redskins

Watch me build a sandcastle

Watch me make a bird feeder

Watch me throw the ball!

Watch out for clever women! = : Cuidado con las mujeres astutas! ; Hispanic folktales

Watch out for the chicken feet in your soup

Watch out, Ronald Morgan!

Watch the stars come out

Watch the stars come out

Watchful wolves

Watching desert wildlife

Water

Water

Water

Water

Water

Water

Water = Agua

The water cycle

The water cycle

The water cycle

Water dance

Water everywhere

The water hole

Water monsters

The water of life : a tale from the Brothers Grimm

Water plants

Water plants

Water play

Water pollution

Water pollution

Water pollution

Water power

Water power

Water power

Water safety

Water, water everywhere

Water Wise.

Waterfowl : from swans to screamers

Water's children : celebrating the resource that unites us all

The Watts picture atlas

Wave of the sea dragon

The way mothers are

Way of the Ninja

Way out in the desert

Way out West lives a coyote named Frank

The way west : journal of a pioneer woman

The wayfarer's tree



Wayne Gretzky

Ways to find your way : types of maps

Wayside School gets a little stranger

Wayside School is falling down

Wayside School is Falling Down

We all have different families

We are grateful : otsaliheliga

We are growing!

We are in a book!

We are patriots : Hope's Revolutionary War diary

We celebrate Easter

We celebrate family days

We celebrate New Year

We celebrate Valentine's Day

We don't eat our classmates!

We found a hat

We gather together-- now please get lost!

We have a baby

We hide, you seek

We need auto mechanics

We need bacteria

We the kids : the preamble to the Constitution of the United States

We the people : founding documents

We were there : A Nativity Story

Weapons : a pictorial history

Weapons and technology of World War I

Weapons carrier helicopters : the UH-60 Black Hawks

Weapons of ancient times

Weapons of fantasy and folklore

Weapons of the Cold War

Wearable electronics

Weather

Weather

Weather

The weather disaster

Weather fun with Mother Goose

Weather fun with Mother Goose

The Weather: The Best Start in Science

Weatherwise

Web design

Web design

W.E.B. Du Bois

WEB TV.

Webelos Scout book.

Webster's compact rhyming dictionary.

Webster's intermediate dictionary : a new school dictionary.

Webster's seventh new collegiate dictionary.

The wedding

The Wednesday surprise

A week in the woods

A weekend with Leonardo da Vinci

A weekend with Wendell

Weekends with Max and his dad

Weight

The weimaraner



Weird but true! Dinosaurs : 300 dino-mite facts to sink your teeth into.

Weird but true! Gross : 300 slimy, sticky, and smelly facts.

Weird wolf

Welcome to Kit's world, 1934 : growing up during America's Great Depression

Welcome to Mars : making a home on the Red Planet

Welcome to Mexico

Welcome to the library

Welcome to the world, ZooBorns!

Wemberly worried

Wendy and Wally

We're all wonders

Werewolves

Werewolves and stories about them

Werewolves don't go to summer camp

Weslandia

The West

The West

The West

West Africa

West Germany

West Germany

West Point

West Virginia

West Virginia

West Virginia in words and pictures

Wetland plants

Wetlands

Wetlands

Wetlands

Wetlands

Wetlands : soggy habitat

Whack of the P-rex

Whale in the sky

Whale shark

Whale sharks

Whaleboat raid

Whales

Whales

Whales

Whales in danger

Whales in danger

Whales : mighty giants of the sea

What?

What a mess!

What a wonderful world

What about ladybugs?

What am I? : looking through shapes at apples and grapes.

What are electrical circuits?

What are food chains and food webs?

What are friends for?

What are insulators and conductors?

What are political campaigns?

What are political parties?

What are protests?

What are student rights?



What are taxes?

What are trade wars?

What are voting rights?

What are you figuring now? : a story about Benjamin Banneker

What can we do about acid rain?

What can we do about deforestation?

What can we do about nuclear waste?

What can we do about ozone loss?

What can we do about toxins in the environment?

What color is it?

What did mommy do before you?

What do authors do?

What do I do?

What do insects do?

What do you do with a problem?

What do you do with a tail like this?

What do you mean? : a story about Noah Webster

What does it mean to be global?

What does it mean to be green?

What ever happened to the Baxter place?

What goes on in my head?

What good is a tail?

What good is a tree?

What grandmas do best : What grandpas do best

What happened to Patrick's dinosaurs?

What happened to the dinosaurs? : a book about extinction

What happens in fall?

What Happens in Spring?

What Happens in Summer?

What Happens in Winter?

What happens when my grandparent has Alzheimer's disease?

What happens when my parent dies?

What happens when my parents get divorced?

What happens when my pet dies?

What happens when someone in my family has Down syndrome?

What happens when someone in my family is deaf?

What happens when you run?

What hearts

What I hear in my school

What if an asteroid hit Earth?

What if we lived on another planet?

What if you had an animal tongue!?

What is a bear?

What is a bird?

What is a Circuit?

What is a family?

What is a fungus?

What is a gas?

What is a herbivore?

What is a liquid?

What is a solid?

What is a tree?

What is a vertebrate?

What is an insect?

What is an insect?



What is an insect?

What is density?

What is electricity?

What is electricity?

What is electromagnetism?

What is friction?

What is gravity?

What is hatching?

What is pollination?

What is precipitation?

What Is Temperature?

What is the president's job?

What is the women's rights movement?

What is volume?

What Is water?

What is weather?

What kind of dog is that? : Rare and unusual breeds of dogs

What Kind of Sound.

What kind of sound?

What lives in the Arctic?

What magnets can do

What makes a lemon sour?

What makes an ocean wave? : questions and answers about oceans and ocean life

What Mary Jo shared

What Pet Should I Get?

What sea animals eat

What shall I cook?

What shall I make?

What the animals were waiting for

What there is before there is anything there

What to do about pollution--

What was I scared of? : a glow-in-the-dark encounter

What was Pearl Harbor?

What was the Battle of Gettysburg?

What was the first Thanksgiving?

What was the gold rush?

What was the Titanic?

What would Joey do?

What you never knew about beds, bedrooms, & pajamas

Whatever After : Abby in Wonderland

Whatever happened to Humpty Dumpty? : and other surprising sequels to Mother Goose rhymes

What's a pair? What's a dozen?

What's border security?

What's climate change?

What's diversity?

What's drug abuse?

What's for supper? = : Qeé hay para cenar?

What's fracking?

What's gender identity?

What's gun control?

What's hacking?

What's in a map?

What's income inequality?

What's intolerance?

What's law and order?



What's life like in a blended family?

What's life like in foster care?

What's life like with a single parent?

What's mental health?

What's nationalism?

What's next, Nina?

What's renewable energy?

What's that awful smell?

What's the big idea, Ben Franklin?

What's the deal? : Jefferson, Napoleon, and the Louisiana Purchase

What's the economy?

What's the place value?

What's universal health care?

What's your favorite animal?

What's your favorite bug?

What's your favorite color?

What's your sound, Hound the hound?

Wheat

The wheel on the school

Wheels

Wheels for kids

When?

When birds could talk & bats could sing : the adventures of Bruh Sparrow, Sis Wren, and their friends

When birds had teeth

When Bluebell sang

When clay sings

When cowboys rode the Chisholm Trail

When cows come home for Christmas

When dinosaurs go visiting

When grandma saved Christmas

When I die, will I get better?

When I feel afraid

When I grow up : Misty Copeland

When I was young in the mountains

When lightning comes in a jar

When Lola visits

When Marian sang : the true recital of Marian Anderson, the voice of a century

When mischief came to town

When Nicki went away

When pigs fly

When pirates came to Brooklyn

When the circus came to town

When the moon is full

When the new baby comes, I'm moving out

When the world was young : creation and pourquois tales

When Tiny was tiny

When we were very young. With Decorations by Ernest H. Shepard.

When winter comes

When you look up at the moon

Where?

Where are you going, Baby Lincoln?

Where did all the dragons go?

Where did they hide my presents? : silly dilly Christmas songs

Where do animals live?

Where do bears sleep?



Where do frogs come from?

Where do I wear water wings?

Where do insects live?

Where do puddles go?

Where do you get your ideas? : helping young writers begin

Where in the world are you? : a guide to looking at the world

Where land meets sea

Where the broken heart still beats : the story of Cynthia Ann Parker

Where the buffaloes begin

Where the forest meets the sea

Where the mountain meets the moon

Where the red fern grows : the story of two dogs and a boy.

Where the red fern grows : the story of two dogs and a boy

Where the sidewalk ends

Where the sidewalk ends : the poems & drawings of Shel Silverstein.

Where the wild things are

Where the wild things are

Where the wild things are : reading beyond the basal

Where was Patrick Henry on the 29th of May?

Where words come from

Where's the owl?

Which horse is William?

Which witch?

Which would you rather be?

The whimsical world of Dr. Seuss

The whimsical world of Dr. Seuss

The whipping boy

Whisker wizard

Whisper in the dark

A whisper is quiet

The whispering cloth : a refugee's story

The whispering wars

Whispers along the mission trail

A white heron : a story of Maine

The White House

White House

White House

White wolf

Whitewater challenge

Whittington

Who?

Who are refugees?

Who built the pyramids?

Who came down that road?

Who chomps with these teeth?

Who grows up on the farm? : a book about farm animals and their offspring

Who is a stranger, and what should I do?

Who is Barack Obama?

Who is Jane Goodall?

Who is Malala Yousafzai?

Who is the beast?

Who Lives on the Farm?: Bison

Who Lives on the Farm?: Chickens

Who Lives on the Farm?: Cows

Who Lives on the Farm?: Ducks



Who Lives on the Farm?: Goats

Who Lives on the Farm?: Horses

Who Lives on the Farm?: Llamas

Who Lives on the Farm?: Pigs

Who Lives on the Farm?: Ponies

Who Lives on the Farm?: Sheep

Who Lives on the Farm?: Turkeys

Who really killed Cock Robin? : An ecological mystery.

Who says?

Who says?

Who shot the president? : the death of John F. Kennedy

Who was Albert Einstein?

Who was Annie Oakley?

Who was Ben Franklin?

Who was Blackbeard?

Who Was Dr. Seuss?

Who was Jesus?

Who was Joan of Arc?

Who was Marco Polo?

Who was Marie Curie?

Who was Roald Dahl?

Who was Sacagawea?

Who was Sojourner Truth?

Who were the first North Americans?

Who were the Romans?

Who were the Vikings?

Who will be my friends?

Who works at the zoo?

Who you gonna call?

A whole new ballgame

Who's buying? Who's selling? : understanding consumers and producers

Who's hiding here?

Who's new at the zoo?

Who's That Knocking on Christmas Eve?

Who's that stepping on Plymouth Rock?

Whose garden is it?

Whose shoes are these?

Whose skin is this? : a look at animal skin--scaly, furry, and prickly

Why?

Why Do Wolves Howl?

Why don't you get a horse, Sam Adams?

Why Epossumondas has no hair on his tail

Why frogs are wet

Why is cheating wrong?

Why is smoking bad for me?

Why isn't Pluto a planet? : a book about planets

Why mosquitoes buzz in people's ears : a West African tale.

Why mosquitoes buzz in people's ears /Reading beyond the basal

Why news matters

Why rat comes first : a story of the Chinese zodiac

Why should I brush my teeth? : and other questions about healthy teeth

Why should I wash my body? : and other questions about keeping clean and healthy

Why should I wash my hair? : and other questions about healthy skin and hair

Why the jackal won't speak to the hedgehog : a Tunisian folk tale

Why the sky is far away : a folktale from Nigeria



Why the tides ebb and flow

Wickiups

The wide window

Wiggle

Wild about books

Wild about watercolor

Wild baby animals

Wild bears

Wild bobcats.

Wild cats

The wild cats of Rome

Wild origami : amazing animals you can make

The wild robot escapes

Wild weather days

Wild world of snakes

Wildfires

Wildfires

The wildlife detectives : how forensic scientists fight crimes against nature

Wildlife of Alaska

The Wildwood Bakery

Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge

Will it float or sink?

Will Rogers : an American legend

Will you be my friend? : a Bunny and Bird story

Will you read to me?

Will you sign here, John Hancock?

Willaby

William Henry Harrison : our ninth president

William Howard Taft : our twenty-seventh president

William J. Clinton : our forty-second president

William Kamkwamba : powering his village

William McKinley : our twenty-fifth president

William Shakespeare

William Shakespeare : playwright & poet

William Shakespeare's A midsummer night's dream

William Shakespeare's A midsummer night's dream

William Shakespeare's As you like it

William Shakespeare's Cymbeline

William Shakespeare's Hamlet

William Shakespeare's Henry VIII

William Shakespeare's Julius Caesar

William Shakespeare's King Lear

William Shakespeare's Macbeth

William Shakespeare's Much ado about nothing

William Shakespeare's Othello

William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet

William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet

William Shakespeare's The comedy of errors

William Shakespeare's The taming of the shrew

William Shakespeare's The tempest

William Shakespeare's The winter's tale

William Shakespeare's Twelfth night

Williamsburg

Will's choice

Will's mammoth



Wilma Mankiller

Wilma unlimited : how Wilma Rudolph became the world's fastest woman

The wind

Wind

Wind

Wind

The wind in the willows

Wind power

Wind power

The Windigo's return : a North Woods story

Window music

Windy weather days

The winged watchman

Wings

Wings : a novel

Wings of Fire : The Brightest Night

Wings of Fire : The Hidden Kingdom

Wings of Fire : Winter turning

Winking, blinking, wiggling, and waggling

The winner.

The winner's walk

Winnie-the-Pooh

Winnie-the-Pooh and some bees

Winning chess : tactics & strategies

Winny de Puh

Winter

Winter

Winter

Winter : an alphabet acrostic

Winter camp

Winter : signs of the season around North America

Winter sleep : a hibernation story

Winter sports

Wisconsin

Wisconsin [from its glorious past to the present]

Wisconsin in words and pictures

The wisest man in the world : a legend of ancient Israel

The Wish

Wish again, Big Bear

The wish at the top

The wishbone wish

Wishes, kisses, and pigs

The wishing of Biddy Malone

Wishtree

Witch catcher

The witch of Glen Gowrie

The witchcraft of Salem village

The witches

The witches of Worm

With love, Little Red Hen

With these hands they built a nation; the story of colonial arts and crafts.

The wizard

The wizard in the tree

The wizard of Oz

The Wizard of Oz = El mago de Oz



Wizards and witches

Wizards don't need computers

Wolf!

Wolf Hollow : a novel

Wolf in the snow

Wolf stalker

The wolf, the duck, & the mouse

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Wolfland. #4

The wolf's chicken stew

Wolves

Wolves

Wolves

Wolves

Wolves

Wolves

Wolves and other wild dogs : [book author, Mary E. Reid].

The wolves are back

Woman against slavery : the story of Harriet Beecher Stowe

The woman in the moon : a story from Hawai'i

The woman who outshone the sun = La mujer que brillaba aun mas que el sol

The woman who outshone the sun : the legend of Lucia Zenteno = La mujer que brillaba mas aun que el sol : la leyenda de Lucia Zenteno

Wombat divine

Wombats

Women explorers in Africa : Christina Dodwell, Delia Akeley, Mary Kingsley, Florence Von Sass-Baker, Alexandrine Tinne

Women explorers in Asia : Lucy Atkinson, Alexandra David-Neel, Dervla Murphy, Susie Carson Rijnhart, Freya Stark

Women explorers in North and South America : Nellie Cashman, Violet Cressy-Marcks, Ynes Mexia, Mary Blair Niles, Annie Peck

Women explorers in polar regions : Louise Arner Boyd, Agnes Deans Cameron, Kate Marsden, Ida Pfeiffer, Helen Thayer

Women in business

Women in computer science

Women in sports : Scuba diving.

Women inventors

Women inventors 1 : Margaret Knight, Cynthia Westover, Elizabeth Hazen and Rachel Brown, Ruth Handler

Women inventors 2 : Amanda Jones, Mary Anderson, Bette Nesmith Graham, Dr. Ruth Benerito, Becky Schroeder

Women of colonial America

Women of the American West

Women of the frontier

Women's right to vote

Women's right to vote

Women's right to vote

Wonder

Wonderful egg.

The wonderful story of Henry Sugar and six more

Wonderful things

The wonderful tree : a story of the seasons

The wonderful Wizard of Oz

Wonderland

Wonders of gravity

A woodland wedding

Woodpecker

Woodpeckers

Woodrow Wilson : our twenty-eighth president

Woodwind instruments

Wool gathering : a sheep family reunion

Word processing : using Microsoft Word 2000 or Microsoft Office 2000



A wordful child

Work in Colonial America

Working at a TV station

Working on it

The World According to Humphrey

The world almanac and book of facts.

The World almanac and book of facts, 2001

The world almanac for kids, 1997.

World Book election 2000.

The World Book encyclopedia.

The World Book encyclopedia.

The World Cup

The World Cup

World holidays : a Watts guide for children

The world made new : why the Age of Exploration happened & how it changed the world

The world of castles and forts

The world of Christopher Robin : the complete When we were very young and Now we are six

The world of fishes.

The world of food chains with Max Axiom, super scientist

The world of hummingbirds

The world of Pooh : the complete Winnie-the-Pooh and The house at Pooh Corner

The world of rabbits

The world of the American Indian.

The World of the pirate

The world of the Roman emperor

The world of worms

The World Series

World Series

World Series

The world that Jack built

World War I

World War I, 1914-18

World War I heroes

World War II

World War II

World War II

World War II : an interactive history adventure

World without fish

Worlds collide

The world's fastest cars

The world's most dangerous bugs

Worm loves Worm

Worms

The worry stone

The worrywarts

The worst band in the universe : a totally cosmic musical adventure

The worst kid who ever lived on Eighth Avenue

The worst person in the world

Worth

Would you rather be a bullfrog?

The wrath of Mulgarath

Wrestling in action

Wrestling is for me

Wright brothers

The Wright Brothers



The Wright Brothers

The Wright brothers : how they invented the airplane

Wright Brothers, pioneers of American aviation.

A wrinkle in time

Write your own autobiography

Write your own nonfiction

The writing bug

Writing it down

Writing Opinion Papers

Writing Research Papers

The wrong crowd

The Wuggie Norple story

The wump world

WWE tag teams and team-ups

wwwwwwwwwwww.

Wyoming

Wyoming, from its glorious past to the present

Wyoming in words and pictures

Yahoo for you

Yankee Doodle

Yankee doodle boy : a young soldier's adventures in the American Revolution

Yankee thunder : the legendary life of Davy Crockett

Yao Ming

Yasmin the chef

Yasmin the explorer

Yasmin the fashionista

Yasmin the friend

Yasmin the gardener

Yasmin the librarian

Yasmin the painter

Yasmin the recycler

Yasmin the scientist

Yasmin the singer

Yasmin the soccer star

Yasmin the Superhero

Yasmin the teacher

Yasmin the writer

Yasmin the zookeeper

Yeah! yeah! yeah! : the Beatles, Beatlemania, and the music that changed the world

The year of Miss Agnes

The year of the garden

The year of the panda

The year of the three-legged deer

A year on my street : poems

Yeh-Shen : a Cinderella story from China

The Yellow Boat

The yellow house mystery.

The yellow house : Vincent van Gogh and Paul Gauguin side by side

Yellow star

The yellow star : the legend of King Christian X of Denmark

Yellowstone

Yellowstone National Park

Yellowstone National Park

Yertle the turtle and other stories

Yes we can : a biography of President Barack Obama



Yesterday's trains

Yeti, the abominable snowman

Yo-ho-ho!

Yo quisiera vivir en un parque de juegos : I wish I lived at the playground

Yo se contar.

Yo se leer.

Yo siempre te querre.

Yo soy

Yo soy el durazno

Yoga for children

Yoko

Yosemite : National Park

Yosemite National Park

You and I need water to survive!

You can write Chinese

You can't take twenty dogs on a date

You have head lice!

You lucky dog

You read to me, I'll read to you : very short Mother Goose tales to read together

You want women to vote, Lizzie Stanton?

You wouldn't want to be a 19th-century coal miner in England! : a dangerous job you'd rather not have

You wouldn't want to be a Civil War soldier! : a war you'd rather not fight

You wouldn't want to be a crusader! : a war you'd rather not fight

You wouldn't want to be a Greek athlete! : races you'd rather not run

You wouldn't want to be a medieval knight! : armor you'd rather not wear

You wouldn't want to be a pirate's prisoner! : horrible things you'd rather not know

You wouldn't want to be a pyramid builder! : a hazardous job you'd rather not have

You wouldn't want to be a Roman gladiator! : gory things you'd rather not know

You wouldn't want to be a slave in ancient Greece! : a life you'd rather not have

You wouldn't want to be a Victorian servant! : a thankless job you'd rather not have

You wouldn't want to be a Viking explorer! : voyages you'd rather not make

You wouldn't want to be an 18th-century convict! : a trip to Australia you'd rather not take

You wouldn't want to be an Egyptian mummy : disgusting things you'd rather not know!

You wouldn't want to be at the Boston Tea Party! : wharf water tea you'd rather not drink

You wouldn't want to be Cleopatra! : an Egyptian ruler you'd rather not be

You wouldn't want to be in a medieval dungeon! : prisoners you'd rather not meet

You wouldn't want to be in Alexander the Great's army! : miles you'd rather not march

You wouldn't want to be Tutankhamen! : a mummy who really got meddled with

You wouldn't want to explore with Sir Francis Drake! : a pirate you'd rather not know

You wouldn't want to live without the Internet!

You wouldn't want to sail in the Spanish Armada!

You wouldn't want to sail on the Mayflower! : a trip that took entirely too long

You wouldn't want to travel with Captain Cook! : a voyage you'd rather not make

Young Cam Jansen and the baseball mystery

Young Cam Jansen and the missing cookie

Young Cam Jansen and the pizza shop mystery

Young Charles Darwin and the voyage of the Beagle

The young chef's Italian cookbook

The young chef's Mexican cookbook

Young civil rights heroes

Young Lancelot

Young Paul Revere's Boston

The young United States, 1783-1830 : a time of change and growth; a time of learning democracy; a time of new ways of living, thinking, and doing

Your body

Your Body in Balance



Your fascinating family history

Your flag and mine

Your growing body

Your mother was a Neanderthal

Your move, J.P.!

Your old pal, Al

Your personalized internet

Your pet dog

Your pet gerbil

Your pet iguana

Your pet pony

You're clean as a whistle : (and other silly sayings)

Yours Truly

Yours truly, Goldilocks

Yuck! said the yak

Yugoslavia

Yummers!

The yummy mistake (Read-to-Me)

Z is for Moose

Zach and Lucy and the Museum of Natural Wonders

Zach and Lucy and the yoga zoo

Zachary Taylor : our twelfth president

Zachary's ball

Zachary's ball

Zamani goes to market

The zaniest riddle book in the world

Zapata, Mexican rebel.

Los zapatos de Tamburi

Zas!

Zebra

The zebra shark

Zebras

Zebulon Pike : soldier-explorer of the American Southwest

Zee Is Not Scared

Zen shorts

Zen ties

Zeus

Zhivko of Yugoslavia

Zimani's drum : [a Malawian tale]

Zimbabwe: Enchantment of the World

Zinc : a true book

The Zippity Zinger

Zlateh the goat and other stories

Zombies don't play soccer

Zoo doings : animal poems

Zoo-looking

Zoologicos

Zoology : an introduction to the animal kingdom

Zoom! boom! bully

Zoom Broom

Zoom dinosaurs

Zoom nature

Zoom space

La zorra y el cuervo

Los zorrillos



El zorro artico y el zorro rojo

El zorro y el chivo

Zucchini

Zulu warriors

The Zuni

Zzzng! zzzng! zzzng! : a Yoruba tale


